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THE SPEAKER (Mr Harman) took the
Chair at 2.15 p.m., and read prayers.

DEPUTY CHAIRMEN OF COMMITITEES

Appointment

THE SPEAKER: I wish to advise that the
member for Kalgoorlie (Mr Taylor), the mem-
ber for Scarborough (Mr Burkett), the member
for Gosnells (Mrs Henderson), and the member
for Albany (Mr Watt) have been appointed
Deputy Chairmen of Committees for the
present session.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY

Chamber Furniture

THE SPEAKER: Since I last took the Chair
of this House, several changes have occurred
and I would like to draw the attention of mem-
bers to these matters.

Members will quite possibly have noticed
there is new furniture in the Chamber. I refer to
the Speaker's desk and the Clerks' table. The
inadequacies of the former furniture had been
of some concern to the Clerks and myself over
a period of time and inquiries were made about
having alterations effected to the earlier pieces
of furniture. This course was not followed, and
a design for new furniture produced by Mr
Colin Andrews of the firm, Atelier, was ac-
cepted. The new furniture was completely
designed and fabricated by Atelier and, with
the co-operation of the Building Management
Authority, has now been installed, bringing
about a noticeable improvement to the appear-
ance of the furnishings at this end of the
Chamber.

Staff
Two new staff appointments have been made

in recent times. I refer to Mr Richard 1-blister,
who has been appointed as Assistant Clerk of
Papers in replacement of Mr Alan Rogers, who
resigned to join the Public Service. The other
appointment is somewhat historical. The Legis-
lative Assembly has, for the first time,
appointed a woman to the attendant staff in the
person of Mrs Keni Tyler. I am pleased to wel-
come these two new members to the staff.

Members: Hear, hear!

SITTINGS OF THE HOUSE
Days and Hours

On motion by Mr Tonkin (Leader of the
House), resolved-

That the House, unless otherwise
ordered, shall meet for the despatch of
business on Tuesdays at 2.15 p.m., on
Wednesdays at 2.1 5 p.m., and Thursdays
at 10.45 am., and shall sit until 6.00 p.m.
if necessary and, if requisite, from 7. 15
p.m. onwards.

GOVERNMENT BUSINESS
Precedence: Tuesdays and Thursdays

On motion by Mr Tonkin (Leader of the
House), resolved-

That on Tuesdays and Thursdays,
Government business shall take
precedence of all Motions and Orders of
the Day.

COMMIflEES FOR THE SESSION
Appointment

The following sessional committees were
appointed on motion by Mr Tonkin (Leader of
the House)-

(I) Library Committee-the Speaker,
Mrs Henderson and Mr Tubby.

(2) Standing Orders Committee-the
Speaker, the Chairman of Com-
mittees, Mr Jamieson, Mr
Thompson and Mr Watt.

(3) House Committee-the Speaker,
Mr Barnett, Mrs Beggs, Mr Old
and Mr Trethowan.

(4) Printing Committee-the Speaker,
Mrs Buchanan and Mr Williams.

(5) Public Accounts Committee-Mr
Taylor, Mr D. L. Smith, Mrs
Henderson, Mr Watt and Mr
Crane.

BILLS (6): INTRODUCTION AND FIRST
READING

I1.
2.

Electoral Amendment Bill.
Electoral Districts Amendment Bill.
Bills introduced, on motions by Mr

Tonkin (Minister for Parliamentary
and Electoral Reform), and read a
first time.
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3. Wildlife Conservation Amendment Bill.
Bill introduced, on motion by Mr

Davies (Minister for Conservation
and Land Management), and read a
first time.

4. Agricultural Products Amendment Bill.
Bill introduced, on motion by Mr Evans

(Minister for Agriculture), and read a
first time.

5. Contraceptives Amendment Hill.
Bill introduced, on motion by Mr

Hodge (Minister for Health), and
read a first time.

6. Gas Standards Amendment Bill.
Bill introduced, on motion by Mr

Parker (Minister for Minerals and
Energy), and read a first time.

ADDRESS-IN-REPLY: SECOND DAY
Motion

Debate resumed from 15 August.
MR HASSELL (Cottesloc-Leader of the

Opposition) (2.32 p.m.]: At the outset I con-
gratulate you, Mr Speaker, on your pursuit of a
policy of privatisation in having new furniture
made for Parliament House. No doubt it is an
example the Government could well follow in a
number of areas.

It is on that subject, in a broad sense, that I
want to open my remarks this afternoon. I want
to speak, however, in relation to a broader
question which will apply in a number of areas;
that is the credibility of the Government and
its leader in their approach to a number of
matters. The first of these is the subject I just
m ent ioned-pri vat isat ion.

It was of great interest to me to read in this
morning's newspaper that the Premier has once
again been beating the drum of fear to try to get
people to believe that privatisation will in some
way be to their disadvantage.

Mr Terry Burke: That is true.
Mr HASSELL: The member for Perth thinks

it is true. He is making one of his rare appear-
ances in the House. He made a mumbled inter-
jection-

Mr Brian Burke: I am glad you used your
four months to prepare for this. It is devastat-
ing!

Mr HASSELL: As usual, the Premier is leav-
ing the House. If one looks back one will find
that the Premier has never been able to sit
there and take it. He is always prepared to dish
it out, but he always has a pressing reason to be

out of his seat, out of the Chamber, or out of'
the building when someone has something to
say about him.

I see that the Premier, having failed in his
earlier bids to create fear among the Govern-
ment work force in this State that privatisation
would in some way put their future Or jobs in
jeopardy, suggests in his latest attempt at a fear
tactic that the State will lose $30 million a year
in revenue in the event of privatisation. No-
one knows where he got that figure. It is quite
apparent it was plucked out of the air. That is
about the value of the figure he has used be-
cause of course the amount of gain or loss by
privatisation would depend, as anybody with
even elementary logic would say, on what was
privatised,' and more particularly the way in
which it was privatised.

Here we have the Premier coming out with
the assertion that if the Government were to
sell off certain authorities it could
cost-"could" mind you, not
"would"-Western Australia about $30
million a year in lost revenue. I have no doubt
the Premier with some of his fancy ad-
visers-the political party stooges he has in
place-would be able to invent a way to carry
out privatisation so that it cost the State about
$30 million in lost revenue, or perhaps even
more.

That is not our plan. It is interesting that the
Premier went on to say-

Several members interjected.
Mr H-ASSELL: We have not got Car into the

session without the hyenas on the other side
starting to bay. It is time some of those mem-
bers learned to keep a little order.

The Premier went on to cite the Rural and
Industries Bank, the State Government In-
surance Office, and the WA Development Cor-
poration as authorities which paid half of their
net profits to the Consolidated Revenue Fund.
The Premier said that if they were sold off this
revenue would be paid to the Commonwealth
as company tax, and only two per cent would
be returned to the State through revenue
grants.

This is the Premier's second foray in the at-
tack on privatisation-a concept he was not
prepared to learn anything about from the
British expert who visited Western Australia
yesterday to talk about that subject; that man
has been involved in the successful
privatisation of literally hundreds of Govern-
ment instirumentalities and organisations in the
United Kingdom. The Premier was very delib-
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crate in picking out the Rural and Industries
Bank and the SGIO and attacking any sugges-
tion that they should be privatised.

That is interesting because I would like to
mention something which the Premier
proposed not long ago. If one looks at this very
interesting article which appeared in The West
Australian on 9 February 0984 one sees a ban-
ner headline-those were the days when the
Premier was managing to get himself a banner
headline every second day with every bleating
utterance he issued-which says: "Burke floats
govt. sell-off idea." The article starts in this
way-

PRIVATE enterprise in WA may soon
be invited to take a share in some State
Government businesses.

The Premier, Mr Burke, has indicated
that the first public enterprise to be the
target of a radical change in Labor's econ-
omic philosophy could be the State
Government Insurance Office.

This is the authority which the Premier is
trying to tell the public today cannot possibly
be privatised. Where is the Premier's credi-
bility when this kind of nonsense is going on?
He ran around the State getting headlines for
floating the sell-off idea, but a few months later
after he had been pressured by the Trades and
Labor Council and the left wing unions he said
it simply could not be done, it was a bad idea
and that we should have nothing to do with
privatisation.

The article which appeared in The West
Australian of 9 February 1984 was very
enlightening because it set out a number of
points of view regarding privatisation. Right at
the forefront, in February 1984, was none other
than Premier Burke, the Premier who now says
that privatisation is impossible; privatisation is
bad; privatisation will cost a lot of jobs;
privatisation will cost a lot of money, and all
the other fear mongering excuses he can beat
up on every convenient drum to which he can
lay his hands.

This is what the Premier said in 1984-

In his hypothesis, Mr Burke said that the
SGIO, poised to enter the life assurance
field, desperately needed extra capital.

One of the most important reasons for
privatisation of Government operations is to
give the operation the opportunity to maisc
capital and in that respect the Premier was ab-
solutely right. The article continues-

Mr Burke has floated the idea of selling
off a lesser-than controlling share in the
SGIO if the move would mean a greater
return for the Government.

Further on the article states-
Mr Burke said that creation of the

greater wealth so that government could
have a greater share was more important
than the direct involvement of Govern-
ment in wealth-creation.

What is the change that has come about since
last year? Why has the Premier now abandoned
the essential philosophy of getting the Govern-
ment out of the business of promoting wealth
creation and instead has tried to tell everyone
that privatisation is absolutely impossible?

The article to which I have referred is very
interesting because it covers a number of areas.
It quotes the Confederation of Western
Australian Industry as follows-

The Confederation of WA Industry said
it was a good idea but that the Govern-
ment should go further and get right out of
all areas in which it competed with private
enterprise.

What an excellent idea it is that the Govern-
ment should go further and get out of all areas
in which it competes with private enterprise!
The article continues-

The Leader of the Opposition, Mr
O'Connor, said that the possibility of the
inquiry being used to justify floating part
of the SGIQ pointed to the Government's
confusion on economic matters.

That has been borne out by subsequent events.
The Government certainly was confused and it
is even more confused now because what it
considered a good idea in February 1984-an
idea that justified a headline, I think, on page
three of the Press-is something which the
Government now thinks is impossible, which
will lose jobs, and which will cost the State $30
million.

Maybe the Opposition has found a little clue
as to the reason for the Premier's about-face
when we read the next paragraph of the article
which reads as follows-

The WA Trades and Labor Council said
it was opposed to the Government selling
any shares in any of its enterprises.

Is that the reason for the change, and is that
why the Premier now finds that privatisation is
impossible, cannot be achieved, will cost jobs
and will also cost the State money? It is
drummed-up nonsense which the Premier has
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invented, and which has been written by one of
his party hacks who was nominated by the
TLC. The glimmer of hope that this Govern-
ment would, in fact, support private enterprise
has been snuffed out.

However, there are some revealing com-
ments in the article about the Premier's plan in
1984 to privatise not only the State Govern-
ment Insurance Office, but also the Rural and
Industries Bank. The article reads-

One senior Labor official said that Mr
Burke's suggestion that private enterpri se
could perform better than public
enterprise would upset members but most
did not understand his entrepreneurial ap-
proach to financial matters.

Another person said, "There would be a hostile
reaction". These comments were made by
members of the Labor Government which runs
the show. However, along came Mr Beahan,
the State Secretary of the ALP, who said the
following-

Mr Burke's arguments showed that there
were a number of approaches to the prob-
lem of the State's role in the economy.

Either the Premier is right by saying that
privatisation is now impossible or Mr Beahan
is right by saying that privatisation is an option
to be seriously considered. Which one of these
gentlemen will go down the drain for what he
has said? Will it be the Premier who has done a
somersault and who has invented figures to
damn an idea which has been put forward by a
person who is involved in privatisation and
whom the Premier chose not to listen to, or is it
the Secretary of the ALP who has been left high
and dry by the Premier? Mr Beahan said the
following in the article to which I have re-
ferred-

It was a case of looking at the role of
government-

Now that is something about which the Oppo-
sition has had something to say. The article
continues-

-in a more up-to-date fashion-
Mr Beahan said that privatisation is looking at
Government in a more up-to-date fashion and,
of course, he is right. The article continues-

-and the Premier was looking for ways i n
which the Government could influence
economic direction.

The distinction between the ALP now
and the party of years ago was that more
attention was being paid to the means of

achieving the ends and even the party's
ends had been modified to suit a changing
world.

Except, of course, in relation to privatisation
because that has now gone out the window and
it is apparently unthinkable for the Govern-
ment to consider selling off pant of the SGlO or
the R & I Bank.

Further on in the article Mr Beahan said the
following-

"I do not think that Mr Burke's argu-
ments will cause great worry because they
do not amount to a substantial departure
from the direction in which the party has
been going," he said.

That is all very interesting. The article then
goes on to refer to the Executive Director of the
Confederation of Western Australian Industry
(Mr Basil Atkinson) who is now working for the
Tourism Commission at the Government's be-
hest. Mr Atkinson said the following-

... the government should leave the in-
surance, laundry and engineering business.

If the government was not prepared to
vacate the insurance industry then a
partial hand-over to private enterprise
would be commendable, he said.

Echoing the confederation Mr O'Connor
said that the community would be better
off if the government left the insurance
field.

The inquiry into the SGIO was what the
Government should have done before
introducing its SGIO legislation to Parlia-
ment last year, he said.

I have given a number of very interesting as-
pects of the Premier's privatisation proposals.
Another one is, of course, that the Premier
made these announcements about privatisation
in the context of saying that he was
commissioning five consultants, who were
unnamed, to recommend a corporate strategy
and development plan to improve the commer-
cial performance of the SGIO and increase its
Profits. At that time the Premier said that the
SGIO was on the verge of bursting into the life
assurance field-heaven knows what the SGO
has been doing since that time if, in February
1984, it was on the verge of bursting into this
field!

It is interesting to note that on 8 December
1984 a report about the SGIO was referred to
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in The West Australian. The headline was,
'SGIO study points to a shake-up". The article

goes on-
The WA Government has received a re-

port that could lead to major changes in
the State Government Insurance Office.

A leading international accountancy
firm, Price Waterhouse, and a Brisbane-
based merchant bank, Rothwells Ltd, were
commissioned in April to examine the
SGO 's operations.

They were asked to recommend a plan
to improve the commercial performance of
the office and to maximise profitability.

The article continued in that vein. Earlier that
year the Premier, Mr Burke, raised the prospect
of the Government's selling half the SGlO to
private enterprise. The article continued-

The report has been referred to various
departments for comment before a sub-
mission goes to the Cabinet.

I wonder whether that submission went to
Cabinet. I also wonder where the report is be-
cause to the best of my knowledge it has never
been released. I wonder also whether perhaps
that report recommended privatisation and
whether that is why it has never been released.

Mr Brian Burke: I may be corrected, but it
was released about six or eight weeks ago.

Mr HASSELL: If it was, does it recommend
privatisation?

Mr Brian Burke: No, it does not.
Mr HASSELL: Has the Premier released all

the reports?
Mr Brian Burke: Only one report was done.

In fact, I think I sent you a copy of that report
at your request.

Mr HIASSELL: If the Premier sent me a copy
of the report, I thank him for it, but I have not
seen it. It is interesting that the Government
has not gone on with its plan for privatisation.
The Government has not gone on with giving
the SGlO a new line of business. A number of
aspects of the matter have remained a mystery.

The matter of privatisation of the SGO
demonstrates very clearly that the Government
has not had a consistent policy or a credible
position. It has not had the courage to be
honest about its attitude in this matter.

Mr Bryce: It is called flexibility.

Mr HASSELL: There are other words for it
which are not really appropriate at the trmo-
ment. Everyone knows what I mecan when I say
that the Government has done a complete

back-flip with no explanation except one that
can be inferred from reading the newspaper
reports and working out what is going on from
the background they give.

On Thursday last we saw the Premier per-
form in question time. Once again we saw a
performance on privatisation. The Govern-
menit's clear concern about this subject is
coming through more loudly every day and can
be seen from the way in which this subject is so
dishonestly approached. In reply to a Dorothy
Dix question, the Premier said-

We could privatise Rottnest Island;-
I do not know who suggested that.

Mr Brian Burke: The Young Liberals
suggested it.

Mr HASSELL: The Premier said they
suggested that in his answer, but their having
said it does not bind us. Our policies are not
binding in that way. The Premier's answer
read-

We could privatise Rottnest Island; we
could sell off the R & I Bank,-

He proposed to do that a little over 12 months
ago. To continue-

-and we could also make sure that the
MTT does not run at a loss; but let me
explain to members what it will mean by
reference to the last example. We could
make sure that the MTT does not run at a
loss by selling it to someone prepared to
fund a deficit of $78 million or there-
abouts, or alternatively, by increasing fares
generally by 1 28 per cent, except in the
case of pensioners and the unemployed, in
which cases they would need to rise by 800
per cent. We could eliminate all services
on the weekend and we could eliminate
also all services after 7.00 p.m. That way
the MiT would not run at a loss. The
MTT is the most efficient transport trust
currently in this country, and it would then
not incur a deficit.

What kind of nonsense is that? What kind of
debate on the issues or the merits is that? When
did the Opposition ever hint or suggest that we
would force the MTT not to run at a loss?
When did we ever suggest that we would cut
out services at night or at the weekend or that
we would put up fares by 128 per cent for
ordinary people and 800 per cent for pen-
sioners? Needless to say, none of those sugges-
tions has ever been made or implied by us in
any of our proposals. None is likely to be made
or implied by us. But that is the level of the
Premier's argument; that is the level of his de-
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bate. That is not surprising coming from a man
who did a complete back-flip in a short time
about the possibility of privatisation for the
SGlO and the R & 1 Bank.

We are concerned about the massively in-
creasing losses of the MTT and the fact that the
MTT services are run for the benefit of em-
ployees and not the public. The Premier has
confessed concern at different times about
much the same things, but when it comes to the
crunch he is not prepared to put that concern
into practice. One of the reasons for
privatisation is to make sure that organisations
fulfil their function of giving service to the pub-
lic. What has been the latest performance of the
MTT since the Government stacked the Board
of the MTT with onion employees? A veritable
army of bus drivers have such bad backs that
they cannot put women's prams on the backs of
the buses. That is a disgrace. What kind of way
is that to enhance the service? The Govern-
ment has a Women's Advisory Council. What
has it said about the unilateral union decision
that women with young children will not be
helped by putting prams on the backs of buses
as has been done for literally generations in
Western Australia? There is under way a
tremendously expensive tourism campaign to
attract people to Western Australia by waving
to them and by being nice to them. One of the
unique features of Western Australian life for
many years is now to be abolished by union
directive. Where is the Premier's consistency
there? Where is the provision of service to the
public?

We should consider privatisation of part or
whole of the operations of the MTT to allow
some of these things to be put right. 1 refer to
an article which appeared in the Sydney Morn-
ing Herald on 23 July 1985. Before I do so, I
ask the Premier whether he can tell me again
what report on the SGlO he sent me a copy of.

Mr Brian Burke: The only report that was
done on the 5010 was the Price Waterhouse-
Roth wells report.

Mr HASSELL: And the Premier has sent me
a copy of that report?

Mr Brian Burke: I thought you asked a ques-
tion about when it was to be released and
whether you could have a copy. I was under the
impression that I had sent you a copy, but I
may not have. I am trying to answer the ques-
tion.

Mr HASSELL: The matter of the bus service
has been neatly raised in a recent article in The
Sydney Morning Herald which reported that

Government buses cost twice as much to
operate as do private buses. The article stated
the following-

Private bus operators could provide a
free service 24 hours a day, seven days a
week if they received the same level of
government subsidies as the Urban Transit
Authority, a survey has concluded ...

The survey found that on average, UTA
buses cost about $3.20 a kilometre to
operate, whereas private operator costs in
the Sydney area averaged exactly half this
figure. ..

Every government bus that goes into ser-
vice costs approximately $60 000 a year
more to operate than a private bus.

When that sort of information is presented,
why is it unreasonable to consider some form
or element of privatisation? Why is it un-
reasonable to consider whether night services
of the MTT, which have very low patronage,
might not be contracted out to private
enterprise at a much reduced cost than the
present system? Why is it that small buses are
not used at night? I can answer that question. It
is because the unions dictate that they should
not be used. However, that does not rule out
the possibility that some of this massive loss of
$78 million could be reduced.

The following extract is taken from a report
prepared in New South Wales by the firm,
Travers Morgan. That company was respon-
sible for some very important work in Western
Australia relating to our railway services. It
knows the transport industry and is well quali-
fied in this area. The following summary is
taken from page 3 of the report-

The private bus industry is a bigger pro-
vider of public transport in NSW than
UTA and provides one third of the entire
public transport needs of the State. The
private bus industry is not subsidised by
the Government.

One-third of the public transport needs of New
South Wales is provided by private enterprise
with no subsidy from the Government. In
Western Australia in the metropolitan area
alone, as the Premier admitted in answer to a
question last Thursday, there is a deficit of
some $78 million. I know that that deficit in-
cludes a certain substantial element for what
can be described as social cost; that is,
subsidies to pensioners, unemployed Persons
and others. I recognise that certain elements
have to be considered very carefully but I draw
the striking contrast between the situation in
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Western Australia and that in New South
Wales which has a Government and a private
service. The private service is providing one-
third of the passenger transport needs of New
South Wales and operates with no Government
subsidy. The report continues-

A total private bus system in NSW
would save taxpayers $90 million a year.

If the UTA subsidy were given to private
operators in Sydney, Newcastle and
Wollongong they could provide totally free
bus services, operating 24 hours a day,
seven days a week.

The Premier is so wrong; not only would he not
come and listen to Dr Madsen Pinie but also he
has not done his homework on this matter. If
the operation were more efficient the Govern-
ment could let pensioners, the unemployed,
and others in need have more service for less
cost and not the other way around.

Mr Bryce: He is the professor of Maggie
Thatcherism.

Mr HASSELL: The twittering Deputy
Premier seems to think, as do others of his ilk,
that privatisation only has something to do
with Maggie Thatcher and Great Britain. The
truth is that privatisation is currently being
practised in the United Kingdom, in France
under a socialist Government, in Spain under a
left-wing Government, in Canada and in
Japan, amongst others. It is not something that
belongs to Maggie Thatcher although it has
been very successful in Great Britain. In fact,
Great Britain has begun to do something that
Australia should be aiming for, which is to roll
back the proportion of the gross domestic
product that is taken by Government. In
Australia that has risen to almost 44 per cent.
In Britain it has been brought back to that fig-
ure but still has a long way to go It bad risen
much higher than 44 per cent.

I do not wish to confuse the issue and I re-
turn to my point. My bet is that the Western
Australian Metropolitan Transport Trust is far
more like the Urban Transit Authority in New
South Wales than it is like private bus oper-
ators in New South Wales. There is a potential
for the consideration of making savings by
using the private sector in relation to our
metropolitan transport service. We might even
he able to get back to a situation in which the
bus drivers with their army of bad backs would
be able to manage to put the prams of mothers
with small children on the backs of buses again.
Think of that opportunity presented by

privatisation. At present the Government has
no solution but to cave in to the demands of
the union to get rid of a service.

Where is the Women's Advisory Council?
Where is it standing up for the young mothers
and their children? Where are the heroes of the
womenfolk of our community standing up for
the young mothers? Not a word has been said
and the Government is going along with the
situation.

It is similar to the situation which existed
under the Whitlam Government with that
tremendous monopoly, the Post Office. Mr
Whitlarn's union decided that the post office
would no longer open on Saturday mornings;
the unions closed the post offices on Saturday
mornings and Saturday mail deliveries ceased.
A service to the consumer was lost. Of course,
it never occurred to the Whitlam Government
to tell the union that it was not running the
post office. In the same way it has not occurred
to the Burke Government to tell the workers at
the MTT that they are not actually running the
MIT. In fact, of course, they are, because the
Government has stacked the board with them
to make sure that they are running the MTT.
These sorts of things will continue for as long
as we have a union Government-one that is
run by unions and is concerned only about the
workers in the nationalised monopoly industry
and not about the consumer who is supposed to
be the beneficiary of the service.

The report continues in this summary-
There is pressure being exerted on the

UTA to introduce buses on private routes.
Every UTA bus that goes into service costs
about $60 000 a year more to operate than
a private bus.

The private bus systemn is relied on to
provide travel to and from school for the
vast majority of school children in NSW.

It should be borne in mind that this system
operates with no subsidy from the Govern-
ment. It continues-

Anything that will jeopardise this system
will also jeopardise the provision of school
transport.

The country rail network in NSW loses
over $140 million a year. Private coaches
are not allowed to compete yet could offer
a non-subsidised service.

So what do we see? We see a Premier who gets
up at question time on the opening day of Par-
liament and rants and raves in an incredible
way about the social aspect of our society, our
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commitment to each other, and our prepared-
ness to provide for those in need of special
attention. That does not include mothers on
MTT buses! They do not need special atten-
tion; they will not have prams put on the backs
of buses any more. This is not because they
have asked to lose that service, but because the
union has told the Government that the service
is to cease.

We heard all this gobbledegook from the
Premier on the opening day about the MTT.
lHe was trying to suggest that a Liberal Govern-
ment would close down the MTT or cut out
services. This is dishonest and strikes at the
question 1 raised at the outset about the credi-
bility of a Premier who is not prepared to study
the issues or to consider the options, but who
has looked into an ideological position dictated
by unions concerned about their own well-be-
ing and not about the wider public interest
which is the responsibility of the Government.

The Premier says that privatisation would
ruin the social fabric of our society, yet he is
not prepared to consider the possibility that
private operators, albeit subsidised-a system
which is well within the ambit of
pri vatisatCion-

Mr Brian Burke: Subsidised private oper-
ators?

Mr HIASSELL: That is one of the means of
privatisation. The Premier should have come
to listen and to learn.

Let me put a little proposition to the
Premier. Suppose a proper calculation was
done by an independent and hopefully-

Mr Brian Burke: Did Dr Pinie say it would
cost jobs?

Mr HASSELL: No, on the contrary, he said it
would not. I will quote something he said very
soon. It really is a shame the Premier was not
there to hear and to learn, because clearly he
needs to.

Suppose that we get an independent person,
hopefully a private accountant, to undertake a
study into the MTT's night-time and weekend
operations, and, in doing that study the inde-
pendent person discovers those operations
could cost far less if buses are not used but the
operation is perfrmed in some other way, still
providing at least the same service. We have
made no proposal to reduce the service; we
understand the needs of the social fabric of
society as well as the Premier does, in fact a lot
better.

It may well be then that if one were to calf for
tenders in the public arena saying, "We would
like to contract with you to provide these night-
time and weekend services on the same level as
they are now-"

Mr Laura nce: With the prams.
Mr HASSELL: "-and include an obligation

to put the prams on the back-"
Mr Brian Burke: If they are little buses you

might not have room for the prams.
Mr HASSELL: If one is carrying only two or

three people one may well have room for the
prams. That is one of the problems, but the
Premier does not want to be concerned about
that; he wants to go on saying these silly things
he said on Thursday afternoon.

Mr Brian Burke: You are in cloud-cuckoo-
land. You will have dual services running, half
of them subsidised.

Mr [HASSELL: Is that not strange, coming
from a Premier who reinstated the Perth-
Fremantle railway service so that he could have
a dual service running? Is that not simply
amazing? The Premier should listen for a few
minutes without trotting out these little points
of nonsense.

One calls for tenders for these services. One
might be able to get a better service for the
same money. Has that occurred to the Premier?

Those are some of the options we are
suggesting ought to be studied. What we are
saying is that these things should not be ruled
out as being impossible or out of the question,
and should not be written out of the options
available to bodies such as the MTT. The ex-
perience in New South Wales, where there are
dual services, shows that private operators per-
form more cheaply and still provide essential
services. Why should we not take advantage of
that if it is available?

Why should we not be concerned to reduce
that $78 million loss? Even if a public opinion
survey were conducted to find whether it is
popular to have a $78 million loss, and the
people who usually patronise the MTT buses
were told that the alternative would be a fare
increase of 128 per cent or 800 per cent, I know
what choice the people concerned would make.
If one suggests to pensioners and unemployed
that to get rid of the $78 million loss fares must
go up by 178 per cent or 800 per cent, one will
always get that answer. But if one asks the right
questions and puts the choices before the pub-
lic, there is another way of doing it. This has
been tried in several places; it is a practical
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possibility, so at least we should look at it.
Does the Premier th ink anybody in the public
arena would say that was impossible, and that
they will have nothing to do with it? It is very
silly for the Premier to take such a negative
attitude and close his mind to the suggestion. It
highlights the question of credibility which
arises in relation to so many aspects of what he
has been saying and doing.

There was an example of privatisation under
the last Liberal Government. The Liberal
Government arranged for local government to
have its audit done by the private sector. Was
that wrong? Is the Premier going to reverse that
or give serious consideration to the submission
which the accountants have made to the
Government about extending that Proposition
and having private auditors auditing the ac-
counts of hospitals and other Government
instrumentalities? Why is that out of the ques-
tion?

Why is it that the Government wants to go
on building up Government services when it
may be that with less cost to the taxpayer, with
the same level of service and often with more
services with more choices, and with the cre-
ation of more employment opportunities, the
job can be done? I would like to spell out very
simply and clearly some commitments that I
put on the Mansard record now in relation to
privatisation.

Mr Brian Burke: This is your hit-list.

Mr HASSELL: These are our commitments
on privalisation. The first is that there is not,
and will not be, a hit-list, except upon waste,
inefficiency, and lack of choice. Of course
privatisation is about reducing waste, inef-
ficiency, and giving people more choices. Every
case will be looked at on its individual Merits.
What might be appropriate for the MTT might
be completely inappropriate for the railways.
What might be appropriate for one area maybe
inappropriate for another. We make no as-
ser-tion as to what is going to be done in terms
of a list because, apart from anything else, the
Premier and his colleagues will misrepresent
and misuse any list that might be issued, as
they have been doing up to date. We will, of
course, explain in rull detail to the public,
whose judgment we trust, the elements of
privatisation and what can be achieved and in
what areas.

Mr Brian Burke: Will you be in favour of
education and child care?

Mr HASSELL: Child care is an area in which
privatisation has worked very effectively and
that will continue. Whether the Government is
going to put an end to it by allowing the bu-
reaucrats to regulate standards in relation to
child care which make it so expensive that only
Government can provide it is another ques-
tion.

We on this side of the House intend to en-
sure that child care will continue to be avail-
able to women who need to use it on a basis
they can afford. That is the system which we
on this side of the House will be operating
when the Liberal Party is returned to Govern-
ment. A system of child care will not Work if
members of the Government allow the bureau-
crats and the regulators to have their heads and
to impose standards which are unrealistic and
unobtainable except by expensive Government
operations.

The second commitment I wish to make is
this: The basic test in every case will be
whether the service can be provided to the pub-
lic at less cost and with more choices if the
service is privatised. That includes one of a
number of forms of privatisation-whexher it
be contracting out, partial privatisation, or
whatever.

Mr B~ryce: Or subsidising your mates, you
mean.

Mr HASSELL: Not only does the Labor
Party subsidise its mates, but also the State
Labor Government has gone to the High Court
in support of its "little inmate", and it used the
money of t he tax payers of th is State to do so.

My third commitment is this: No-one will be
sacked in any privatisation programme,
whether he be a public servant or not. I give
that Commitment with great confidence be-
cause there i s n o reason why j obs should be l ost
in the processes of privatisation. For example,
privatisation of the Jaguar car company in
Britain has been an enormous success.

Mr Brian Burke: The Jaguar car company is
not the MTT.

Mr HASSELL: Goodness gracious me, it was
owned by the Government.

Mr Brian Burke: But it is not the same sort of
service.

M r H ASSE LL: Would the P rem ie r agree t hat
it is comparable with the State Engineering
Works?

M r Brian B urke: I t i s more com parab le.
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Mr HASSELL: Yes, exactly, it is more com-
parable. There are all sorts of services. Both the
State Engineering Works and the Jaguar car
company are manufacturing services. The State
Engineering Works is a manufacturing and a
construction works; the Jaguar car company
makes cars. Both companies are in the business
of producing and they are both in the private
market and they are both competing. Both will
be privatised-one has already been privatised,
the other is waiting for a change of Govern-
ment and until the completion of studies to see
what is the right way to privatise in order to
make sure that no jobs are lost and that the
people who have given loyal service for many
years will not find themselves out of work.
Those things are important.

The Premier asked by way of interjection
whether Dr Madsen Pinie had said that jobs
were lost in privatisation. Dr Pinie said yester-
day in a discussion with me and my colleagues
that not a single job was lost by privatisation in
Britain because no-one was sacked. Where
people needed to be retired and there was no
available situation for voluntary retirement,
they were given an acceptable arrangement to
retire. Those sorts of arrangements could be
made here as the Premier knows, as has been
done by his colleague in relation to the rail-
ways, for example where manpower had to be
reduced.

I give a very clear assurance, and I will repeat
it again and again until it has sunk into even
the members of the Government, that nobody
will be sacked by the process of privatisation in
Western Australia.

My fourth commitment is that privatisation
will be carried out in direct consultation with
the involved body's management, the involved
body's employees and the wider community.
These are four very simple and clear basic com-
mitments about privatisation, and they are
intended to allay the fears and the misinfor-
mation that the Premier has engendered.

Firstly, he was fearmongering about loss of
jobs. Then he was fearmongering about the fact
that we would not have any night-time bus ser-
vices. The latest effort is that he is
fearmongering that we will lose $30 million due
to privatisation. We will not lose $30 million,
we will gain many millions of dollars and the
public knows that the policies of the Liberal
party to get rid of some of the State taxes that
the Premier increased so savagely will work
and can be supported because of our policy of
privatisation.

The Premier also knows from his own re-
search that privatisation is a popular idea and
that is why he is spending so much time trying
to denigrate it and put it down. Let me tell the
Premier he will not be successful because
privatisation will come to Australia as surely as
the sun will rise tomorrow because throughout
the western world it has become an instrument
enabling Governments to reduce the tremen-
dous burdens that they are imposing on their
citizens and to give people a chance to get on
with the business of creating wealth.

The Premier himself spoke about the desir-
ability of creating wealth and allowing wealth
to be created when he referred to the State
Government Insurance Office and to the R&l
Bank about 18 months ago. Why has he shifted
ground? Is it clearly and simply as I have
said-because the trade union bosses, the real
socialists, in the background will not have a bar
of privatisation because, like the Manager of
Australia Post who was waxing on at some
length on the news services the other night,
they are not prepared to contemplate the possi-
bility that anybody else could provide the ser-
vice more effectively? We have seen the
Australian Post Office in decline for years, yet
w hen somebody suggested that the postal ser-
vice might do well to have a little bit of
privatisation, out came the manager, out came
the unions and said, "We Cannot possibly do
that, you cannot change anything; they will
take over the good route between Sydney and
Melbourne and the people in the outback
would pay $2 a letter".

They just were not prepared to open their
minds to contemplate the possibilities. They
were not prepared to learn from the experience
of other places, where none of those terrifying
things that the Premier conjured up to frighten
people has in fact happened.

The reality is that if Australia is to regain its
place as a competitive and successful nation in
the world it will have to do some more thinking
and be prepared to open new doors and pro-
vide new opportunities, opportunities which
should be there for the asking, not by great
Government expenditure, not by the impo-
sition of new taxation measures and burdens,
but by taking some of them away, by breaking
down the burden of regulation and by taking
away the monopoly which some bodies enjoy.
Australia would be better off if Ansett, East-
West Airlines, or Barrack House Airlines, were
out in the world marketplace fighting tooth and
nail in risking their capital to create a new
tourist market in Australia. Why is it that such
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narrow and confined thinking believes that is
not to be contemplated, that we can have only
one international carrier, which is Qantas, and
allow the ridiculous charade where we have the
accredited airline which flies from Port
Hed land to Bali sublet the route to Ansett WA?

A simple arrangement could have been made
whereby Anseti WA flew that route as the oper-
ator. Why is it that East-West Airlines cannot
fly to Guam and Barrack House Airlines can-
not charter services from Singapore?

Fifty thousand Singaporeans go to China
each year. How many come to Western
Australia? Very few. The cost is too high be-
cause there is no effective competition, and
Governments have raised regulatory barriers.
Here are the opportunities for our future.
Opportunities should be provided to private
enterprise to do what it does well, and that is to
get out into the world, compete, take risks and
sometimes fail.

This Government presents silty arguments
about closing the bus services at night when no-
one has suggested that we close them. The Lib-
eral Party as well as the Government recognises
that there are people who need a bus service at
night. Unfortunately, not enough people use
the service to make it profitable. Pensioners
need special help. We put special arrangements
in place when in Government and will con-
tinue to do so. Why bring in specious argu-
ments and be dishonest? Why not look at the
possibilities? Privatisation is not something
happening just in Britain! It is happening now
in Canada, Japan, France, Spain, and other
Western countries. Some of the large banks of
the world, in New York for example, have units
working on privatisation.

In Western Australia, local authorities, for
the first time in history, are contracting out
rubbish collection services so as to provide a
better service at less cost to those local
authorities and to their ratepayers. Why is this
regarded as unthinkable? Why should it be un-
thinkable that public authorities should have
their accounts audited by private audit firms
instead of by the Auditor General? Why not
leave -the Auditor General to do his real job
which is to look at the operations of govern-
ment and to look at the efficiency of certain
areas within government as this Premier
trumpeted when he was in Opposition that he
would have done, but has done in only one case
since coming to power? This Government is
heading in the opposite direction in so many
areas.

We have seen the latest insistence on
Government enterprise, when private
enterprise may have provided better for less in
relation to the transmission line from Southern
Cross to the Marvel Loch Gold Mine, hold
back the service, and rob the State Energy
Commission of some $2 million in revenue. It
cost the two major company customers over $1I
million each in additional costs for expensive
diesel fuel generation while waiting for the
delayed project to be built. Why? Because this
Government is so hell-bent on answering to the
unions and to their demands that it will not
allow competitive private enterprise
contracting.

These are the opportunities that exist and
these are the opportunities we believe should
be taken. Dishonest, spurious arguments by the
Premier and his colleagues will not convince
anybody because they simply are not true.
Ultimately, the public will see through the
Government's dishonesty in this field as in
other areas. Why is it not possible to contem-
plate the use of contracting for the Hospital
Laundry and Linen Service even if it cannot be
sold off for some reason and if it were to prove,
after study, to be the best option? Why is there
not some possibility of contracting out that ser-
vice?

Why can we not contemplate the possibility
of employee-ownership of the State Engineer-
ing Works? Why is that anathema to the
Premier and to the Government? The Govern-
ment is always talking about giving employees
a greater say in business and a greater say in the
workplace. Why is employee-ownership not
contemplated?

in relation to privatisation, I think that the
Premier of this State has done a somersault. He
has dishonestly misrepresented the whole mat-
ter and has put in question his credibility be-
cause he is not prepared to face up to the argu-
ment in an honest way even though it was at-
tractive to him 12 months ago. Why has he
done this back-flip? Why is he not prepared to
get out and support the real opportunities that
exist for Western Australians and give a real
fillip to the State's economy, allow private
enterprise to grow, and allow private enterprise
to do what it does so well, which is to take
risks, to win, and to make a profit-although
sometimes it loses-and then to get on with the
job? That is the beauty of private enterprise. It
can contemplate that occasionally there will be
a failure and that the system will cope with that
failure.
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There can never be failures for Government
except those which are hidden in the endless pit
of the taxpayers' money. We are concerned to
try to change the situation and to get the
Government into a position where it will not
be an ever-increasing burden. Who in Australia
will not tell the Government that government
is costing too much, that taxation is too high,
and that something ought to be done about it?
Who in their right mind will not also tell it that
grand schemes to correct the situation by slash-
ing large chunks away from welfare are very
difficult, if not impossible, to implement be-
cause people, having received the benefits of
Government payments, will never be willing or
happy to give thiem up and the political cost is
often too high? The cost in privatisation is nil.
There would be only gain because the structure
would be changed, the system would be
changed, and people would be given a chance.

Mr Court: One would think the Minister for
Small Business would support moves to give
small business more opportunities instead of
knocking them.

Mr Bryce: You get it through your head that
there are 10 000 new small businesses-

Mr Court: Why arc you opposed to this?

Mr HASSELL: The member for Nedlands
raises a question to which unfortunately there
can he no positive answer. There cannot be a
positive answer for a very simple reason: We
have on the front bench and the back bench of
the Government an ideological commitment to
socialism. The Government is not allowed to
open its mind to any other system. The best it
can do is to muddle along with more of the
same growing government, growing cost, grow-
ing burden, and growing taxation.

The next question of credibility that arises so
interestingly is the question of State taxation. A
basic commitment was made by this Govern-
ment before the last State election. In an adver-
tisement which appeared on 18 February 1983,
just before the last State election, the now
Government-the then Opposition-promised
to give first priority to balancing the Budget
without increasing taxation and to control ex-
penditure to keep taxation down. Very simply,
the total increase in taxation under Labor has
been $203 million in two years. That is an
increase of 42.7 per cent in State taxation col-
lections in just two years. Where does that
leave the credibility of the Government and the
Premier?

Where does it leave the Premier when he
makes promises to balance the Budget without
increasing taxes and charges and then two years
later, and on the figures released by the
Premier and Treasurer himself, the increase in
taxation is demonstrated to have been 42.7 per
cent? Where does that leave the Government's
credibility on the question of its basic honesty?

Let me return to the commitments we have
made. Our promises to abolish the financial
institutions duty and also the fuel franchise
levy represent achievable and realistic options.
We have done our sums and our homework; we
know it can be done. We will issue even more
details on this in due course, but in the mean-
time I draw to the attention of the House these
two options we have considered. The first is to
abolish the fuel franchise levy in the first year
of our Government and to phase out FID over
three years. In 1986-87 that would cost $52.235
million, which is 1.96 per cent of the State's
Consolidated Revenue Fund.

Why has the Premier and his Government
come out so strongly and said that those prom-
ises cannot be achieved? There is not a house-
wife in WA, certainly not a farmer or a. small or
large businessman in WA, who has not had to
trim his or her budget by mare than 1.96 per
cent in recent years under the pressures of cost
increases.

The member for Joondalup has jumped on
the bandwagon by saying that all sorts of things
would happen if we were to abolish the State's
fuel franchise levy. In the Wanneroo Times for
Tuesday, 13 August, she is quoted as having
said, "Really, the proposal is a joke." What a
contemptible statement from a member of a
Government which has professed to be con-
cerned about Western Australia's rural crisis;
and crisis it is, notwithstanding the good
season a number of farm people are enjoying.
How contemptible it is when we make a firm
commitment to abolish a State tax which adds
to the price of fuel only to find that the member
describes it as a joke, especially when it is
realised that a programme to abolish that tax
would cost less than two per cent of the CRF in
a year.

Mr Brian Burke: I think she was referring to
the matching money from the Federal Govern-
ment.

Mr HASSELL: I checked with the Federal
authorities and found that no condition is laid
down that the States must impose a fuel fran-
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chise levy. Queensland does not. The condition
and understanding is that the States will match
the Federal funds.

We have made it clear that we will maintain
road funding expenditure. We intend to take
the funds out of the CRF. This option for the
abolition of FID and the fuel franchise levy,
with the fuel levy being abolished in the first
year, would cost 1.96 per cent of the CRF.

Mr Brian Burke: How do you get the money
into the CR1'?

Mr HASSELL: The CRF can be reduced by
less that two per cent without causing any loss
of road building capacity and without losing
any services in this State if the State Govern-
ment has the willingness and determination to
make some realistic savings and to stop some
unrealistic waste.

Is the Premier prepared to say that he is
going to provide no offerings, no give aways, no
bonuses in his Budget to he presented in a few
weeks?

Mr Brian Burke: We will follow the same line
as last year: We will limit any increases to the
rate, or below the rate, of inflation.

Mr H-ASSELL: But does the Premier intend
not to give anything away in his Budget?

Mr Brian Burke: Do you mean like reducing
the payroll tax last year?

Mr H-ASSELL: Are there to be any re-
ductions this year?

Mr Brian Burke: That is a commitment I am
giving now: There will be no increases in tax
that exceed the inflation rate.

Mr HASSELL: Is the Premier to reduce pay-
roll tax this year?

Mr Brian Burke: There will be no increases
above the inflation rate. No decisions have
been made and I would not think you would
expect me to reveal details of the Budget before
Parliament got them.

Mr H-ASSELL: I am making the point that I
expect the Premier to come here in a few weeks
and make grand commitments about payroll
tax or some other proposal which will reduce
the revenue to the State.

Mr Brian Burke: Last year We reduced pay-
roll tax and you didn't say it was a good thing.

Mr HASSELL: The simple fact is that the
State has the capacity to reduce its CRIF Budget
by 1.96 per cent. If the Government were pre-
pared to do so, the State fuel franchise levy

could be abolished this year and so the first
step could be taken in the phasing out of FID
over the next three years.

Mr Brian Burke: What was your view of
maintaining expenditure growth of 6.8 per cent
last year!

Mr HASSELL: I only know the very simple
fact that the Premier's State taxation collec-
tions have gone up in two years by 42.7 per
cent.

Mr Brian Burke: You don't understand the
fundamentals that the tax revenue represents
less than one quarter of the State's revenue.

Mr HASSELL: Does the Premier understand
that the day before the last State election, and
on days other than that, he said to the public of
this State that he would balance the Budget
without increasing taxes and charges? There
has been a real increase in the collections of
State taxes and a real increase in the collections
of State charges. That means an increase be-
yond the rate of inflation over the period the
Government has been in office. The Govern-
ment has failed to fulfil the clear undertakings
the Premier gave the State, and not by a small
amount. The Premier then has the gall to ap-
pear on television-and to get some
businessmen to appear in support of him-to
try to make out that there has been no increase
in taxes and charges. I am questioning the
Premier's credibility; I am questioning his
honesty. I am doing this because he has not
carried out his promises. I am aware of some of
the pressures to which some business people
have been subjected by the Premier and his
colleagues-very much aware, make no mis-
take about that. At the right time a few words
will be said about that as well.

The 1987-88 impact of abolishing the fuel
franchise levy in the first year and phasing out
FID in three years would be a reduction of
$ 10.989 million in a $3 000 million CRF fund,
and that would represent 0.413 per cent of the
CRE. The third phase of that option would
take place in 1988-89 when the cost would
again be $ 10.989 million, and that is 0.413 per
cent of the CRF.

The other option we have been looking at is
the abolition of the fuel franchise levy in the
irst year and the phasing out of FID in the last
two years of office. Which of those options is
chosen would depend of course on the state of
the Treasury at the time of our taking over. The
impact of this second option would be a cost in
the first year, 1986-87, of $41.246 million,
which would be 1.55 per cent of the CR1'. In
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the second year it would be $ 16,483 million, or
0.619 per cent of the CRF. For the third year it
would be $ 16.483 million, which again would
be 0.619 per cent of the CRF.

These realistic and achievable objectives
would be carried out by us in accordance with
our commitments. It ill-behoves the member
for loondalup or any other member of the
Government, and especially the Minister, to
suggest that those objectives cannot be
achieved. They can be achieved and we will
therefore undertake to achieve them. These
opportunities will provide real assistance to
people in Western Australia and should be pur-
sued and considered. I am amazed that the
Government came forward and said that we
could not get rid of the fuel franchise levy,
because we can. It is a bad tax and it should be
abolished.

Mr Brian Burke: You introduced it.
Mr HASSELL: I did not introduce it; did I?
Mr Brian Burke: Your Government did.
Mr Bryce: Your party did.
Mr HASSELL: Mr Speaker, you and the

Premier know that I did not introduce the levy,
Several members interjected.
Mr Brian Burke: Why did the National

Country Party prevent the privatisatlon of
TAA? What are you going to do about land tax?
Land tax needs great reform.

Mr HASSELL: Was land tax to be the extra
concession the Government was going to make
in the Budget? Has the Premier discovered
already that the concession he put in place
some months ago, which at that time we said
was grossly inadequate, was in fact inadequate?
Has the Premier discovered that once again the
Opposition was right? Once again we are right
about the Government's financial fiddling-it
was too little, too late, and wrong.

Let us turn to the question of the Govern-
ment's credibility and its claim of lower
charges. In recent advertisements the Labor
Party, using the Premier, of course, has claimed
that "everyone benefits from lower State
Government charges", with the obvious but
untrue implication that taxes and charges have
decreased under the Labor Government.

Mr Brian Burke: They have.
Mr H-ASSELL: I am glad the Premier said

that because his words are now on the record
and can be considered in the light of my com-
ments. The same advertisement shows in-
creases in a range of State Government charges

by up to 24.7 per cent. Most increased charges
took effect from 1 July 1985. At that time the
CPI for Perth was 13.8 per cent higher than it
was for July 1983. In other words, while prices
of most other goods and services have
increased by 13.8 per cent, this Labor Govern-
ment has increased its charges by up to 24.7 per
cent.

Let us look at a number of other cases when
considering the question of a Government's
credibility, when the same Government claims
not to have increased charges and then admits
to having increased them at nearly twice the
rate of inflation. In many cases the Govern-
ment has increased charges in a hidden way;
the Opposition has established a register which
contains over 70 verified examples of hidden
or excessive increases under this Labor
Government. with most examples having come
from members of the public.

Let us look at the very interesting area of
MTT fares.

Mr Bryce: You should have saved this for
next week.

Mr HASSELL: Why?
Mr Bryce; Because you are blowing all your

big shots in one great speech. You should have
saved yourself some ammunition for next
week.

Several members interjected.

Mr H-ASSELL: I inform the Deputy Premier
that I have saved a few other shots; let him not
worry about that. I am putting on record the
simple facts. It may not be a matter which
makes members excited. I can imagine that the
Government, because it has been so dishonest,
is embarrassed about this matter. I am pursu-
ing the question of the Government's credi-
bility, the credibility of a Government and a
Premier who makes promises and breaks them
and who says things which simply are not true.
The Government continues to make these
statements and spends about $300 000 on tele-
vision advertising and involves innocent busi-
ness people being a party to the fraud. It is a
complete fraud to say that taxes and charges
have not increased, and to try to create that
impression when they have increased by 24.7
per cent, on the Government's own admission,
and that is nearly twice the rate of inflation. It
is a complete fraud.

Mr Bryce: Nobody believes you.

Mr HASSELL: Nobody believes me?
Mr Bryce: No, they do not.
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Mr HASSELL: They do not believe charges
have gone up?

Mr Bryce: You have shifted your ground and
have told so many untruths that nobody be-
lieves you any more. You are going nowhere.

Mr HASSELL: I suggest that the Deputy
Premier goes to one of the bus queues in St
Georges Terrace and asks any of the people
whether their electricity charges or water
charges have increased or decreased. I can tell
the Deputy Premier the answer he will get, but
I suspect he knows it also, and that is why the
Premier and the Deputy Premier's advertising
programme is so grossly dishonest.

Labor advertisements have claimed that
"Brian Burke has been a big help in keeping
increases of bus and train fares down below the
rate of inflation". That is simply not true. The
Government claims that "Increases in full force
during the present Government's term range
fromr nil for the two section fare to 9.09 per
cent for the three zone fare". That information
is contained in the Government's Press release
of 27 June 1985. Labor reduced by half the
distance that could be travelled in the first
three zones. Sure the Government has kept
fares down, but it has halved the distance pass-
engers can travel for that fare. The Govern-
ment has split three zones into six and conse-
quently it has hidden the fact that MTT full
adult fares have risen by as much as 44 per
cent, and not the 9.09 per cent that Mr Burke
claims.

Pensioner bus and train fares have increased
under the Labor Government by as much as 60
per cent, and this increase can he
demonstrated. The Government has increased
vehicle transfer duty and the transfer fee by
100 per cent. It has increased off-road vehicle
fees by 50 per cent. It has increased drivers'
licence fees by 50 per cent, drivers' licence ap-
plications by 33 per cent, and drivers' licence
duplicate fees by 33 per cent. The fuel levy is
up by 17 per cent. The increase in vehicle
transfer fees alone adds $180 to the cost of a
$ 12 000 family car, and $2 2 50 to the cost of a
$150 000 business machine. I could go on and
on.

Look at country water charges. I have listed
in front of me a whole range of increases. I will
not go through the detail of them all right now,
but they are documented and available. They
show that under the Labor Government there
have been increases in countr water charges
between 1982 and 1985 of $228 per annumn for
consumption of 800 kilolitres of water and

$750 per annum for consumption of 800 kilo-
litres of water. These facts are on the record
and I wonder about the validity of the Govern-
ment's claims when these facts are brought to
light.

Again I point out that the Government has
claimed credit for a real reduction in major
Government charges over the last two years by
restricting increases to below the inflation rate.

This advertisement headed "The facts about
State Government taxes and charges" indicates
electricity, gas, metropolitan water consump-
tion charges and country water charges have
each increased by more than 21 per cent. That
is the figure given by Labor for the prevailing
inflation rate; in other words, the increase in all
those vital public services exceeds the inflation
rate.

Those are the facts relating to the Govern-
ment's awn advertising. That advertising has
been paid for by the taxpayer. It is interesting
that this advertisement headed "Balancing the
budget-a report to the Western Australian
taxpayer on the State Government's financial
performance for 1984-85" looks more like a
political advertisement every day. Last year
when the Government produced an advertise-
ment about the end of the financial year result
it contained the figures and set out the com-
parative figures on performance. This year it
contains only a commentary with figures
interspersed. As an advertisement it was
intended to tie in with the Labor Party's adver-
fising. It was a deliberate con job, and the
Premier knows it. The Government had an ad-
vertising agency prepare the advertisement.

Mr Brian Burke: We did not.
Mr H-ASSELL: It was instructed to make the

advertisement look good and fit in with the
Labor Party's advertising campaign.

Mr Brian Burke: Treasury prepared the ad-
vertisement you are talking about.

Mr H-ASSELL: Yes, but who finalised it?
Mr Brian Burke: I do not know actually.
Mr H-ASSELL: The Premier should check it.
I turn to another question of credibility be-

cause it is important: I refer to petrol pricing.
Let us look at some of the commitments made
by the Labor Party before the last election. In
an article in the RAC magazine The Road Pa-
frolin February 1983, Mr Burke said-

"the key elements affecting motorists in
our policies are ... moves to reduce retail
petrol prices."
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Other commitments were made on this matter,
the most salient being that "Labor will stop the
petrol Price spiral". Thai was in the ALP policy
speech of February 1983. It is now history that
fuel prices have spiralled by more than twice
the inflation rate with metropolitan prices up
by 29.6 per cent and rural prices up by 28.9 per
cent. I have a graph here which illustrates the
position and I am happy to table it if any mem-
ber wishes to look at it. It shows the increase in
prices.

In the Labor Party policy speech of 7
February 1983, Mr Burke said-

"Labor will . . . move to eliminate the dif-
ference in pctrol prices between city and
country."

In April 1983 Bunbury was the only country
area with fuel prices within Ic of those in
Perth. In July 1985 the situation is exactly the
same, and the price differences in remote areas
are now even greater. In The Geraldion Guard-
ian of 28 September 1982 Mr Burke is quoted
as saying-

"Labor has no plans to increase the State
Fuel Tax next year." "A Futher rise in State
Fuel Tax would be just about a financial
last resort as far as a Labor Government is
concerned. ..

Mr MacKinnon: Who said all this?
Mr H-ASSELL: It was Mr Burke the then

Leader of the Opposition.
Only five months after assuming office the

Labor Government increased the State fuel
franchise by 13.5 per cent on super grade pet-
rol, and those increases have continued. In
1982 the Labor policy platform contained a
commitment to implement the most equitable
system of road funding with a view to possible
abolition of the State fuel tax levy. A statement
in The West Australian of 24 April 1985 said:
"A Government spokesman said today that the
State Government would not consider drop-
ping its fuel franchise fee."

Those are the facts which put in doubt the
credibility, consistency and indeed honesty, of
the Premier and his Party. In all these matters
the Government has failed to honour its prom-
ises and commitments and to present the situ-
ation honestly. It has set out on a deliberate
campaign of marketing in preparation for the
election. It has spent a vast sum of money-I
know it has a vast sum of money-and I know
the pressure to which a number of business
people have been subjected in the collection of
that money. More will be said about that at
another time.

The Government has failed to perform.
When one considers the field of industrial re-
lations one sees another large question arising
of Government credibility. I will refer briefly to
the Mudginberri dispute. It may be thought
that this dispute in the Northern Territory has
little relevance to Western Australia. That
could only be the thoughts of someone who did
not consider the matter Properly and did not
understand what was going on on an Australia-
wide basis.

Mr Court: Or somebody who wished it was
not happening.

Mr HASSELL: Yes, and who is not prepared
to do anything about it.

The dispute is undoubtedly one of the most
serious which has occurred in recent years, and
it marks the opportunity for a turning point in
the history of Western Australia and Australia
in terms of our economic future, growth, and
development. The very nature of this dispute
affects the following areas: Firstly, the auth-
ority of the Australian Conciliation and Arbi-
tration Commission, because it must be
remembered that the Mudginberri contract
which involves the meatworkers was approved
by the Australian Conciliation and Arbitration
Commission, and it is therefore incumbent on
the Commonwealth and State Governments to
give their backing to that commission which is
after all a creation and a system put in place by
the Government.

Yet neither the Hawke Government nor the
Burke Government has been prepared to give it
any backing. We saw the destruction in our
own State-brought about by the same kind of
tactics as are being adopted at
Mudginberri-of Borthwick's abattoir at
Albany with the consequent loss of jobs and
opportunities.

Action has been taken in the Mudginberri
dispute to recover damages. At last we have a
group which has the strength, determination,
means, and capacity to enforce its rights. I refer
to the National Farmers Federation which is
giving backing to the owners of the abattoir.
That organisation is pursuing a course which
many employers should have pursued before
but who, for economic reasons, have not had
the opportunity to do so. It is seeking damages
and its rights under the Trade Practices Act,
and the court in turn is imposing penalties on
the union for contempt of a court order.

It behoves our Federal and State Govern-
ments to give backing to the authority of the
courts, and not to allow the system of law and
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order to be broken down and the authority of
the courts to be undermined. Heaven knows, it
is sufficiently undermined by having a High
Court judge convicted of criminal offences in a
State court.

This Government must learn that the break-
down of law and order will lead to anarchy. It is
time the Government of Mr Burke and his col-
leagues came out and said clearly that they
stand behind law and order in the meat dis-
pute.

Another vital aspect raised by the
Mudginberri dispute is the right of rural ex-
porters and producers to carry on their busi-
ness to exploit markets and to make arrange-
ments with their workers in accordance with
the law, as they did with the approval of the
Conciliation and Arbitration Commission.
Militant unionists are trying to take away those
rights and to deny the men and women who
work in those places their rights. That is the
fourth vital issue of the dispute-the rights of
working people to work and have contractual
freedom. It is an absolute scandal and disgrace
that people in this country who are willing and
prepared to work, and contracted to work, at a
place that produces multi-million dollar export
contracts are not permitted to do so because of
militant union picket lines. It is a disgrace that
the Commonwealth Government which em-
ploys meat inspectors will not enforce the in-
spection of meat, and thereby it denies those
people an opportunity to export their product
and fulfil existing orders.

It is a disgrace, yet this Government not only
has not come out on the side of law and or-
der-and it is relevant to Western Australia
because the same issues apply here-but also
has actually been backing the militants, as
usual.

In a very real sense this dispute is about the
future direction of Australia;, in a very real
sense the fundamental questions are there to be
answered in the Mudginberri dispute. Will
there be a loss for everyone; will this dispute be
reflected in all future industrial decisions? Are
the decisions of Australia to be made by the
militant unionists, not men and women, but
militants-who will dictate the future of
Australia for the benefit of the power base of
unions?

Will the Government help the rural areas of
Australia which have terrible problems or will
it sit back and claim to be concerned, but in
fact, be not at all concerned?

The Government made no response to the
following statement which appeared in the
Press on Saturday, 10 August under the head-
ing, "Threats fly in meat row"-

A WA meat-union official has called for
retaliation against members of the
National Farmers' Federation and the
Meat and Allied Trade Federation whose
leaders "shunned" talks on the
Mudginberri abattoir dispute.

The secretary of the WA Meat Industry
Employees' Union, Mr Alex Payne, said
yesterday that union action could include
disruption of the August-September lamb
kill.

I am talking about Western Australia, one of
our basic primary industries, and one of our
export markets; yet we have a union secretary
who makes this kind of threat. The article con-
tin us-

It could also result in bans on the export
of live sheep by maritime unions and on
the transport of rural products such as
wool and grain.

Farm leaders are warning that farmers
will "rise up" to defend threatened indi-
vidualIs.

The looming confrontation between
farmers and unions has arisen out of a dis-
pute at the remote Mudginberri meatworks
2 30kmn south of Darwin.

Unions are opposed to contract labour
used at the abattoir under an Arbitration
Commission award given in April and the
AMIEU set up pickets in protest.

These threats were made against the industry;
they were made against the President of the
Primary Industr Association (Mr Crane), and
more particularly they were made against the
interests of Western Australian. Where was the
Burke Government, which holds Press confer-
ences on everyone's business, but its own? The
Burke Government announced new airline
visits to Western Australia which really had
nothing to do with the Government. Where
was this Government in the face of that kind of
threat? It was nowhere to be heard and no-
where to be seen.

Of course, Mr Alex Payne, a militant from
the Australasian Meat Industry Employees
Union, is rampaging through the State and try-
ing to gain more power in regard to the pro-
duction and export of meat. He has played up
the Robb Jetty abattoir, contrary to the
findings of the Government's Treloar inquiry,
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has spent taxpayers' money, and has caused the
closure of the abattoir in Albany, contrary to
the wishes of the workers at that abattoir. How-
ever, this Government is not prepared to stand
up and say that this is unacceptable. This kind
of situation is another issue about the credi-
bility of this Government; it is another issue
about whether this Government does anything,
as it should, or in accordance with what it said
it would do. It really is a totally unsatisfactory
picture,

Whether one looks at privatisation, where
the Premier has done a back flip, or whether
one looks at taxes, charges, petrol pricing, or
industrial relations, one can see the same story.
Claims have not been supponted by the truth.
Actions have not been supported by the words
used. Policies have emerged and disappeared
by the dictates of the Trades and Labor Coun-
cil and militant unionists. This Government
stands condemned, not by its words, but by
evidence that has been documented.

Amendment' to Motion
I move an amendment to the motion moved

by the member for Bunbury-
To add the following words to the Ad-

dress-i n-Reply:
But we regret to inform Your Excel-
lency that the Government of Western
Australia continues to give its support
to militant trade union officers against
the interests of the State and in par-
ticular has failed to support and de-
fend-
(a) the authority of the Industrial

Tribunalis;
(b) the penalties imposed by the

courts;
(c) the right of primary producers to

export their products without in-
dustrial disruption;

(d) the right of working men and
women to choose to work and to
enter into Arbitration Com-
mission approved work contracts;

all of which is exemplified by the
Government's silence and inaction on
the national disruption caused by the
dispute at Mudginberri in the North-
ern Territory and its failure to respond
to the threats and militancy of the
State Secretary of the Western
Australian Meat Employees' Union
who is actively involved in the
administration of the meat industry in

Western Australia, having been
appointed to responsible positions by
the Government.

MR WATT (Albany) [4.16 p.m.): I formally
second the amendment moved by the Leader of
the Opposition. As a result of the dispute in
connection with the Thomas Borthwick and
Sons abattoir in which the people of Albany
were involved early this year, I feel some con-
siderable empathy with those people involved
in the dispute at Mudginberri. A number of
similarities have arisen between the two dis-
putes, and it is appropriate that I draw the
attention of the House to what that dispute is
about.

The problem, which is rapidly growing into
one of dramatic national importance, was
brought about because of an agreement be-
tween the owner of the abattoir and the em-
ployees who were initially members of the
Australasian Meat Industry Employees Union.
Under the terms of the agreement which was
entered into there was to be a change in the
system as to how the employees' hours of work
and rates of pay were to be calculated.

Since the agreement came into effect pro-
ductivity at the abattoir has increased
dramatically. The cost of slaughtering and
processing a beast has been reduced to less that
a quarter of the cost at the Katherine Meat
Works which continues to operate under the
award; yet the employees at Mudginberri have
obtained a rise in their weekly earnings.

One would have thought that under those
arrangements everybody would have been sat-
isfied because they would have all ben-
efited-the cost of running the abattoir is
reduced and that in turn will reflect in
increased profits to producers of the stock, the
workers are being paid more, and nobody has
lost his job. For the life of me it is difficult to
see how any reasonable person can find any
fault in the situation which prevails. However,
in The Weekend Australian newspaper on
Saturday, 10 August its rural reporter, Mr Nigel
Austin, reported as follows-

Nearly 50 export abattoirs have closed
or surrendered their export licenees over
the past six years, reducing the number of
works operating to about 70.

Enter Mudginberri where the proprietor,
Mr Jay Pendlarvis with the co-operation of
his workforce, is operating a contract
system under which workers are paid a flat
rate for each carton of meat they produce.
They earn between $800 and $1 100 for a
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48-hour week-and that means a beast can
be processed for about $35 compared with
$1t58 at Katherine.

In defence of that statement I suggest that to
retain the status quo, which the union wants, is
absolutely scandalous. The management and
workers have set a pattern for what should be-
come a new practice in export abattoirs. The
workers indicated a willingness to free them-
selves from the restrictions of the union by
having the agreement between themselves and
the management registered through the arbi-
tration commission, and I guess that that was
unreasonable in the minds of some people be-
cause it would have been of benefit to every-
body concerned.

They underestimated the ideological com-
mitment to the established system of the
Australian trade union movement. That has
caused the problem.

At Albany earlier this year Thomas
Borthwick and Sons tried to do something
similar with the same objective in an entirely
different way; namely, to improve the ef-
ficiency of their abattoir and reduce its
operating losses. The Albany abattoir has lost
something like $4 million over the last four
years. Clearly no business can continue to
operate at such a loss. The object was to im-
prove efficiency in order to become viable
again. Of course, if that objective were
achieved the workers would retain their jobs. it
is true that a small number of jobs were to be
lost at Albany, but it could be argued that that
was a small price to pay for the retention of the
majority of the other jobs. The u nion members,
however, led by their State Secretary, Alex
Payne, went out on strike. The union was more
concerned about big pay packets for a few
workers than jobs for the majority. Alex Payne
should stand condemned for that.

At Mudginberri the AMIEU placed pickets
around the abattoir, the management of which
refused to cave in to the intimidatory threats of
the union. The situation was summed up very
succinctly in an article in The Australian on 6
August, which staled-

But this is not just another industrial
dispute. One side is fighting for flexibility
and respect for the right of individuals to
make up their minds for themselves. The
other side is determined to retain a system
in which collectivism and regimentation
dominate individual effort, and brains and

inventiveness are forbidden to show us a
better way of running our economy and
our nation.

That sums up very succinctly the situation at
Mudginberri. However, the matter does not
stop at Mudginberri. The same commentary
could be made of many of our industrial dis-
putes. It could equally be applied to the situ-
ation at Albany earlier this year. Interestingly
enough the Federal Government has followed
the example of this State Government during
the Borthwick dispute. It did nothing. I wonder
whether the Governmentt is in a bit of a bind.
Could it be that the union movement which
dominates it is the tail wagging the dog?

If ever Australia is to recover its initiative
and its prosperity, the type of agreement made
between the unions, the company and the
workers at Mudginberri must be allowed to
succeed. The present dispute threatens the fu-
ture of the $10 million-a-year buffalo meat in-
dustry in the Northern Territory. Mudginberri
is a landmark case in industrial relations. In my
view it is absolutely vital that the company be
allowed to succeed.

What makes unions resist the type of agree-
ment that was made? What makes them so de-
termined that the company should not make a
profit? Could it be that profit is a dirty word?
Why does it go to so much trouble to ensure
that its workers are unable to make more
money? Would that be bad? Such agreements
represent the best chance for the rural industry
to lift itself out of its present dilemma.

If this Government and the national Govern-
ment have not had sufficient evidence of the
dispute, the unrest and the difficulties which
face rural communities at the moment by way
of marches, protest meetings, and various
articles in the newspapers, especially in the ru-
ral Press, they must be slow-learners. Here is
the Government's big chance to show that it
cares even a little about the farmers. It can
support, even if only in principle, the
upholding of the law. I wonder whether it really
does care at all. It certainly has not
demonstrated that it does.

In 1982 the National Farmers Federation
commissioned W. D. Scott and Company, a
very well-respected firm, to prepare a report on
cost disadvantages arising from industrial prac-
tices and awards in the meat industry. That
report was independent, not one that was
influenced by farmers or conservative Govern-
ment influence. It was interesting to read some
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of the points that report made. I refer again to
an article by Nigel Austin in The Australian of
10 August, which reads-

The Scott report is a damning indict-
ment of the meat processing industry's
productivity and of the Arbitration Com-
mission's handling of industrial matters re-
lating to the meat industry.

It says the tally system costs producers
$30 million a year in foregone saleyard
price increases.

The farmers have protested about that $30
million a year. That money could have been
saved fairly quickly and easily. The abattoir at
Mudginberri has demonstrated how that saving
could be made. The article continues-

The report says the competitive position
of red meat in domestic and export mar-
kets will be jeopardised if present work
practices continue and the introduction of
labour-saving equipment and technology
continue to be inhibited.

The argument at Albany also revolved around
the introduction of new technology for ef-
ficiency, economic viability and proitability.
The union, led by Alex Payne, resisted the in-
troduction of that technology. It would not
have a bar of it on the ground that new tech-
nology was being introduced. For Heaven's
sake, if we cannot introduce new technology in
this day and age what has gone wrong? Where
was the Deputy Premier, who is hell-bent on
new technology of whatever sont? Surely he
could have supported the meat workers at
Albany. The article continues-

.,it is possible-
Under the existing award system. To con-
tinue-

-for a slaughterman or boner to be paid
for 22 hours work in an eight-hour working
day-lI 10 hours for a 40-hour week.

That is disgraceful. If a company proposes and
the Arbitration Commission agrees to an
alternative that makes the company more prof-
itable, and pays the workers more, the Govern-
ment should be prepared to support it. It is a
disgrace that it has not done so.

Does the Government support the picket line
in the Northern Territory? Does it support it in
the same way it apparently supported the
picket line in Albany? Does the State Secretary
of the AMIEU, Alex Payne, support it? I bet
that he does. What will be the result if this
picket line continues?

Mr Court: He says he supports it in the paper
and is proud of the fact that the disruption here
is costing a lot more money than the fines.

Mr WATT: That is right- It is also having a
direct effect on buffalo exports to West
Germany at a time when Australia is protesting
vigorously about the EEC policy of dumping
beef in Asia, thus giving comfort to a ruthless
trade competitor. The Federal court found that
the picket line was not in the best interests of
the industry and ordered it to be removed. The
union refused. The court imposed a fine of
$44 000 against the union. The union refused
to pay it. The court then had to freeze the funds
of the union so that it could take by force the
money owed for fines which had been
legitimately imposed. Thus the Government
stands condemned for its intransigence in these
matters.

The Mudginberri dispute represents an
attack on the rights of the people and the abat-
toir. The people want to work a- d they are
denied the opportunity at a time when unem-
ployment is so high. Only in the last couple of
days the Prime Minister, in a special television
appearance, expressed his concern about youth
unemployment. While this is perhaps slightly
different because it concerns unemployment
generally, the fact remains that any
unemployment is bad. The Government talks
about spending millions of dollars to prop up
youth unemployment, yet it refused to take any
action whatsoever to assist legitimate oper-
ations to continue. The truth is that this
Government does not have the political cour-
age to take on Mr Payne and the Australasian
Meat Industry Employees Union. The Govern-
ment would not do it at Albany because Mr
Payne had a vested interest.

Alex Payne is a commissioner of the WA
Meat Commission, and he had a vested interest
in seeing that Borthwicks closed down. He said
that more than once; there are witnesses to
that.

The Government-commissioned Treloar re-
port, as the Leader of the Opposition
mentioned, recommended closing the Robb
Jetty abattoir. The Government spent $3.5
million on the report. Borthwicks' closure
would obviously help to justify that
recommendation. So far as the people at
Albany were concerned, that was at consider-
able cost-it was at the cost of more than 350
jobs, and it cost $5 million a year which was
going into the local economy by way of those
workers' wages. If one takes the multiplier ef-
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fect into account, the effect can be estimated at
between two and four times that. It was also at
a cost to the farmers by the removal of a mar-
ket competitor; and they must meet freight dis-
advantages in the transport of their stock to
whatever other abattoirs. they must now send
their stock.

The AMIEU bosses blatantly flout the law
when it does not suit them. As far as I am
concerned that union is at the level of the BLF.
It is time this Government did something
about bringing it to order.

The Conciliation and Arbitration Com-
mission ordered the union to cease its picket
line and it refused. The Federal Government
and the State Government do absolutely
nothing. The Leader of the Opposition referred
to a report in the The West Ausiralian, that the
State Secretary of the AMIEU, Mr Payne, had
already indicated there were likely to be some
repercussions in the Western Australian meat
scene by pre-empting disruption to the August-
September lamb kill in Western Australia. That
has already occurred. There will certainly be no
kill in Albany, not only in August-September,
but in the whole of this season.

It is interesting to note that Mr Payne told
everybody the company was bluffing and it
would not close down;, even if it did he knew of
several buyers who would be only too happy to
buy the abattoir. I believe at least some of the
union members, the workers down there, be-
lieved him enough to think that all would be
well. [I is now patently obvious that time has
passed and the abattoir will not reopen this
year.

The picket line in the Northern Territory has
now been in place for 100 days, and there is
obviously a substantial cost. Other unions have
been called on to support the AMIEU in a one-
day st ri ke.

Again, at what cost? The Association of Em-
ployers of Waterside Labourers estimated that
60 ships were affected by that one day stop-
page, involving $1 million. Worse than that,
they said it would damage Australia's already
tarnished image as an export nation.

The Mudginberri arrangement was decided
by the President of the Conciliation and Arbi-tration Commission on 10 May. H~e made that
decision and the law should be upheld.
Governments, both State and Federal, should
be doing everything possible to ensure that the
laws are obeyed.

It is interesting to note that
recommendations made by the same comn-
mission in respect of Borthwicks at Albany
were grossly misrepresented by the Premier of
this Government on his return from England, I
will have more to say about that later,

The Liberal Party stands for upholding the
law, whichever law it is. If one does not like a
law, one still has a duty to uphold it. One can
work to oppose it or to change it, but one must
still obey that law. This Government stands
condemned by its failure to exert any of the
influences available to it to uphold the law in
these dreadful industrial disputes which are
costing our nation so dlearly.

I support the amendment.
MR PARKER (Fremantle-Minister for

Minerals and Energy) [4.35 p.m.]: It is very
nice to be back in the House again after our
break and to find that things in Western
Australia are going so well that on the first
occasion upon which the Opposition has the
opportunity, through the Parliament, to
criticise the Government for its performance it
can only find an industrial dispute which is
taking place in another part of the country.
This dispute does not come under the juris-
diction of the Western Australian Government,
which has no power-statutory, constitutional,
or any other kind. This Government has no
role whatsoever to play in what has happened
there to date.

The position is that an order of the
Australian Conciliation and Arbiitration
Commission and of the Federal Court, rightly
Or wrongly-I am not arguing the rights or
wrongs at this moment-has resulted in the
setting up of a picket line and various other
actions being taken, by the union, by the
National Farmers Federation, and by em-
ployers in the Northern Territory and other
panrs of A ust ral ia.

Nothing of that has happened in Western
Australia; it has happened in the Northern Ter-
ritory.

Several members interjected.
Mr PARKER: I will come to this in a

moment. There will be some very interesting
material when we come to what has happened
in this State. The State Government is
performing so well and the economy is going so
well, industrial relations are going at so much
better a level under this Government than they
have for 20 years-

Several members inter-jected.
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Mr Court: Quote some misleading statistics.

Mr PARKER: I will not quote statistics, I
will tell the member a few facts about industrial
relations and the economy in a moment.

Mr Court: You do not bother counting
strikes which last only one or two days.

Mr PARKER: The fact is that there is no
dispute, no problem in industrial relations
which is of such concern to the Opposition in
Western Australia, so it must choose a dispute
happening in the Northern Territory-a dis-
pute involving a different Government which
presumably takes the same attitude towards its
constitutional rights and authority as our
Government.

Several members interjected.

Mr PARKER: This amendment is about
Mudginberri, not about Albany. I know that
the member and his leader are having some
differences, but this motion is about
Mudginberri. The member might want to talk
about Albany. The amendment is about some-
thing with which the Northern Territory
Government is concerned.

I heard the relevant Minister of the Northern
Territory Government speaking on television
and he sounded more than adequate to cope
with the situation as far as it affected his
Government. The dispute has an impact on the
Federal Government because it concerns an
award of a Federal tribunal which is being
breached by the people involved. There is
another impost on the Federal Government be-
cause of the role of the Federal Court. It is a
judicial authority which has taken some action,
though I understand it is being appealed
against. It is going through the normal forces of
the Federal system and of the Northern Terri-
tory's State system.

One might ask what the Opposition feels the
Western Australian Government could or
should have done about what is happening in
the Northern Territory. We know what the Op-
position would have done if it were in power. It
would have beaten its breast and cried out,'shouted and screamed, and tried to get head-
lines concerning its attitude towards this thing
which would have exacerbated the dispute in
Western Australia to make sure there was an
impact on the rural community just so that it
could use that again as it has done so many
times before.

This is what happened. Members of the Op-
position looked at the conditions existing there,
and I know the condition they are in is related.

As Mr tan McLachlan-a man who is praised
for his stance in this matter-has said on in-
numerable occasions, the current problems of
the rural industry cannot be sheeted home to
this Government. He said that this Govern-
ment has a responsibility to sort these problems
out, because the Labor Party is in Government
both at a Federal and State level. He made the
point that the problems of the rural industry
can be directly sheeted home to the years in
which this country was governed by the Fraser
Government.

I am not saying I support the union's
activites, but frankly, my hands are full making
sure that this State runs properly. I might say
that I think I am going to become a lot more
practical. I am very proud not only of the role
that I have played, but also the role that my
colleagues have played in making sure that this
sort of thing does not happen in Western
Australia.

I heard the member for Albany talking about
the danger to the export market of buffalo to
West Germany. From what I understand about
the dispute at Mudginberri he is absolutely
right. It seems likely that there is a danger to
this export industry because of the dispute up
there. I am not saying that the member for
Albany is wrong but what has that to do with
Western Australia? This State has nothing to
do with this dispute. The position is that the
Mudginberri dispute is totally outside the juris-
diction of this Government.

What has been the impact here? There have
been two protest stoppages by the Australasian
Meat Industry Employees Union. We on this
side of the House at least have an ability to
understand what impact this has had in flow-
through effect to Robb Jetty, where there were
two protest stoppages by industry employees.
The Opposition will find that the farming com-
munity is very appreciative of the Govern-
ment's keeping the services of Robb Jetty
operating. That is the position that came
through loud and clear.

When we are considering the Treloar report,
the farming community as a whole wanted the
retention of Robb Jetty. The position is that
the Government is able to assess at least the
impact on our own operations at Robb Jetty
because we know what they are. There was a
protest stoppage, I suppose in order for the
union in this State to show its solidarity with
its colleagues in the Eastern States, and two
fairly desultory stoppages have been held. As in
the case at Robb Jetty, the fact is that the dis-
pute resulted in Robb Jetty making a profit
that it otherwise might not have, because the
week's kill was able to be processed through
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Robb Jetty in four days instead of five. We
saved a considerable sum of money and I
understand that the same thing happened at the
private meatworks. given that at the time the
dispute took place, a fairly low number were
going through. The only people who lost out in
the dispute were the workers who participated
in the stoppages. That is the position in West-
ern Australia, and, as also referred to by the
Leader of the Opposition, there was also a
short-term stoppage affecting some ships at two
or three ports in Western Australia .

Several members interjected.
Mr PARKER: This is the Western Australian

Parliament, and in this amendment we are
talking about the action or the inaction of the
Western Australian Government. I am trying
to concentrate on what is happening in this
State, the impact on our industry and on our
consumers, and how our State is generally. Per-
haps the member for Albany is more interested
in what is happening in the Eastern States, but
I am more interested in what is happening
here. The position here was that certainly some
short-term disruptions took place in those ports
affecting those ships, but there was no major
problem. Again I do not condone either the two
stoppages that took place in the meat industry
or the stoppage that took place on the water-
front, although in the case of the meat industry
it appears to have been financially beneficial
certainly for the State abattoirs as well as for
those which are privately owned.

We do have the situation, to which the mem-
ber for Albany alluded, that we are coming up
to a critical period in the meat killing industry,
and a critical period for the growers of meat, in
that the lamb killing season is almost upon us
and we are about to have a very major
processing of lambs through the abattoirs. It is
very important that this processing of lambs be
done, both for the benefit of the growers and
for the benefit of our export industry, to dem-onstrate our reliability. Nothing has happened
or been said to date which suggests that there is
likely to be anything other than that.

Whether there is to be any major disruption
of our abattoirs which will impact on the
growers, or whether there is to be anything
which impacts on our Western Australian ex-
port position, certainly the Government will do
everything that it can in order to ensure that
that is not the case, including taking all the
various actions that it is able to take both in
this case as an employer of the meat industry
workers concerned, and more generally in its
role of protecting and enhancing industry in

Western Australia. That has not been the
position and we have not been asked by Mr
Wi nston Crane, for example, to take a ny act io n
to protect him. Mr Crane, as is his esteemed
uncle, is more than capable of looking after
himself without assistance from the Western
Australian Government or anybody else. How-
ever, if' he wants protection, if some particular
punitive action is taken against him by the
AMTEU or anybody else, then the Government
will certainly do everything in its power to
make sure that that does not happen. Mr Crane
has not been the recipient of such punitive ac-
tion.

Members of the Opposition seem to feel the
need to come out making statements, whether
they are statements in support of their leader or
whether they are statements in support of their
Eastern States colleagues or even, as in the case
of the member for Nedlands, whether or not
they mean something. The point of the matter
is that the Government stands ready, as always
in these matters, to assist.

I refer briefly to the Borthwicks situation. I
am not completely familiar with all the details
pertaining to Borthwick, but I know a number
of things. Firstly, I know that certainly the
company, as the member for Albany indicated,
did want to introduce new technology, but its
conditions for the introduction of this new
technology and for keeping the works open,
which was dependent on the new technology
being introduced, were unacceptable to the
unions. I do not claim to know whether that
was right or wrong, certainly it is very unfortu-
nate indeed that the abattoir has closed.

The Government in fact has had extensive
discussions with Borthwicks and with the
union in an attempt to reach accommodation.
One of the points that Borthwicks was con-
cerned about was that the way in which the
abattoir at Albany had been operating was very
similar to what used to happen with the iron
ore industry when the Opposition was in
Government. As soon as a trivial problem
arose, people would get to their feet, stop work,
and go out on strike. The situation in the meat
processing industry was obviously creating
great problems for the Workers, the meat
growers and for the owners of the abattoirs.
Borthwicks was keen to ensure,
understandably, that that was not the case.

The position was that Borthwicks was given
to understand-understandably and cor-
rectly-that that would not be the case if they
were to introduce this new technology and
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make major investments in plant. The Govern-
ment suggested a way in which that could be
avoided, by saying that it would appoint a mu-
tually acceptable person, agreed (o both by
Borthwicks and the AMIEU, the principal
union involved, so that if there were to be a
future dispute or grievance issue arising on the
shop floor or anywhere else in the abattoir, that
person would say what would happen, what
practice or procedure should be accepted in the
short-term, pending the ability of the Federal
arbitration commission-because Borthwicks
had a federal award applying-to come over in
order to settle the dispute. That proposition
was put forward by the Government. I am not
familiar with the detail of it, but it was accep-
ted by the unions and rejected by Borthwicks.

Mr Watt: That is absolutely untrue.

Mr PARKER: That is the situation as I
understand it. Certainly other people are better
qualified to speak on this issue than I am, burt
the Government took that action.

The Government took action in a number of
ways to try to bring the parties together in or-
der to explore the various possibilities for a
solution, but it was obvious that Borthwicks
was hell-bent on closing that abattoir. I am not
defending the actions of the AMIEU in Albany.
The whole situation there is a tragic example of
the way in which industrial relations for so
many years were allowed to develop in this
State; it is a tragic example of the attitude and
the ethos created over many years.

In the iron ore industry we have battled with
it and come to terms with it. Rural producers
and rural unions might try to take a leaf out of
the book of this industry's industrial relations
because it has never been better than it is today
Or more profitable Or more able to operate at
such a full rate, with no ship diversions or de-
lays and no major problems. The amount of
disputation in the iron ore industry is lower
than it has ever been in the history of the in-
dustry.

Mr Court: Have there been no problems at
Cliffs over the last couple of weeks?

Mr PARKER: No. But the fact is that in any
major Industry-particularly the iron ore in-
dustry where we have up to 20 000 people
employed either directly or indirectly-we will
have problems. Overall, Cliffs has had the odd
problem, but generally speaking it is operating
at a higher rate and with fewer disputes than
ever before. That is the position.

The iron ore industry has never been in a
better or stronger position. The Pilbara is look-
ing forward to 10 years of unparalleled growth
as a result of what we have achieved up there.

Mr Laurance: You have cooked the books.
Mr PARKER: No change has been made in

the method of collecting statistics from when
members opposite were in Government; the
same situation applies. In the iron ore industry,
when statistics for disputes are collected, any
time over 10 minutes is regarded as time lost.
So all the 10 minute or 15-minute overruns
from lunchtime meetings are included in the
man days lost. But the comparative statistics
are there and the same basis of collecting them
still applies.

It is extraordinary that the Opposition can
find no other issue in Western Australia worthy
of the attention of this Parliament, called
together by Mr Speaker a few days ago in order
to debate the affairs of state in this State. The
Opposition is not at all interested in WA; it is
interested only in creating political capita] for
itself. Members opposite are trying to bring the
industrial relations disputes of the Northern
Territory into WA. They are trying to create a
situation that will suit their dirty, grubby politi-
cal needs.

The farmers of WA will suffer just as the
farmers in the Northern Territory are suffering.
I am not condoning what is happening there,
but after all, it is not in my State. I am con-
cerned to make sure that nothing like that hap-
pens in WA. I am concerned to ensure that the
tremendous record WA has developed over the
past two years, a record which is resulting in
this massive investment in WA-an invest-
ment which is unparalleled in 20 years and
w~hich is broader and more diverse than at any
time the Opposition was in Government, even
in the I 960s-is maintained and enhanced.

On this subject I am concerned for our rural
producers and exporters; I am concerned that
they should not be affected by this very unfor-
tunate dispute in the Northern Territory. We
have not sought to bring the dispute to WA and
so far we have succeeded and I hope we will
succeed in the future. We will do everything we
can to keep it out of this State.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Members, this is
the first day of the Parliament and it is not my
intention to take the Chair on any occasion
during the rest of the session and have the situ-
ation which we have just witnessed continue
throughout the whole of the Parliament. I hope
that without my drawing members' attention to
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this matter again, members who must have
meetings which are going to be noisy conduct
them somewhere else and not in this Chamber,
where the member on his feet who has the call
must be heard above everyone else. The Minis-
ter for Minerals and Energy had extreme diff i-
culty being heard in the last few minutes of his
speech and I was reluctant to rise and take from
his time in order to indicate to members my
displeasure about the level of noise in the
Chamber. I hope these comments will suffice to
keep the level of noise down in future.

MR STEPHENS (Stirling) [4.57 p.m.]: On
this occasion-

Mr Old: It seems we have two Oppositions.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! After I
gave the call to the member for Stirling, the
member for Katanning-Roe indicated that my
method of selection of members was unfair in
that I had selected two members of his oppo-
sition before himself. I warn the member that
that is a reflection on my impartiality. I give
the call to that person whom I see first rise in
his place, and I am in the best position to see
who has first risen.

Mr STEPHENS: This amendment to the Ad-
dress-in-Reply indicates the serious malaise we
have in industrial relations in Australia. The
support for the amendment highlights the im-
pact industrial relations problems are having
on the rural community, a community facing
many industrial problems, only some of which
have been seen to be directly concerning the
rural community. However, indirectly indus-
trial relations problems affect the rural com-
munity also because they add to our costs, and
this is something which the National Farmers
Federation has of late brought forcefully to the
attention of the Federal and State Govern-
ments. These industrial problems are forcing
many people off the land.

I serve noti'ce on this Government-and I
hope someone from the Federal Government
reads speeches made in this place-that the
farming community in WA-and from stories
published in the Press I would suggest that this
is true also for the farming community of
Australia as a whole-is not going to tolerate
the situation any longer.

Industrial relations is one of the biggest prob-
lems affecting Australia and it is something we
in the National Party have been aware of for
many years. We have repeatedly said that ad
hoc, bandaid changes to industrial legislation

have not achieved anything. They have cer-
tainly not achieved an improved industrial re-
lations climate.

For that reason we have advocated that we
should start afresh, and before developing a
new blueprint we should have a Royal Com-
mission to diagnose all the problems, be they
labour, unions, management-the whole spec-
trum. That has been resisted by both Labor and
Liberal Governments. Earlier this year we
brought forward a motion requesting that the
Federal Government be asked to broaden the
Hancock inquiry into a Royal Commission,
and we offered to give the State Parliament
support for such a move. We said at the time
that the Hancock report did not go far enough
and would not achieve anything worthwhile. If
anybody wants to dispute that I refer him to
my speech in Hansard. I made that prediction,
but the Government opposed our motion and
said it was unnecessary.

Mr Bryce: You make no impression on us at
all. It is pre-election time and you have to be
seen to be anti-socialist.

Mr STEPHENS: We do not have to pretend
to be anti-socialist. I will respect Your remarks,
Mr Deputy Speaker, and 1 will not be
sidetracked. For the benefit of Liberal mem-
bers in this House I advise that "socialism"
does not mean one holds an opinion different
from that of the Liberal Party. That appears to
be a definition Liberal Party members use. One
only has to have an opinion which is different
from that of the Liberal Party and one finds its
members are so weak in argument that all they
can come up with is a smear.

The report of the Hancock inquiry has been
brought down and been proved to be a failure. I
have not read a criticism or a comment from
anybody in the industrial relations field which
gave any credibility to the report. So, we are
back to square one.

The Mudginberri dispute is a landmark be-
cause the farming community will definitely
not allow the situation there to pass. The State
Government would do well to take note of the
determination of farmers to see that the rights
of the individual are not trampled. The edi-
torial in The Australian on 6 August made a
very good point when it said-

But this is not just another industrial
dispute. One side is fighting for flexibility
and respect for the right of individuals to
make up their minds for themselves. The
other side is determined to retain a system
in which collectivism and regimentation
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dominate individual effort, and brains and
inventiveness are forbidden to show us a
better way of running our economy and
our nation.

That sums up the problem at Mudginberri. At
the moment the workers there are not even
unionists; they have been expelled but appar-
ently they still do not have any rights, accord-
ing to the union. We have to come to grips with
that situation. Surely individuals in this com-
munity, whether in the Northern Territory or
in Western Australia, or any other part of
Australia, are entitled to their rights.

The workers at Mudginberri have decided
collectively to work under an agreement they
reached with the management. Both will ben-
efit from the arrangement-the management
reduces costs, and the workers take home more
pay. They made a democratic and lawful de-
cision. We must do everything to ensure that
their rights are respected and they are not
dictated to by standover merchants in the
union. There are hundreds and thousands of
responsible unionists; at election time they do
not all vote for the Labor Party. If all unionists
voted for the Labor Party there would always
be a Labor Government in power, so it is
reasonable to say that many unionists do not
vote that way. We all respect responsible
unionism, and no-one in Australia objects to
responsible unionists. But opposition exists to
militant unionists, and I refer to the type of
militancy occurring at Mudginberri where a
group of workers have made a decision but are
not allowed to put it into effect according to
their union bosses. Surely we cannot support
that principle.

Mr Bryce: What about the 8 000 unionists
who marched on Parliament House?

Mr STEPHENS: What about them?
Mr Bryce: Were they militants?
Mr STEPHENS: They were responsible and

orderly and abiding by the law. They made
arrangements for their march. They served no-
tice on this and any other Government that
they have comec to the end of their patience.
Their livelihood is at stake, and one of the
things affecting it is the cost of operating abat-
toirs, not only at Mudginberri, but also
throughout Australia. The history of the oper-
ation of abattoirs is a very sad one. The
Borthwick's abattoir at Albany has been
mentioned. That is another situation in which
according to my information the majority of
workers there were prepared to accept con-
ditions offered by the company. Even the

union had accepted all the conditions bar one
which was a request that the company be given
12 months strike-free. The union workers in
Borthwicks were being asked to forgo the right
to strike for 12 months. The reason was that
Borthwicks indicated its losses amounted to
more than $4 million in the previous couple of
years.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! I call once
more on members to please maintain a much
lower level of conversation. If members cannot
do so they should leave the Chamber. I cannot
see any reason that I should have to keep rising
to my feet to ask members to be courteous and
well-mannered when somebody is speaking.

Mr STEPHENS: The workers at Borthwicks
indicated they were prepared to accept the
management's condition that they forgo the
right to strike for 12 months, but the union
bosses in Perth said, "No, you are not allowed
to accept that."

The works in Albany closed, to the economic
detriment of the town and the farming com-
munity inasmuch as it removed one Operator
from a very limited market. Virtually only one
operator is left in Western Australia handling
mutton so it is in a monopoly position when it
comes to buying. That is not to the advantage
of the farming community.

The sorry pant is that the workers do not
have the right to strike because they do not
have a job. What did they achieve? It is another
sorry saga in the industrial relations problem
facing Australia.

I want to reiterate and to emphasise to the
Government that the farming community, if
for no other reason than economic viability,
will not accept or tolerate the present situation
any longer. I hate to say it but unless we resolve
the problem of union militancy and the de-
pressing effect it has on the rural community,
there could even be bloodshed in the country. I
know the mood of the farmers; they are pre-
pared to be reasonable. All they want is a fair
go and if the farmers get that fair go there is no
need to worry. However, if that fair go is not
forthcoming there will be serious problems. I
alert the Government that it has to do some-
thing about union militancy. I believe it should
look at a complete review of all industrial re-
lations so that representatives from all groups
can get together around the table and resolve
the problems for the good of the economy and
the nation.

I do not have to remind members of the
many recent reports about the deterioration of
our "lucky country". Seventy years ago we were
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the richest nation in the world on a per capita
basis and today we are about twentieth. This
has not just happened. It has been the result of
poor management of the economy and part of
the problem is poor industrial relations. Before
it is too late I suggest that this Government
take up the challenge and does something con-
structive about the matter. I know that my sup-
port of the amendment will indicate the feel-
ings of the people I represent but it will not
constructively improve the situation. We need
to give close attention to introducing legislation
into this place which will have a positive effect
on improving the situation.

MR OLD (Katanning-Roe) [5.12 p.mn.]: I
support the amendment. It is quite obvious
that the Minister for Minerals and Energy has
not read the amendment properly because he
said that it had nothing to do with the State of
Western Australia. The amendment has every-
thing to do with Western Australia. The final
paragraph states that the situation is
exemplified by the Government's silence and
inaction at Mudginberri and the Minister
immediately related the whole of the amend-
ment to Mudginberri. I suppose the genesis of
the problem is Mudginberri and we shall fee]
the results of that for some time to come, not
only in the rural industry but also throughout
the economy of this country. That is one of the
reasons that this State Government should be
taking a great interest in this dispute.

The Minister made light of the fact that buf-
falo meat could not be exported. Already or-
ders for buffalo meat worth $3 million have
been lost and although certainly this does not
assist the beef producer in the south of this
State, as was jocularly suggested by the
Premier, it has an impact on the economy of
Australia. It has a great impact on the balance
of trade situation, and the longer disputes such
as this go on the worse our economy becomes.
That in turn affects all taxpayers and pro-
ducers.

The Minister started to get on the track in
the last minute of his speech when he spoke
about the farmers' situation and the fact that
this could have some bearing on their welfare.
That is what it is all about and that is why this
amendment has been brought before the
House. More amendments will be introduced
relating to the meat industry generally and we
shall have plenty to say on the matter when
they are introduced.

If this strike does not affect Western
Australia I would like to know of one that does.
We have a unique situation of a Government-

appointed member of the Western Australian
Meat Commission condoning what he de-
scribes as an illegal act.

Not one word has been heard from the
Government or from the Minister responsible
about the fact that this officer, who is also the
secretary of the Meat Industry Employees
Union in Western Australia, is supporting il-
legal action in the meat industry. Not only is he
supporting the action but also he has trumped
up a few matters himself.

Leave granted to continue speech at a later
stage of the sitting.

Debate thus adjourned.
[Questions taken.j

Sitting suspended from 6. 0010o 7.15 p.m.

COMMITiTEES FOR THE SESSION
Council Personnel

Message from the Council received and read
notifying the personnel of sessional committees
appointed by that House.

LAPSED BILLS
Restoration to Notice Paper Council's Message

Message from the Council received and read
requesting that consideration of the following
Bills be resumed-

([) Occupiers' Liability Bill 1985;
(2) Parliamentary Papers Amendment Bill

198 5;
(3) Commercial Arbitration Bill 1985;
(4) Liquor Amendment Bill 1985;
(5) Fatal Accidents Amendment Bill 1984.

ADDRESS-IN-REPLY: SECOND DAY
Amendment to Motion

Debate resumed from an earlier stage of the
sitting.

MR OLD (Katanning-Roe) [7.22 p.m.]: I re-
ferred earlier to a Government-appointed
member of the Western Australian Meat Com-
mission who had seen fit to make statements
which were not in keeping with his position. It
is a unique situation that a member of the com-
mission should make supportive remarks about
industrial matters after they have been before
the Australian Conciliation and Arbitration
Commission and the commission has made a
ruling. However, the member concerned, Mr
Alex Payne, continues to champion the picket-
ing of the Mudginberri abattoir. As I
mentioned earlier, Mr Payne is also the sec-
retary of the Australasian Meat Industry Em-
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ployees Union, and, as such, he has a duty and
a right to support his union's legitimate activi-
ties.

I do not believe, even as the Secretary of the
ArvIEU, he has the right Or the privilege to
support them in illegal activities, but that is a
matter of his choice. As a member of the WA
Meat Commission, a Government-appointed
committee, he should be severely censured for
making such statements, not only regarding the
Western Australian situation, but also on the
national scene.

I shall give a couple of quotes, particularly on
some of the pointers that Mr Payne has brought
to light. It seems to me that the AMIEU has a
complete disregard for the Australian Concili-
ation and Arbitration Commission; so much so
that although the commission ruled that the
union was creating an illegal situation, and it
was fined $44 000 for continuing to picket the
abattoir, it has consistently defied the com-
mission. But the commission has received no
support whatsoever from any Labor Govern-
ment in Australia, Federal, or State. This is a
scandalous situation.

It is all right for the Premier and the Minister
for Industrial Development to say that during
our period in government we postured and
made great songs and dances about things that
happened federally, but to no avail. Let us not
forget the Premier's nice, cosy arrangement at
present with the Federal Government where he
is having a God Almighty fight about land
rights. If ever I have seen an orchestrated fight
it is this one. We even have the Federal com-
petitor coming off the ropes into the ring this
Morning and coming back at the Premier; so
we could be in for an interesting exercise with
the Commonwealth. This is what the Premier
has the gall to accuse us of doing during our
period in Government.

To return to the secretary of the union, Mr
Payne, who is really more important at this
time, he is reported in the The West Australian
of 10 August as saying that union action could
include disruption of the August-September
lamb kill. It could also result in bans on the
export of live sheep by maritime unions and
on the transport of rural products such as wool
and grain.

That is a fairly significant statement from a
member of the WA Meat Commission-that
he will bring his industrial muscle to bear to
disrupt the WA lamb kill.

We happen to be going into that kill at this
stage, and this is something we will be talking
about later on in the session. it is most import-
ant to lamb producers in this State that there be
no disruption whatsoever during the lamb kill,
and the Secretary of the Australasian Meat In-
dustry Employees Union is well aware of this.
He is also well aware of the delicate situation
which arises if the Iamb kill is disrupted and
there are lambs waiting to be slaughtered at the
abattoir. There is no doubt that sucker lambs
must be handled in a very expeditious manner
and they must be handled correctly. To the
credit of the WA Meat Commission, in normal
circumstances these facets of the lamb kill are
well catered for and the commission is very
much aware of the necessity to make sure that
the lamb kill is carried out with the minimum
of delay.

The secretary of the AMIEU and a member
of the Meat Commission is prepared to disrupt
that for a strike which the Minister for Min-
erals and Energy says has nothing to do with
this State. Of course it has something to do
with this State. It is perfectly obvious that
when we have, as we had last week, an abattoir
strike and a wharf strike, and another abattoir
strike three weeks ago, all to do with the
Mudginberri dispute, ic has something to do
with this State, and the State Government
should be taking a very active interest in it.

It was claimed by the Minister during his
reply-a somewhat early reply I thought-that
$3 million had been lost as a result of disrup-
tion of the export of buffalo meat to the
European Economic Community. This is only
a very small portion, as the quota approved by
the EEC for the import of buffalo meat from
Australia is $ 10 million. But that is also only a
part of' the market, because the Mudginberri
abattoir also has contracts into Asia. I cannot
put a value on those, but it is certainly a
valuable order which has now gone out of the
window.

The abattoir is endeavouring to continue its
operations under a legally approved award by
the commission without the assistance of the
Department of Primary Industry meat inspec-
tors. Obviously in those circumstances they can
kill only for the home market. If the Depart-
ment of Primary Industry were prepared to in-
struct health inspectors to work for the
Mudginberri abattoir, that operation could
continue unhindered.
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However, the Department of Primary Indus-
try is not prepared to undertake this inspection
although it has an obligation to do so and the
Federal Minister for Primary Industry (Mr
Kerin), in reply last night to a question from
Mr McLachlan, the President of the National
Farmers Federation, flatly refused to do any-
thing about instructing the Department of Pri-
mary Industry to provide inspectors. In fact,
Mr McLachlan suggested to the Minister that it
is only a matter of the Minister making a deter-
mination tomorrow morning that the Depart-
ment of Primary Industry should provide in-
spectors and the whole problem would be
solved. However, perhaps it would not be
solved; perhaps there would be more industral
trouble, but at least it was a step in the right
direction and it would be an expression of good
faith to the meat industry. I cannot say, in this
instance, to meat producers, because we are
talking about a buffalo kill. However, it will
impinge, and it has impinged, on the entire
meat industry in Australia, Mr Kerin quite
frankly hid behind the commission and said
that the commission had to work out the sal-
vation of the meat industry and it had to
quickly come to an agreement with the
Australasian Meat Indust" Employees Union.
It has become a matter of who will back
down-the commission has made a determi-
nation, and the meat industry employees have
defied it. I cannot see the commission wanting
to back down. Who knows?

The next thing we have is one of our Western
Australian senators coming out in support of
the AMIEU. Senator Jim McKiernan has actu-
ally been up at Mudginberri and viewed the
picket line. HeI has come back in full support of
the activities and the illegal action taken by the
AMIEU. Is that the attitude that a Western
Australian senator should Lake? Is that the atti-
tude that we can expect of our elected represen-
tatives in the Commonwealth House? I do not
believe it is.

Mr Peter Jones: He said it was all right to
send them broke.

MrT OLD: As my colleague says, Senator
MeKiernan said it was all right to send them
broke. So much for the meat industry. Not only
has Mr Payne threatened to disrupt the lamb
kill, he has also threatened to disrupt the live
sheep export industry. This, of course, would
be well in line with the recent report from
Senator Georges and his merry men on the
Senate Select Committee on Animal Welfare
about the live sheep industry. I point out that
the live sheep industry is probably the most

important pant of the sheep industry in West-
ern Australia today and in fact for Australia,
but it is all the more important in Western
Australia because it is the one factor which
underpins the mutton market at this particular
point. The live sheep industry makes the run-
ning of merino sheep a viable proposition, and
when I say the one factor, it is a contributing
factor because it must be realised that the
buoyant price of wool is another. However,
wool on its own cannot sustain the industry
and there has to be a viable marketplace for
surplus and aged sheep which would then cre-
ate a market for younger surplus sheep to be
sold between graziers and farmers.

If there is any disruption to the live sheep
industry, I will not only be disappointed, but I
will also be very surprised, because I do not
believe that the Waterside Workers Federation
will again be put in the situation it was put in
some years ago when members of the AMIEU
lay on the railway lines and stopped the
loading of live sheep. Eventually, members of
the WWF joined them in their industrial activi-
ties. I cannot see the WWF doing that again,
but only the future will tell whether, in fact, Mr
Payne is able to convince the WWF that they
should take such action.

As my time is very limited I would like to
turn my attention to one matter that concerns
me greatly, and that is the tally system as it
exists today. I have nothing against unions be-
ing given awards, in fact I think it is essential
that those awards are agreed to by the com-
mission and the unions, or are made between
the unions and the employers. However, once
those awards are struck, and once they are ap-
proved, they should be the basis of an em ploy-
ment contract. They should not be something
which can be flouted in the face of the em-
ployers when unions say, "We are not going to
stick to this, it is not good enough."

It is interesting to note that an investigation
commissioned by the National Farmers Feder-
ation and carried out by W. D. Scott and Co
Pty Ltd revealed that it was estimated that the
tally system of slaughter is costing the pro-
ducers of this country $30 million a year
through a reduction of in-pen prices for the
processors to pay these horrendous awards. It is
strange that the workers of Mudginberri can
make more money than the workers under a
tally system. There is something wrong.

It is strange that at Katherine it costs $158 to
kill a bullock and at Mudginberri it costs
$38.50. Surely we have got to get down to a
basis of finding out what is wrong and
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remedying it. There is no way in the world that
industrial action will remedy the situation be-
cause the producers cannot afford this sort of
thing, and, therefore, they will go out of busi-
ness. The Government will then know the par-
lous situation that primary industry is in today.
However, not once have I heard members Of
the Government raise their voices in support of
primary industry in this particular instance.

MR PETER JONES (Narrogin) [7.38 p~m.]:
I had hoped that the Minister for Agriculture
would perhaps contribute something in defence
of the secretary of the meatworkers' union. I
have been sitting here waiting for him to tell
the House why the Government is defending,
and continuing to employ, this thug. The
reason is that the Minister who responded on
behalf of the Government so far said it had
nothing to do with Western Australia at all. In
fact, he said that the amendment now before
this House, was all about a remote abattoir in
the Northern Territory. I disagree. It is not
about a remote abattoir in the Northern Terri-
tory at all, rather it is about a few very basic
and fundamental freedoms and the remote
abattoir in the Northern Territory just happens
to be the battleground for the testing of these
freedoms.

The situation there has been exacerbated by
the activities of a thug employed by the M inis-
ter for Agriculture. The Minister in his com-
ments tonight said that it had nothing to do
with Western Australia at all, but the amend-
ment says that the Government of Western
Australia continues to support militant trade
union officers. Is that denied by the Govern-
ment? Of course it is not denied because it is a
straightout fact.

The Government has gone on employing this
man although it says it has nothing to do with
Western Australia. The Government employs
this man as a great meat adviser to the Minister
for Agriculture-a man who has said that he
will bring all rural exports in this State to a
stop!

This amendment is about the freedom of a
group of workers to enter into an arrangement
with their employer and to have the
arrangement honoured to the point where they
can go on working. it is an arrangement which
was mutually agreed, and which was to the sat-
isfaction of all pantics concerned, It is
recognised and supported by the appropriate
award that applies in the Northern Terri-
tory-an award which provides for what has
been determined. That is what the amendment
is about, yet the Minister stood up to defend
(3)

the Government by saying that it had nothing
to do with Western Australia. All that has done
is to demonstrate not only the fact that the
Minister for Minerals and Energy had to get up
to defend the Government-

M r Bryce: He is the Minister representing the
Minister for Industrial Relations. It is an indus-
trial relations area.

Mr PETER JONES: What about the Minister
for Agriculture who is supposedly responsible
for those exports? His adviser, his man in the
meat industry whom the Government has
appointed, has said that he would stop
exporting from this State. It is nothing to do
with the Northern Territory-it is to with this
State!

Several members interjected.
Mr PETER JONES: The Minister for

Agriculture is either too ignorant or too impo-
tent to even bother to defend the man
appointed by his Government to administer, or
be part of the administration process of, the
meat industry in this State. The very fact that
the Minister remains mute and seated speaks
volumes. He is condoning an absolutely inde-
fensible situation. The fact is that he has a thug
there who publicly says that he will bring the
rural exports in this Slate to a halt.

Mr Pearce: Have they halted?
Mr PETER JONES: The Minister obviously

did not listen to his colleague.
H e sai d not hi1ng ha s ap pened. i t has allI been

given to the Government. What the Transport
Workers Union said-but of course that is the
Minister's other mate,]J. J. O'Connor.

Mr Pearce: The Opposition cannot win an
election by running against the Western
Australian Government, so it is hoping to win
against the Nonthemn Territory Government.

Mr PETER JONES: I did not mention the
Northern Territory Government.

Let us return to the issue. What the Govern-
ment does not want to have to defend is exactly
the same situation referred to by Mr Crean last
Sunday evening when he was asked why the
ACTU was opposing the workers who had
reached an agreement at the abattoir in ques-
tion. He said-

The answer is simple; because no
workers are allowed to enter into a private
arrangement outside the union structure.

That is despite the fact that it is allowed for
in their award; that the workers are happy and
indeed are working continuously at the present
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time; and that work is still going ahead with
animals being slaughtered, though not for ex-
port. It is like the Queensland strike: Those
who were striking over power supplies in
Queensland were doing so while the lights were
still on and the power stations working.

What this whole issue is about, yet what the
Minister said is nothing to do with Western
Australia, is the freedom of an industry to
operate, and the freedom of employees to enter
into an arrangement with their employers con-
cerning the terms and conditions under which
they work, lust as they have that freedom,' so
also should all primary producers be free to
operate without being subjected to the effects
of this thugger.

The present Government is in fact
implicated to the fullest extent because it has
said absolutely nothing. That is what the mo-
tion refers to. The Government has advocated
by its silence a situation where one of its own
men, a key adviser, went to the Government
after publication of the interim Treloar report
and said that it was not acceptable to the
meatworkers' union. Indeed, the Minister who
responded had in fact told the workers at Robb
Jetty, at a meeting down there prior to the
report coming out, that their jobs would be
saved-that 400 jobs would be protected.

A committee was formed which included no
producer representation at all, but included the
Government's industrial relations adviser, Mr
Payne, a couple of other people, and a depart-
mental officer. They came up with the final
decision which was acceptable to the Labor
Party and to the unions concerned without con-
sidering the interests of the meat producers.
The producers were not even a part of the de-
cision-making process. And why not? Simply
because Mr Payne, this thug, said it was not
on-they would not do what was wanted by
those people and they were not to be a part of
any committee.

As has already been indicated, Mr Payne has
said, and his statement was published on 10
August, that there will be no meat, no wool, no
grain, nothing exported from this 'State if the
strike up there continues. The Government is
therefore advocating an illegal situation. Mr
Crean, the man who is to become the President
of the ACTU and who is trying to portray him-
self in a very good light from the point of view
of industrial relations in this nation, made it
quite clear on Sunday night that no-one can do
what those people have done and expect to get

away with it. In other words he is condoning,
and worse, even advocating, an unlawful situ-
ation.

On that same day Mr Payne said that he
would ensure that it ended up costing the em-
ployers 100 times as much as it cost the union.
Great stuffi. That is why this issue is a funda-
mental one and why it is ridiculous for the
Minister to say it has nothing to do with West-
ern Australia, nor the Western Australian
Government. In fact one of his own people, one
of those associated with the Government, is not
only permitting it but also is most vigorously
inflaming it and making quite clear what he
wishes to do. By his silence, the Minister for
Agriculture is not only a part of it, but also it is
quite clear where he sits in this matter.

Tonight the same Minister has said he under-
stands and is supportive of the rural com-
munity. It can be seen from tonight's Federal
Budget just how supportive of the rural indus-
tries the Labor Party has been. The rural indus-
tries have been betrayed by the Prime Minister
and the Premier in regard to what was suppos-
edly arranged and what was supposed to occur.
The rural sector will receive even less than was
anticipated-it will get absolutely nothing.

The real issue, exemplified by what is
happening at that remote little abattoir in the
Northern Territory, is simply a matter of free-
dom-the freedom of a person to get on with
his job without being penalised for doing that
job; the freedom for a person wanting to work
to enter into an arrangement with an employer
which is mutually acceptable, and to be allowed
to continue to work under those mutually ac-
ceptable arrangements; and the freedom for
that situation to prevail right throughout this
nation where it is allowed for within awards,
and for it to be introduced into awards where it
is currently not allowed.

However, when the Opposition has indicated
that that is what it intends to do, and indeed, it
is introducing legislation to do just that, it has
been attacked by the Government, by the trade
union movement, and by anybody who wants
to deny those people that same freedom.

Instead of having this freedom being
supported, we have this Labor Government,
which advances itself as a Government sup-
porting freedom and human rights, a Govern-
ment with all these high-sounding phrases,
showing itself to be in support of anything but
those things. I say this because the first time a
situation arises where that freedom is grasped
by a group of workers, the Government allows
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that freedom to be snuffed out. How can any-
one seriously accept what the Labor Party
means and stands for when it talks about free-
dom in the workplace, which is certainly some-
thing it has supposedly talked about? But more
importantly, how can anyone accept what the
Labor Party says about its support for rural
industries? It has no support for rural indus-
tries.

The Premier is implicated in a very serious
way. In the last two days he has been
trumpeting ahout various industry groups for
which he and his Government have offered
support. All he has said is meaningless. The
promised help for farmers and other people
who live in rural towns, help which has created
expectations, has been unfulfilled and crushed.
In fact, when someone tries to do something to
provide some assistance, that person is
criticised and his assistance is said to be some-
thing impossible.

The situation exists now where the Govern-
ment harbours, protects and supports one of
the main protagonists in this attempt by the
union movement to snuff out the freedom
which is trying to grow in this isolated com-
munity in the Northern Territory. What is
happening there is also happening in the
Queensland power dispute. While that is one
incident relating to one industry, the battle be-
ing fought in Queensland has ramifications for
the whole nation, and so has this dispute where
the same principle is involved. While this re-
mote spot might be the battleground, the war is
being waged throughout the nation.
Unfortunately the Labor Governments in
Australia are prepared to protect the thugs who
are prompting this situation.

Reference has been made already to the Fed-
eral Minister for Primary Industry. He has an
order from the Australian Conciliation and Ar-
bitration Commission relating to his powers
Over the employment of meat inspectors. Quite
clearly, as was published on Saturday, the de-
cision of the commission was a very big embar-
rassment for the Federal Government, which
was hoping the commission would say that
under the terms and conditions of the employ-
ment of the meat inspectors, the Government
had no power and the Minister had no re-
sponsibility relating to the emloyment of the
meat inspectors.

But the Government was wrong, because the
determination of that Federal commission was
that Mr Kerin, the Federal Minister for Pri-
mary Industry, was able to orderthe meat in-
spectors to work. However, he refused to do so.

Subsequently the Federal commission ordered
the meat inspectors to work, but they refused.
So not only is the Federal Minister declining to
use his ministerial authority, but also, like this
Government, he is condoning a breaking of the
law; namely, the refusal to abide by a lawful
instruction from the Federal commission.

When it suits the Government here it will say
that a certain dispute is for the commission to
settle and decide and that it will abide by the
commission's decision-when it suits the
Government. On this occasion the com-
mission's determination does not suit the
Government, and that is what the amendment
to this Address-in-Reply states.

It is incredible that the Minister should say
that the dispute has nothing to do with this
State, especially when we have already seen
stoppages and other industrial action
implemented here. It is especially so when one
of the Government's own people is threatening
to bring the rural exports of this State to a halt
and when we have seen trouble at Fremantle,
where the TWU-another mate of the Govern-
ment's-has come out and said that it will stop
all transport of rural products. Yet we are told
by the Minister that this matter has nothing to
do with this State. The Minister for Agriculture
in this State will not even speak up to de-
fend-if that were possible-the man who is
exacerbating this dispute in the Northern Terri-
tory.

Far from this dispute having nothing to do
with this Government and this State, we realise
that we are faced with a most serious and hyp-
ocritical stance by the Government. The sooner
the Government realises that, the better, be-
cause it just cannot get away with condoning a
lawlessness that is encouraged and exacerbated
by one of the Government's own people, a man
who has said what will happen to the
administration of the meat industry in this
State and who has said what is and what is not
acceptable to his union. Still we are told that
this matter has nothing to do with Western
Australia.

MR COURT (Nedlands) [7.57 p.m.]: I sup-
port the amendment before the House. Labor
Party members opposite have been putting on a
bit of a brave face in the last days and no doubt
they will continue to put on a brave face lead-
ing up to the election. But they will not be able
to hide the fact that they tie themselves up in
knots on some of these issues.
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As for the industrial relations side of this
problem, is it not interesting that Government
members run around the countryside support-
ing the current centralised arbitration system?
They say that it is a good system which is work-
ing well and has no problems.

The Hancock report glorified the Govern-
ment's system. I had to sit on a number of
public panels discussing the system, and one
such panel organised by the Government was
down at the university. What a balanced fo-
rum! There were eight people from the Govern-
ment side and two from our side. We had Sena-
tor Peter Cook, the Hon. Peter Dowding from
the other place, Give Brown and other indus-
trial relations heavyweights from the union
movement. They all got up one after the other
saying that the system was good and capable of
handling the types of disputes we have in this
country.

Yet here we have the situation at
Mudginberri where these people are quite pre-
Pared to support a union which is completely
ignoring and defying the system and the law,
and the court which operates under that
system.

Members opposite cannot have it both ways.
It is the same with the BLEF in this State. Mem-
bers opposite cannot say thai just because the
arbitration system does not work for that union
we should put together a special deal to get
some peace in the building industry. Members
opposite should not be so hypocritical.

It concerned me yesterday to hear on the
radio the Premier spend five or 10 minutes
talking about the Mudginberri dispute, saying
that it did not affect Western Australia and that
it would not spread here. We have had the
Minister for Minerals and Energy saying
tonight that it is a Northern Territory dispute
which has nothing to do with this State. It has a
lot to do with what is happening in this State.
In many ways what we are seeing happen in the
dispute is similar to what the ELIF does in this
State; that is, when the system does not suit it,
it openly defies the system, and with the sup-
port of the Government.

The workers at Mudginberri are operating
under an award, and it is interesting to see that
when the militant union leader got involved he
said that his union did not like the award and
did not want those workers to operate under
that award, and so the union kicked those
workers out of the union.

Not only do they kick them out of the union,
but also they then have an illegal picket. Many
times in this House we have said we are con-
cerned about the actions which take place in
this State where similar tactics are used. People
cannot go to work or about their daily business;
they cannot go about enjoying their right to
have a job and to be paid for it because they are
being prevented from doing so by certain el-
ements of the more militant side of the union
movement, with the support of this Govern-
ment. In WA they are prepared to sit back and
allow the State branch of the AMIEU to start
similar tactics in this State.

Yesterday the Premier waffled on and said
that he did not know much about the dispute.
Like hell, he does not! He fully understands
what is happening up in Mudginberri and he
knows it will be one of the most significant
industrial relations issues in this country for
many years. Previous speakers from this side of
the Kouse have made it clear that already we
have experienced wharf stoppages and stop-
pages in those abattoirs that the union has de-
cided to leave in business in this State. What is
worse, we have had the threat of that union's
leader in this State saying there is much more
to come, and being quite proud of the fact that
he had already cost the industr more than the
amount the union in the Northern Territory
had been fined.

What sort of approach is that? Supposedly, it
was meant to be an approach by a responsible
person within the meat industr in this State, a
man who publicly stated that he was very
proud of the fact that unions have already cost
the industry more than those fines. The
Australasian Meat Industry Employees Union
does seem to be on a suicide mission with the
intent ion of killing jobs, not only in this State
but right around Australia, a mission which is
costing this country millions of dollars in lost
exports.

This problem really hits home when we con-
sider Albany. We saw this Government stand
hack and do nothing while a major employer
closed its works in that town. Albany is now
facing an horrific year, not only in regard to the
meatworks, but also in regard to problems re-
lating to Hunts and previous problems in that
town. Albany is most concerned about its situ-
ation, and if ever there was a year when the
Government should not have sat back and al-
lowed what has happened at Albany to take
place, this is the year. The Government should
have shown that it has the ability to make it
clear to those unions that they could have sat
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down and worked out an agreement to keep the
Albany meatworks operational. The Deputy
Premier does not agree with me.

Mr Bryce: You have no idea how much work
the Minister for Industrial Relations did on
that subject in Albany before that plant closed.

A member: We are certainly aware of the
successes he had!

Mr COURT: We are pretty well aware of
how much work he did, too! For some ime he
did not want to go near the town.

Several members interjected.
Mr Bryce: There are currently two buyers

chewing at the bit.
Mr COURT: Who are they?
Mr Bryce: I am not going to state their

names. You know damned well it would be
quite improper for me to do so. Mr Dowding
did a damned lot of work with those people. I
am talking about the company and the union.
You arejust plain mischievious.

Mr COURT: He seemed very reluctant to
debate that issue publicly. Twice, in two public
forums we wanted to debate that issue.

Mr Bryce: You wanted to debate it. You were
not interested in a solution. That is your ap-
proach to industrial relations. That is what you
would like to do, isn't it-destroy iE?

A member: You're worried because
Dowding is after your job.

Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr COURT: I wonder if that means

potential member for Maylands-

Mr

the

The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr Bryce: I should think so.
The SPEAKER: I take with great regret the

remarks that have been made by the member
for Nedlands. He should think about what he
has just said and make the appropriate remark
to the Chair.

Mr COURT: Mr Speaker, I apologise for the
comments I just made in relation to that mat-
ter.

The involvement of the Minister for Indus-
trial Relations is quite interesting. I discussed
the matter with him in an audience at the uni-
versity-it was not the Hancock report audi-
ence, but at another venue-when we discussed
the concept of voluntary work agreements. The
point was made clearly by me that the Albany
case was a classic example, and if the employer
and the employees had been allowed to nego-

tiate their own agreement directly, without the
interference of that union and Mr Payne, that
business would still be operating today. The
Deputy Premier does not like that. That is
exactly what happened at Mudginberri. The
employees have negotiated an agreement with
their employers; the arbitration commission
has put it into the form of an award, and for
some reason members opposite do not like that
concept. Militant union leaders do not like the
concept of union members making up their
own minds on the wages and conditions which
they earn. The people of this country want to
return to a fair system of industrial relations.

The people of this country will demand that
they become more directly involved in our in-
dustrial relations system. They want to get
involved in setting their own wages and con-
ditions. In a Press cutting from The A ustralian
of 10 August 1985 the workers at Mudginberri
are described as willing hostages in a workers'
paradise. The article goes on to explain their
working conditions, their rates of pay and the
like,' and how happy they are working in this
place. There seems to be panic whenever em-
ployees decide to work out a voluntary agree-
ment regarding wages and conditions.

Look at Western Australia and the fact that
the Premier of this State is prepared to con-
done the activities of the BLF and the building
industry. He pretends that the standover and
blackmail tactics that we read about and that
we have outlined in this House apparently do
not exist for him. He seems to be quite pre-
pared to ignore them. This amendment is
about unions overriding the tribunal's de-
cisions and if a union such as the BLIP, the
BWIU, or the TWU in this State-

Mr Taylor: What about Bjelke-Petersen
overriding the tribunal's decisions? Do you ap-
prove of that?

Mr COURT: Tell me when he has done that?

Mr Taylor: Quite recently in relation to the
power dispute. He made up his own rules. Of
course, he did.

Mr COURT: This Government allows a
small business operator to be dragged through
the courts and when a union official is finally
charged, the Government allows the charges
against that person to be withdrawn.

That is what this amendment is all about.
Members opposite can be very smug and put
on a brave face, but the public know what is
going on.
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Let us look at the involvement of the Prime
Minister in this matter. He tried his old trick of
getting all the pantics together to see whether
they could work something out in this dispute.

Mr Taylor: You don't agree with trying to
resolve disputes that way? You don't think it is
a good idea?

Mr COURT: It is not a good idea when it has
already gone through the Arbitration Com-
mission. What the Prime Minister tried to do
was nothing short of a con trick.

Mr Parker: He tried to get people to talk to
each other.

Mr COURT: He tried to get the farmers and
the employers to have talks with him to encour-
age them to give up their legal rights. On legal
advice those people quite correctly decided not
to go to that particular meeting.

What a crazy situation! Members opposite
support a union openly defying the law and the
courts and say, "Forget about the law and the
courts; sit down with Bob and he will work it
out for you." Do Government members not see
that that is why people are concerned that law
and order in this State is going out the window?
Members opposite have another think coming
because farmers and employers are not going to
stand back and be pushed around this time.

The farming community in Western
Australia and the employers directly concerned
with this type of dispute will not be tricked or
conned. Members opposite will find united ac-
tion will occur around Australia. The Labor
Party and the militant union leaders involved
will now get some of their own medicine back.
They have pushed the rural community too far.

Mr Taylor: Kicking the workers! It is all you
do.

Mr COURT: Labor Party members are the
ones kicking the workers. People want to go on
working and members opposite have even al-
lowed them to be kicked out of the union. That
is how far the Labor Party is prepared to go on
this dispute.

The Premier says this dispute does not affect
Western Australia. It does, and the employers
will not throw away their legal rights in this
matter. Government members think that be-
cause the decision did not go their way they can
overrule it and defy it. The fact that they are
even arguing that course as a Government is an
absolute disgrace. The Federal Government
also must be condemned for sitting back and
allowing the export meat inspectors not to cross
an illegal picket line. What a great state of af-

fairs we have in this country when the Federal
Government is prepared to allow its own em-
ployees not to cross an illegal picket line.

Millions of dollars worth of exports are at
stake. We hear the Deputy Premier saying we
have to export more and that this country has
to pull itself up and increase the export of all
sorts of produce. Yet here we have millions of
dollars worth of meat exports in jeopardy and
an abattoir at Albany closed down; there are
continual wharf stoppages at Fremantle and a
powerful leader of the TWU can turn off the
fuel at the airport any time he likes and upset
exports. We want to increase exports, and it is
time the Government did something to make
sure the primary producers of this country,
whether agricultural or mining, can get their
produce to export markets. If members op-
posite are prepared to sit back and allow dis-
putes like those at the abattoirs to continue
with the threat of more action the public will
wake up to what the Government is doing. It is
somewhat annoying that the Premier believes
this is a low key issue. The Minister for Min-
erals and Energy says it is a low key issue.

Mr Batemian interjected.

Mr COURT: It is a very important issue, and
the member for Canning should be ashamed of
his union movement.

Mr Bateman: The way you have talked
tonight is a disgrace. Your father would be
ashamed of the way you spoke tonight.

The SPEAKER: Order! The member for
Canning will come to order.

Mr COURT: Members opposite should be
ashamed; a union kicked out its own members
because they did not go along with what the
union wanted. The rural community believes
that enough is enough, and they will back the
workers concerned to make sure they get their
way in the dispute.

If the Premier wants to
unions openly defy the law
relations system-

stand back while
and the industrial

Mr Bateman: That is what you said you
would do.

Mr COURT: I did not say that.

Mr Bateman: You suggested that is what
farmers and other people will do.

The SPEAKER: Order! The member for
Canning will cease interjecting. The member
for Nedlands' time has expired.
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MR McNEE (Mt Marshall) [8.18 p.m.]: I
would like to speak in support of the amend-
ment because it is important, and I do so re-
gardless of what the Government might think
because I do not believe it is enjoying this de-
bate, and it has good reason not to enjoy it.
There goes the Deputy Premier; he is about to
walk away.

Mr Bryce interjected.

The SPEAKER: Order! The Deputy Premier
knows very well he cannot make interjections
from his chair because that is disorderly,' and
he certainly cannot make them in the aisle.

Mr McNEE: The Minister for Agriculture
sits there in silence because that is par for the
course for him. The day the farmers marched
on Parliament House the Government hid him
somewhere in the back cubicles. I do not know
why the Government did not want him to say
much. H-e just sits there and absorbs it all.

The Deputy Premier talks arrant nonsense
about increased productivity. That is what we
are trying to achieve, but an even more basic
point is that we are talking about freedom.
That is the very thing Government members
would claim to represent and to be part and
parcel of their philosophy. Of Course it is not.
We are really talking about freedom for people
to make a decision. We know that the Premier,
the Deputy Premier and their colleagues would
like to take away that freedom. They and their
militant union bosses makesa pretty good job of
doing just that. It is important to point out that
militant unionists have just about crippled this
country and reduced productivity to almost
zero. They have put industry under such press-
ure that workers' jobs have been exported, and
they have turned profit into a dirty word. in so
doing their jobs have disappeared.

Of course, I am talking about the abattoir at
Mudginberri. The management and the em-
ployees exercised their freedom by reaching an
agreement, and as a result we are now faced
with nationwide implications. The only thing
wrong was that the management and the em-
ployees got together and made an agreement
without the militant unions being informed.

The Minister who said this evening that this
issue was not important must stand con-
demned. It was interesting to note that a West-
em Australian senator has come out firmly on
the side of the employees. This, of course, will
cause this Government real concern because,
after all, he is a Western Australian senator! It
was reported in the Press that Senator

McKiernan said that the dispute in the North-
ern Territory was clearly designed to smash the
Australasian Meat Industry Employees Union.

Mr Peter Jones: He said the abattoir would
go broke and that he hoped it would.

Mr McNEE: Would the Labor Governments
care about that? Members should look at the
number of abattoirs and businesses which have
gone broke because of militant unionists.

I point out that the Government has treated
my electorate badly because it has dragged my
constituents through the courts for minor of-
fences such as overloading. If they happened to
have been driving a semi-trailer they were
charged twice.

All my constituents were trying to do was to
take their harvest to the wheat bins and while
they were being dragged through the courts this
Government let John O'Connor free. This
Government says it stands for freedom, but the
Minister for Agriculture sits in his seat and says
nothing and when he does say something it is
generally wrong. This is the sort of freedom
that this Government represents.

The SPEAKER: Order! I cannot hear the
member for Mt. Marshall.

Mr McNEE: Thank you for your help, Mr
Speaker.

Some people in my electorate have had to
answer to Big Brother because they have canted
their produce outside a certain distance from
the point of manufacture. In order to keep mili-
tant unionists occupied my constituents are be-
ing dragged into the courts for putting in an
honest day's work.

I refer now to what has happened in several
abattoirs and to what is happening at the
Mudginberri abattoir especially in relation to
tallies. For example, the specified number of
bullocks to be killed is called a tally and it may
take a slaughterman and his assistant four
hours to carry out that work.

Mr Bateman: Is this the best you can do? If it
is I will have to walk out.

The SPEAKER: Order! The member for
Canning.

Mr McNEE: Members of the Government
will eventually get the message. It will take the
Opposition a while to get that message through
to them, but they will eventually get it. They
can do what they like, but what they should do
is look at their track record as a Government; it
is not one they should be Proud of.
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Heaven forbid, 1 do not often listen to the
Bob Maumill show, but I understand that his
talkback show with the Premier is a weekly
event and that it has a fairly low rating. How-
ever, I happened to listen to it yesterday morn-
ing and the Premier ably demonstrated that he
knew little or nothing about the Mudginberri
dispute. It would have been clear to anybody
listening to the show that he came down on the
side of the non-productive person. Perhaps the
Premier thinks the listeners of that show will be
his salvation, but they will be his condem-
nation.

The tally system to which I have referred
results in a very non-productive and costly
system because when the slaughtermen com-
plete their tally they go on to overtime and
receive the penalties which are attached. In
fact, in an eight-hour day it is possible for a
slaughterman to be paid for 18 or 20 hours.
This is ridiculous and it is less productive. As a
result of the penalties that the slaughtermen
receive they earn in the vicinity of $600 a week.
They may not think it is a good wage, but the
tally system could be described as featherbed-
ding the industry. The problem which arises is
that the time allowed for a tally is calculated
around the time taken by the slowest slaughter-
man. Members would be aware of what this
would do to the industry. They would also be
aware of what happened to the company
known as H. V, McKay where this practice was
adopted,

The featherbedding of the industry costs
$100 million per annum. If the Deputy Premier
considers that figure when he talks about how
he will increase productivity he must be better
at arithmetic than are others.

The meat industry, like other industries, is in
real trouble but it can be saved. I would have
thought that in Australia today it would be es-
sential to have every industry maximising its
effort in order that ihe income that can be
generated is maxim ised. Labor Governments
spend money and they must raise it at the same
rate and they are not good at that.

With respect to the agreement, we have to
keep in mind that something like 50 abattoirs
have passed in their export licences. It all got
too much and they surrendered them. That
leaves approximately 70 abattoirs currently
operating. Everything is going along well for
the militant unionists because they really want
one Govern ment-operated abattoir. The Minis-
ter for Agriculture supports them, especially in
relation to Robb Jetty.

Mr Evans: The farmers want it too.

Mr MeNEE: God help me, the Minister has
sprung into life. The problem arose when the
proprietors of Mudginberri abattoir and the
employees made an agreement. That agreement
was simply that the employees were to be paid
under a contract system; in other words, the
employees were paid for every canon of meat
that they produced.

Mr Laurance: They couldn't allow that!

Mr McNEE: They certainly could not be-
cause that would mean there might be the
danger of increased productivity. Productivity
did increase because the employees of
Mudginberri abattoir were not at war with their
boss. They earn about $ 1000 a week and work
about 38 hours for it. They are very happy. I
suspect they might well be at war with the
pickets because ultimately those pickets will
destroy their industry.

The workers at Mudginberri are happy with
their working conditions. I understand that if
there are any problems they approach the man-
agement and those problems are sorted out. Of
course, 'Back-off Bob" had a go at solving the
problem. He was going to use the big stick in
the basket of eggs.

The SPEAKER: To whom is the member re-
ferring?

Mr McNEE: I am sorry, Mr Speaker. t was
referring to the Prime Minister. I apologise for
that.

The SPEAKER: I ask the member not to
forget that the Prime Minister is a member of
Parliament.

Mr McNEE: An arrangement was made be-
tween the Prime Minister and the industry.
However, nothing came of it. The Prime Minis-
ter backed down and left the industry in a state
of suspense. The Mudginberri employees are
still productive and have increased their pro-
ductivity. That is precisely what this nation
needs to do.

It is interesting to note that the cost of killing
a beast at the Mudginberri works is around $35
or $36, whereas at Katherine in the Northern
Territory it is about $1 35 or $1 36. That illus-
trates the difference between a productive and
an unproductive enterprise. Substantial wage
increases increased productivity and gave us
the opportunity to have a great deal more of
that product available for export. I would have
thought that that would be our most important
objective.
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Mr Laurance: Those workers probably only
wanted a fair go, but they couldn't expect that
from the ALP.

Mr MeNEE: Not really. We hear a lot about
a fair go, but when it comes to practice a fair go
is not given unless it happens to be to some
militant unionist of whom the Government is
frightened and in whose pocket it must live.
Then the Government will take appropriate ac-
tion. There is no doubt about that. However,
the Government has no real care for where this
country is heading. If it did, it would ensure
that the type of dispute at Mudginberri had no
chance of getting off the ground and certainly
no chance of spreading to the rest of Australia.
More particularly, the Western Australian
Government should ensure that it does not
spread to Western Australia. Unfortunately the
Western Australian Government acts like the
organ grinder's monkey: When the unions play
the music it dances. As long as it continues to
do so we will sink further into the mire.

I give my support to the amendment. It is an
important one. Certainly the Government
should take serious note of the Opposition's
concern and should try for Western Australia
to bring some competence to bear in these mat-
ters.

MR BRADSUAW (Murray-Wellington)
[8.35 p.m.]: I also give my support to the
amendment moved by the Opposition. Earlier
in the debate the Minister for Minerals and
Energy tried to divert attention from the real
issue by saying that Western Australia was not
involved with the Mudginberri dispute. That
was a whole lot of rubbish. The Minister car-
ried on with much rhetoric in an endeavour to
divert attention from our point that the dispute
affects the farming community in Western
Australia and those small towns which service
the farming community.

The two one-day strikes in Western Australia
over the Mudginberri dispute are only the tip
of the iceberg. The unions are frightened. They
have adopted an inflexible attitude. They can-
not tolerate the fact that cmployers and
workers can come to an amicable agreement by
which they can work together in harmony with-
out union involvement. It is certainly about
time that the unions started to show a bit of
flexibility. Unions should realise that Australia
is on a downhill path and unless they become a
little more realistic in their attitudes Australia
will continue on that downward trend.

The State Secretary of the Australasian Meat
Industry Employees Union has said that he is
prepared to shut down lamb killing in Western
Australia. That will have a drastic effect on
lamb producers in this State. It would mean
that Western Australia would then be flooded
with Eastern States lamb. The consumers
would not suffer, but we should think of the
export dollars that would be lost. In addition,
the workers on strike would be disadvantaged.

A group of workers was prepared to try to get
away from the rigid, inflexible attitude of the
unions. Those workers could have given a lead
to the rest of the Australian work force in
advocating Ihe achievement of conditions
which suit the workers and which have not
been imposed by militant unions which are
frightened of losing control. The militant
unions certainly have a disregard for law and
order. They believe that they are above the law.
Last year this Government tried to bring in
some legislation to back that up. The Govern-
ment is prepared to support militant trade
unions. For example, a picket line was set up
during the demarcation dispute at the Argyle
diamond mine. What did the Government do?
It did nothing; it just stood back and said it was
up to the union to work it out.

Mr Bridge: That's not true. You cannot say
that we did not do anything up there.

Mr BRADSHAW: Many times I asked what
the Government was doing and it said,
"Nothing."

Several members interjected.
Mr BRADSHAW: I can understand disputes

which involve workers being treated harshly or
unfairly by employers, but I cannot understand
how union members with reasonable
mentalities can call strikes because of demar-
cation disputes, such as the strike which oc-
curred at the Argyle diamond mine, where one
union wanted the members of another union.

Mr Jamieson: You don't understand union
affairs-demarcation disputes are harder to
solve than anything else.

Mr BRADSHAW: That is because the unions
are so thick about these matters. It is an indi-
cation of the stupid attitude that the current
Government has towards industrial relations
when Government members support demar-
cation disputes.

It is interesting to note that the number of
abattoirs in Australia has substantially
decreased in the last few years. Since 1980 at
least I I export abattoirs have been perma-
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nently closed and another 21 have been tem-
porarily closed. The chances are that those
closed temporarily in fact, will be closed per-
manently.

Mr Jamieson: What is your attitude to
exporting live sheep?

Mr BRADSHAW: I believe it is a good thing
and that if people order live sheep they should
be given live sheep. If a person who wanted to
buy a Falcon car went to the dealer and was
told that he could only have a H-olden, he
would probably tell the dealer to get lost.
People have the right to order and receive what
they want and if they order live sheep they
should get them.

The inflexible attitude of the unions over the
years has led to the demise of many abattoirs in
Australia and if the existing situation continues
with regard to meatworkers many more abat-
toirs will be closed and jobs lost. At
Mudginberri an opportunity was provided to
quite dramatically reduce the cost of killing
stock and unless Australia becomes more com-
petitive on the world market we shall not be
able to sell our products overseas. In recent
years farmers have received fairly low returns
on their stock sales and an opportunity was
available to help the farmers by reducing the
cost of killing stock. This could have benefited
overseas sales and the exports of meat could
have gradually been built up. The number of
cattle could have been increased which in turn
would have led to an increase in the number of
overseas dollars earned. This could lead to a
strengthening of the rural community which at
present is being squeezed because of the low
returns for its products.

The militant unions led to the demise of
Thomas Borthwick and Sons Ltd in Albany.
That is a sad situation when one considers the
many problems that Albany has in other areas.
The closure of Borthwick affects not only the
workers who have lost their jobs but also the
wives and children of those workers. Those
families will be deprived by the militant unions
who have refused to negotiate a reasonable deal
with the company. What does the union care?
The secretary, Alex Payne, has returned to
Perth, and still has hisjob and a fat salary.

Mr Jamieson: You have the wrong idea
about union officials. The last thing they want
is a strike because they have to work twice as
hard in a strike situation.

Several members interjected.

Mr BRADSHAW: The attitude of the unions
has led to the demise of many abattoirs
throughout Australia.

Mr Jamieson: How many through economic
reasons?

Mr BRADSHAW: Not all have been closed
because of the unions, but many have.

Mr Jlamieson: You are making out that they
all have been closed by the unions.

Mr BRADSHAW: I did not say that. I won-
der how democratic the meat workers' union is
as far as this immoral strike is concerned. No
vote was taken by the workers with regard to
strike action. The union simply said that the
workers would strike because it did not agree
with the orders handed down. The workers
involved at E. G. Green and Sons tend not to
go on strike because they know the seriousness
of their situation and that many other abattoirs
have gone under. In the latest situation on the
Tuesday before the first one-day strike they de-
cided not to go on strike on the following
Thursday. However, on that Thursday a picket
line was formed and the company was shut
down for the day. We call this a democracy and
a free country, yet even though those em-
ployees voted to carry on working, along came
the heavies to intimidate them and another
abattoir was shut down for the day. What a
situation when people want to work and those
who are supposed to look after their interests
tell them they cannot.

The Mudginberri dispute has not only cost
Australia and the company millions of dollars
but also it has dented our reputation for re-
It.ability as a Supplier of goods to other
countries. The rural industry is already on its
knees as a result of increasing costs and low
returns. We need to maintain our good faith
with overseas companies which wish to buy our
goods and we have received another blow from
the militant unions who wish to prevent t
export of products.

Last year during the shipping strike the fruit
and vegetable wholesaler company, L. Sumich
and Sons (1974), lost $ 100 000 on a shipment
destined for Singapore. The shipment was left
to rot on the wharf in Fremantle. This was a
financial blow to the company and also gave
Australia a reputation for unreliability.

The Minister for Minerals and Energy went
to Brazil with a group of people and it was
realised that if the unions continue their mili-
tant action of calling strike after strike, eventu-
ally Brazil will corner the world market in iron
ore and Australia will have a further industry
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to worry about. Perhaps it is time other union
representatives went overseas and learned
about Australia's reputation for supplying
goods to those countries. Argentina is in a great
position to supply meat to other countries and
it certainly would not have the industrial dis-
putes and problems that Australia has.

I support the amendment. It is time the in-
flexible unions realised that unless we reduce
our costs our competitiveness in the world
market will be lost. In fact, I believe it is time
the whole of Australia bit the bullet and
realised that we have to take cuts in one way or
another to try to meet the increasing compe-
tition in world markets. It is sad that this
Government has not had the foresight to try to
convince the unions that unless they stop their
militancy there will be enormous problems.
The unions should also be told to take notice of
the arbitration systems instead of behaving as
they do at present; that is, going along with the
decisions for as long as they get what they want
and going on strike if they do not get what they
want.

I repeat: I support the amendment.

MR COWAN (Merredin) [8.50 p.m.]: I think
most members of this House will be aware that
since the beginning of April there has been a
growing degree of militancy amongst people
working in primary industry, particularly
agriculture. While this motion is directed at
militancy within the union movement itself,
this Government should bear in mind that
farmers are becoming increasingly angry. I do
not have any great faith in political decisions
ever being able to cure an industrial dispute. If
any member of this House can recall where
political intervention ended an industrial dis-
pute I would be pleased to hear it, I do not have
any great faith in this Government or the
Hawke Government being able to take immedi-
ate action to arrest the problem in relation to
the Mudginberri dispute, even though the
Government could do it.

I understand that the picket line is illegally
camped in the Kakudu National Park, and all it
requires is for the Federal Minister responsible
for that area to instruct the Commonwealth
Police to remove that picket illegally camped in
the park itself. Similarly the Federal Minister
for Agriculture could quite easily instruct the
Department of Primary Industry meat inspec-
tors to inspect that meat and pass it as fit for
export and allow the abattoir to export the
product which at the moment it is storing.

As I said, there is a growing anger in the
bush, not just in Western Australia but in the
whole of Australia. We have all seen television
tapes of the 100 000 farmers who marched on
capital cities in Australia, and I do not think
anyone can be in any doubt about the degree of
frustration being felt by farmers which may one
day be taken out on something.

At the moment I concede, rather reluctantly,
it is being taken out on the Federal National
Party of Australia, particularly its leader, Mr
Ian Sinclair. There is some justification for
this. I am pleased that he acknowledged at the
conference of the National Party of Australia in
Western Australia there were some problems
and that his party was beginning to Work on
them. The real problem was that the party was
not prepared to look at those policies which it
should have changed or implemented while it
was in Government.

Mr Bertram: The same with the Liberal-
Country Party Government in 1 98 1.

Mr COWAN: Unfortunately the member is
quite right. I think the party has looked at mat-
ters such as import parity pricing, and the
National Party is the only party which has now
decided to scrap import parity pricing, at both
State and Federal levels. It must do a lot of
other things as well.

It must examine its tariff policy and its pol-
icy on matters such as dumping duties imposed
on fertilist But there will come a time when
the people involved in agriculture will turn
their attention to other issues, and I suggest
that the first issue they will focus their anger on
will be militant unionism or what springs from
that militancy. There is no doubt in my mind
that if this Mudginberri dispute continues or
escalates there will be confrontation between
the farming community and those people try-
ing to prevent the farmers from getting their
produce to market.

Those who went down to the wharves some
years ago and witnessed the confrontation be-
tween the farmers and the transport union
picketers would not like to see a repeat of that,
but I can assure the Government and the Min-
ister for Agriculture that if something is not
done they are likely to see that type of confron-
tation again.

I also suggest to the Minister that if the
Australasian Meat Industry Employees Union
tries to disrupt the lamb kill there will again be
Some form of confrontation between those
meatworkers and the farming community. It is
very important that Government does all it can
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to ensure that the dispute in the Northern Ter-
ritory does not escalate and result in retaliatory
strikes in Western Australia. If these strikes
occur in the coming spring we can confidently
predict a confrontation between farmers and
unions, and it is likely to get out of hand and
become violent.

Mr Tonkin: You always act like that when
you are out of Government.

Mr COWAN: I am sorry, I cannot see the
relevance of that.

Mr Tonkin: I know you can't; you don't want
to. It is 197 5 all over again.

Mr COWAN: It is 1975?
Mr Tonkin: You know very well that the

present position of the farmers did not occur in
the last two years.

Mr COWAN: I did not say it did.
Mr Tonkin: The farmers are becoming mili-

tant because there are Labor Governments.
They object to the democratic decision of the
people of Australia. It is 1975 all over again.
They will not accept that people have a right to
elect a Government.

Mr COWAN: I suggest to the Leader of the
House that he has just demonstrated his ignor-
ance of matters relating to agriculture.

Mr Tonkin: But not ignorance in relation to
history.

Mr COWAN: He should seek some advice
from his colleague, the Minister for
Agriculture, who may be able to tell him that
the reason farmers are getting angry at this
stage is that there have been several very hard
and brutal reminders that Governments do not
care, particularly Governments of his colour.

Mr Tonkin: So all this happened only in the
last two years?

Mr COWAN: I accept-
Mr Ton kin: It only happened since 1983, did

it?

M r COWAN: I accept-
Mr Tonkin: You have been in power most of

this century and look at the position of farmers!
Mr COWAN: I wonder if the Leader of the

House would allow me to respond to his first
interjection?

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Taylor): Or-
der!

Mr COWAN: I accept the economic position
of farmers is not something which has occurred
overnight.

Mr Tonkin: Jack McEwan was one of the
authors of it.

Mr COWAN: Certainly John McEwan is the
major architect of this country's current tariff
protection system. Doug Anthony introduced
parity pricing. He is responsible for that policy,
but these current Governments, both here and
at the Federal level, are responsible for the
growing reeling of resentment against the Labor
Party by people in agriculture. The reason for
that is that the Labor Party is seen to be at the
beck and call of the ACTU; it is not prepared to
take any action to prevent unions from having
their way.

This case at Mudginberri has been used as an
example. The Minister responsible for the
Kakudu National Park could instruct the Com-
monwealth Police to remove that picket line
but he does not have the guts to do so.

It makes farmers angry. The Minister for Pri-
mary Industry could instruct Department of
Primary Industry meat inspectors to inspect
that abattoir's meat and classify it as suitable
for export. He has not had the guts to do so
which makes the farming community angry.
While I concede that there are some policies
instigated by the conservative parties which
have led to the poor economic situation that
farmers experience, there is no question that
the Government here in Western Australia,
and to a much greater extent the Cornmon-
wealth Government, are looked upon as being
too soft on the union movement. I do not think
anybody could deny that the owner of the
Mudginberri abattoir, and the National
Farmers Federation are in the right. Why is it
that we cannot use the best and cheapest poss-
ible system to make our product available at a
cheap price, whether it be to an international or
to a domestic cansumer?

The Government is saying to. consumers that
they will be expected to pay a much higher
price for a product because it will not inter-
vene. It wants unionists to get more than their
fair share of the cake. While that situation pre-
vails, the Government will be responsible for
any problem that is likely to occur in regard to
a confrontation between farmers and unionists.
I warn this Government that it is likely that it
will happen.

We do have a spring lamb kill. The AMIEU
is the central figure in this dispute, retaliation
is likely and the first area that that retaliation
will affect is the spring lamb kill. Farmers will
not like that.
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The second area likely to be affected relates
to the shipment of live sheep. Farmers will not
like that either. I suggest to the Minister that he
prevails on the Federal Government and the
ACTU to have the Mudginberri dispute
resolved within the next week or two.

MR LAURANCE (Gascoyne) [9.03 p.m.]:
This is a most appropriate amendment to come
before the Chamber on the first full sitting day
of this Budget session. it is appropriate because
it strikes at the very heart of why this Govern-
ment is losing credibility with the voters of
Western Australia, why this Government is on
the skids, and why it has only six more months
to spend on the right hand side of the Speaker's
chair, because it highlights the Government's
lack of credibility. That is what this amend-
ment is all about.

The lack of credibility that this Government
is suffering comes within two areas. One relates
to the smelly deals it is doing in so many areas
which have been well publicised and under-
stood by the public of Western Australia, and
will be further highlighted as we proceed
further into the session. The second reason is
that this Government has been shown to be
purely a puppet of the union movement, and
that upsets the electorate. The Government has
not the gumption to stand up and do what is
right by the Australian public, and by the West-
ern Australian primary producers. The
Government knows what is right but it is being
manipulated by a very small band of people
who have made a decision to control what hap-
pens in the meat industry. It is not only the
meat industry; it is typical of a number of in-
dustries. By turning the screws down tight on
this industry, the Government has shown that
it does not want to increase productivity, earn
more, or have flexibility in its dealings with the
employers because it will he squashed and
stamped out by the union system which will
have its full support. That is what this dispute
has highlighted and the very hypocrisy we have
heard here this evening of a Government Min-
ister saying that it has nothing to do with this
State is wrong. The Minister must be wearing
blinkers and have cottonwool in his ears if he
thinks the effects do not flow to Western
Australia.

Other speakers have pointed out that our
own meat industry union officials have come
back from that dispute and indicated they will
take up the cudgels in Western Australia. It has
already happened. We have already had dis-
putes and time lost in the meat industry. The

industry has been threatened and the primary
producers have had to pay the price. It strikes
at the credibility of the Government.

I will now have a look at the amendment. It
says, "But we regret to inform Your Excellency
that the Government of Western Australia con-
tinues to give its support to militant trade
union officers against the interests of the
State"-this State and its people! It con-

tinue--andit has failed to support and de-
fend the authority of the Industrial Tribunals".

Let us have a look at that particular area.
How is it that a political party, supported by a
Government which has helped to set up a
system of industrial tribunals, will only support
the decisions of those tribunals if they are one-
sided? How can any political party hope to
have any credibility when it will not support
the decision of any industrial tribunal if it does
not bring out a decision that is supported by
the union? We cannot get a more one-sided
affair than that, yet it is exactly what this ALP
Government supports.

The second part of our amendment refers to
the Government's failing to support and de-
fend the penalties imposed by the courts. We
have to only remind ourselves of the farce of
the John O'Connor situation when the At-
torney General of this State went out on a limb
and put his professional integrity at risk-in
fact, blew it to smithereens-and left himself
without a shred of integrity as a man of the law
when he interfered in that case. Even when the
system brings about penalties and it then goes
further by getting into the Criminal Courts, this
Government will not allow the due process of
law to proceed. It interferes. On the one hand,
an industrial tribunal that comes out against
the union is ignored by this Government; and
even when there are sanctions imposed against
anybody in the union movement, this Govern-
ment comes out and protects them in a way
that it would not protect any other citizen. Not
any other citizen in the State would get the
protection from the Attorney General that
John O'Connor got. How can the Government
say it has a shred of credibility left? The
Government smells. Its smelly business deals
and smelly legal and industrial deals have left it
without anywhere to go except onto the Oppo-
sition benches. We are waiting for the oppor-
tunity to fulfil those opinion polls in the ballot
box.

The third part of our amendment refers to
the right of primary producers to export their
products without industrial disruption. Is that
not what a Government should be doing? Is it
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not a first charge upon a Government to enable
people to carry out their lawful activities and to
be able to expect that they would be able to
export their primary products? We had the
charade of the Minister for Industrial Develop-
ment, Small Business, and Technology saying
that we have to look towards South-East Asia.
We have the charade of the Government set-
ting up the EXIM Corporation to deal with
South-Fast Asia in the future. What is our main
export to that area of the world? Meat! Yet,
here we have a situation developing around
Australia where primary producers are having
that export industry put at risk. It is under
threat. What is the Government doing about it?
It is doing absolutely nothing! it sits on its
hands and allows the union movement to carry
on in a way which it knows will put that export
industry at risk. it will not stop here. We have
heard about the threats by meat industry union
executives in this State, that the lamb kill will
be disrupted. Let us look at the situation of
primary producers in this State at the moment.

We heard the rantings a moment ago of the
Leader of the House who said that every time
there is a Labor Government, the primary pro-
ducers around the State suddenly get militant.
He said it is a strange accident of history. It is
no accident. When members on this side of the
House imagine themselves in the situation of
the primary producer and look at that situ-
ation, how desperate would they need to be-
come to impress a Government which stands
there and says that it is prepared to back the
union movement one hundred per cent, yet
gives no support to the primary producers of
the State? Would not Government members
get frustrated and militant if they were facing
that situation and their export opportunities
were at risk?

As the previous speaker pointed out, it is no
accident that the primary producers of this
State and this nation are very angry at the
moment. They will continue to vent their
spleen on this Government because of the very
things we are talking about in this meat indus-
tr dispute. They know that this is a tame
Government, a lame duck Government, that
will sit there and be dictated to by the militant
union movement and do absolutely nothing.
One would expect that the Government would
be the umpire in this situation, that it would be
fair and say, "This is the situation of the union
movement on one hand and this is the
expectation of the primary producers on the
other hand, and it is our responsibilty in
government to be able to play a balancing role,

to be the umpire, to see that there is fair play."
But the primary producers know they cannot
expect the Government to attempt to play that
role. They are firmly in bed with the union
movement! The primary producers know that
they have to put up with that. They do not like
it-it frustrates them.

That is why the farmers demonstrated in the
way they did. I think the Government would be
crazy to underestimate the strength of feeling
amongst primary producers. It is not easy to
organise rallies of the size the primary pro-
ducers have done in this State, in other States,
and in a national sense in Canberra. Just think
of the numbers of people who attended those
rallies and the distances they would have had
to travel.

Mr Cowan: One hundred thousand people.
Mr LAURANCE: A hundred thousand

people around Australia. Just think of the cost
to themr in time and effort which they put in to
demonstrate to the rest of Australia that they
are fair dinkum. The only people unimpressed
by all of that were the various Labor Govern-
ments around Australia.

Mr Cowan: No, Bob Hawke came out and
said, "My friends."

Mr LAURANCE: Did he? Friends, Romans
and countrymen!

MrT Co wa n: They booed h im off the rostru m.
Mr LAURANCE: And so they should have.

They only had to look at what is being
demonstrated by Labor Governments around
Australia about these militant union actions.
To do nothing is bad enough, but they pretend
it is not happening and that it is not going to
affect us-as we have seen in the State Parlia-
ment here tonight. We heard the Minis-
ter-Pontius Pilate-washing his hands of the
whole affair. He said "Where is Mudginberri?
It's over the border; I've never heard of it. It
has nothing to do with Western Australia, it is
in the Northern Territory."

Yet we have had it amply demonstrated by
the meat industry union executives that it has
everything to do with Western Australia. I
think the Minister had better go and listen to
some of the meat industry unionists to hear
what they are saying. They are saying the dis-
pute will affect Western Australia because they
are going to make sure it does. It is going to
cost employers and primary producers 1 00
times, I think he said, more than it would cost
the union movement. If that is not of some
import to Western Australia, I do not know
what is. So there we have a Minister of the
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Crown representing the Minister for Industrial
Relations in this House washing his bands of
the whole affair, pretending it does not affect
our State. And what is the position of the Min-
ister for Agriculture on this issue? I doubt
whether we are going to hear his position. He
has not even had the gumption to interject.

MrT MacKinnon: I think he is still the shadow
Minister.

MrT LAURANCE:. He is only a shadow of his
former self. He is saying as much here today
and he is as embarrassed as he was at the
farmers' rally at the front of Parliament House.

Mr Peter Jones: The Manj imup mouser
Mr LAURANCE: The mouse that roared!
Let us look at the disgraceful performance on

that occasion. We know that 8 000 farmers
turned up. The Premier would not return from
Canberra to speak in front of that Crowd. The
Deputy Premier made a ham-fisted attempt to
appease them, without any success at all. It was
quite obvious that he was out of his depth and
did not know what he was talking about.

Mr MacKinnon: What about the Minister
supposed to be representing the farmers'
interests-the Minister for Agriculture? Did he
speak to the crowd? was he there?

MrT LAURANCE: He was; he waited in vain.
The Deputy Premier jammed the microphone
into the hand of the very surprised Minister for
Transport, whose jaw dropped open for some
seconds as he did not know what to say; and
there was the Minister for Agriculture, left
without a feather to fly with, nothing to say,
and not being given an opportunity to speak.

Mr Evans: Nor by the organ isers.
Several members interjected.
Mr LAURANCE: I would say that on that

day the Minister's deputy leader did not give
him the opportunity, and nor did he seek it. He
was quite happy to sit back there-

Mr Evans: Why do you think I was standing
by the microphone?

Mr LAURANCE: What would the Minister
have said if he had spoken?

Several members interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Taylor): Or-

der! The member will address the matter before
the House.

Mr LAURANCE: It is the amendment I am
speaking to, Mr Acting Speaker, and I thought
it was very germane to talk about farmers' dis-

putes, particularly those affected by this meat
industry; and the meat industry dispute is what
this amendment is all about.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Taylor): I
would be pleased if you would talk about that;
no trouble.

Mr LAURANCE: I think it is right that this
House has some response from the Minister for
Agriculture, who has failed to take pant in any
of the debates within or outside this Parlia-
ment. The primary producers deserve a better
deal. They need to have a strong voice, a Minis-
ter who, in a dispute like this, will stand up and
say, "I am going to take some action on behalf
of the industries for which I have a responsi-
bility." Yet all he does is turn away. Quite
frankly, this Minister has demonstrated that
when a problem arises he is left on every oc-
casion with his thumb in his backside and his
m ind i n neutral. It is j ust not good e nough. The
primary producers deserve a better deal. Who
in the Government is going to stand up on
behalf of their interests when the Minister
ducks for cover? The militant unions say,
"Jump", and he says, "How high?"; but when
the primary producers say "Jump", he does not
jump-he ducks for cover and has nothing to
say. That is not good enough. A Minister of the
Crown has very heavy responsibilities, not only
to the union movement but to all citizens.
When he takes the oath and is sworn in as a
Minister for particular portfolios, he takes on
an added responsibility to the people whose
livelihoods are affected by the areas under
those portfolios. That is where he has fallen
down in his duty, and that is what the amend-
ment is all about.

I refer particularly to part 3 of our amend-
ment.-the right of primary producers to export
their products without industrial disruption.
When industrial disruption does occur, and
poses a threat to their export opportunities,
they need to have someone to stand up and
defend them-someone in the corridors of
power, someone like the Minister for
Agriculture. One can understand their frus-
tration and disappointment. I think they will
continue to be militant, because the Minister
and the Government have let them down
badly.

Let us look at their export opportunities. The
lamb kill is going to be disrupted. That threat
has been widely made by Mr Payne of the
AM IEU; and in the very same week we hear of
the Senate Select Committee talking about the
threat to the live sheep trade.
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Now if you, Mr Acting Speaker (Mr Taylor),
were a primary producer; if you ever had a job
in your life where you had to jive by your own
efforts and had 10 produce something and
make a living by it, you would understand the
difficult position the primary producers are
placed in.

Mr Acting Speaker, you have not been in that
situation and neither has the Minister for
Agriculture. If you were in that situation and
you were threatened by militant unions on the
one hand and the possibility of your live sheep
trade being disrupted on the other hand, you
would be militant too. You would be taking to
the streets to make your views known very
strongly to the Minister for Agriculture of the
day.

That is what these people are doing now, and
they want somne response from the Govern-
ment. When members opposite think of how
their export opportunities could be cut off, let
them not think only about what it could cost
the nation but also about the effect of the im-
pact on the primary producers who are already
under siege. Mr Acting Speaker, you would be
the first to acknowledge that they have the right
to be militant about it, and they are:

The response from the Government has been
to do nothing. It has been sitting on its hands
and acting like Pontius Pilate. The Minister for
Agriculture said nothing to 8 000 farmers who
held a meeting here, and the Minister for Min-
erals and Energy has said that the problem has
nothing to do with this State.

Point (4) of our amendment reads as fol-
lows-

the right of working men and women to
choose to work and to enter into Arbi-
tration Commission approved work con-
tracts.

That is fair. Any system should allow that to
happen, under whatever name we like to give
it. It should allow parties to go before that
court, that arbitrator, that umpire, and have
decisions made with which all agree and then
to have those decisions put into practice.

But, no, not with the Government's union
movement. Productivity might increase, the
workers might be happy and have a better re-
lationship with their employers. We hear about
all those things the Government says it stands
for, but then the minute they happen the
Government squashes them. The Government
does not allow that flame to flicker for long. It
has to kill it.

Consider the $150 for killing charges in a
union-dominated abattoir with the $35
provided elsewhere. And members opposite say
that privaxisation will not work! it will be
stunningly successful, as can be seen by the
different killing charges in those abattoirs.
Privatisation will be so successful that mem-
bers opposite will not be able to believe it. But
members opposite will not let it happen. The
workers want it to happen, but the Govern-
ment says, "No; squash it." The Government
wants to go with the Norm Gallaghers, the
gaolbirds of the system.- They are the people the
Government supports.

If there is any decency or shred of credibility
left in this Government, it will stand on its
hind legs tonight and support this amendment
to a man and a woman. I support the amend-
ment.

MR BLAIKIE (Vasse) (9.23 p.m.I: I was
caught out a little just then because I had
expected the Minister for Agriculture to rise
and offer some remarks in response to our
comments. Obviously he has been told to re-
main seated. The comment has been made
earlier that the 'Manjimup Mouse" has been
silenced again.

It is fairly important to realise that Western
Australia has lost out to a Government con-
trolled by the trade union movement in this
State. While we see what happens in Western
Australia with this Government taking its or-
ders from Trades Hall, a comparison can be
made with the Hawke Federal Government
taking its orders from the ACTU. In recent
months and weeks very few decisions have
been able to be made by the Federal Govern-
ment without the approval of the ACTU, while
in this State the Government has been unable
to make decisions without the approval of
Trades Hall.

Our amendment begins with the words-

But we regret to inform Your Excellency
that the Government of Western Australia
continues to give its support to militant
trade union officers...

Not only does the Government offer "jobs for
the boys" so that we find ALP supporters such
as Tom Butler and Bill Thomas holding very
senior positions as Government advisers, but
we also see special "laws for the boys". If some-
one happens to be a favoured friend or little
mate of the ALP in Government, he can ben-
efit from these favoured "laws for the boys".
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This is so irrespective of whether we consider
the current situation on the eastern seaboard or
in Western Australia.

We saw what happened with John O'Connor
and how he was favoured with special treat-
ment by the Government. Notwithstanding the
fact that a court was still to decide on the case
lodged against him, this Government decided
that all charges laid by the Police Force should
be dropped, and so ordered. This is pant of the
resentment now coming out of rural Australia.

In Western Australia we have seen the meat
industry slowly grinding down, as has been the
case across Australia, and a threat has been
made by militant unionists to disrupt the peak
lamb kill later this year.

One of the prominent people in Australian
politics, the ALP Queensland Senator George
Georges-I am not sure how far left of left he
is-was a member of a Select Committee in-
quiring into animal welfare. He believes there
should be an immediate halt to live sheep ex-
ports. That view would generally be supported
by the meat industry workers of Australia, who
see the export of live stock as a threat to their
jobs. That may be his view, but it is a tragic set
of circumstances when stock can be exported
from Australia and the producers receive far
higher returns than if the stock were
slaughtered in Australia. Such is the nature of
the costs we have in the meat industry today;
such is the nature of the costs that the
Australian union movement has forced on op-
erators throughout Australia.

We have seen the closure of the Linley Valley
meatworks and (he loss of scores of jobs in the
Northam region. This was brought about by the
direct interference of this State Labor Govern-
ment in directing part of the kill by the Lamb
Marketing Board to Robb Jetty. Not satisfied
with that, the Government then took a
sufficiently high percentage of the lamb kill
away from the Linley Valley meatworks to
force the operation there to cease. We do not
hear the Deputy Premier, who claims to be the
Minister responsible for getting jobs off the
ground, trumpeting about how he has been able
to ensure that these meatworks will open again.

Thomas Borthwick and Sons at Albany were
put under siege by the meatworkers' union. The
union made such demands on management
that management simply had to say it could not
meet the demands for increased payments and
other demands from the union. Notwithstand-
ing that, the meatworkers' union, led by its
radical secretary, Alex Payne, felt that

managaement still had a bit it could offer. The
result was that Borthwicks meatworks were
forced to close down while the meatworkers
boycotted the works. This went on for several
weeks until Borthwicks said they would have to
close, which is what they did. As a result
hundreds of people who formerly worked in the
Albany meatworks lost their jobs. So we saw
Alex Payne lead his workers on a kamikaze
exercise: It was hit Borthwicks and die. Even in
that exercise many of the workers did not want
to follow the union's dictates. However, the
power of the union militants was able to force
the workers to do things they did not wish to
do, so Borthwick is now closed.

It is interesting to look at the record of this
union in WA, and what a pathetic record it is:
Linley Valley meatworks closed down;
Borthwicks meatworks in Albany closed down;
meatworks in the north of Western Australia
finding great difficulty operating because of the
demands made by the union; hundreds of jobs
lost and thousandis upon thousands of hours of
productivity lost.

The nub of this whole matter is that this
Labor Government has done nothing to stop
the rot. The closures of Linley Valley and of
Borthwick at Albany have had a profound ef-
fect on the great southern region, and on
Albany in particular.

It is very interesting to draw a comparison
between the way the Government trumpets its
achievements in Bunbury under its "Bunbury
2000" scheme and what it has done for Albany,
which is nothing.

Albany is in grave commercial trouble, yet
the Australian Labor Party and the Govern-
ment has done absolutely nothing in that town.
The closure of the meatworks has had a disas-
trous effect on business and on the job security
of the total community, yet the Government
casts a blind eye at the union movement and
bends over backwards to accommodate the
most unreasonable demands that it makes.

Thi s brings me to the point that this mili-
tancy within the trade union movement and
the inactivity of the Government is having a
very serious effect on the Western Australian
community and is causing us to lose our ability
to handle and supply goods to overseas pur-
chasers. If overseas purchasers do not believe
that we can supply the goods on time they will
not deal with us. There lies the ability to lose
valuable export income and if we lose that in-
come the Government can get its revenue from
only one other source if it wants to carry out its
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policies to the advancement of Western
Australia, and that is to tax existing taxpayers
even further. Again with this policy we con-
tinue to lose our ability to secure new orders
and consequently we lose jobs, income, and
confidence within the community. This is one
of the most disastrous effects this situation is
having on rural Western Australia.

When one talks about concern for rural
Western Australia one can talk about the effect
this negative government situation is having
across Australia. This is brought about in no
uncertain measure by the attitudes to rural
Australia of the Australian Labor Party and the
State and Federal Governments. It is easy to
say that things are not good in the bush. This
matter certainly has not been understood by
the Leader of the House as evidenced by some
of the remarks he made earlier this evening,
such as his comment that in 1975 farmers did
not like the Labor Government, and that the
situation has turned around and in 1985 the
spotlight is directed again on a Labor Govern-
ment and farmers do not understand the ALP
in Government. The rural community under-
stands Labor Governments very clearly indeed.
In 1975 the Labor Governments removed the
superphosphate and dairy subsidies which were
part of the initial softening-up process that the
Labor Government undertook in regard to the
rural community.

Let us look at what the ALP Government did
in 1984-85. Fuel prices arc now tied to
indexation so they automatically rise without
Governments having to go back to the people
to set price rises. These fuel price rises are
having a profound effect on costs to the rural
community. The Federal Government has
moved to "readjust" the dairy industry and
with that move it would have seen literally
thousands of dairy farmers put out of business,
so is it any wonder that there is a real crisis and
concern by dairymen across Australia in re-
lation to that industry?

Look at the wine industry. In November
1983 during the elect ion campaign the Prime
Minister said at Griffiths, "Trust me. Be as-
sured there will be no tax on wine". What did
the Prime Minister do on the ALP winning
Government? A 10 per cent wine tax was
imposed and we see a threat of more increases
to come.

Mr MacKinnon: The Prime Minister said,
"Trust me", did he?

Mr BLAIKIE: He has been saying, "Trust
me" all the time, and some people did trust
him. Is it any wonder that wine and grape pro-
ducers across Australia are concerned with the
performance of the Australian Labor Party in
Government. They simply do not trust the
Australian Labor Party in Government. Look
at how the government has restricted the tuna
industry.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Taylor): Or-
der! I think the member for Vasse is well aware
of the content of the amendment moved by the
Leader of the Opposition. I see no relevance to
that amendment in the condition of the tuna
industry and the grape growing industry.

Mr BLAIKIE: I am certainly very aware of
the amendment and I am getting back to the
point-

The ACTING SPEAKER: Make it very soon.
Mr BLAIKIE: -of militant trade union

officers retaining the support of the Govern-
ment, the ability of the tribunal to be
recognised, the penalties imposed by the
courts, and the rights of primary producers to
export their products without industrial disrup-
tion. These are the things that primary
producers are not able to do today because they
have a great fear of industrial disruption which
of course affects the end prices that they re-
ceive for their goods. Their concern was
evidenced by 9 000 farmers marching on Par-
liament House earlier this year. Members have
said there were 7 000 or 8 000 farmers in at-
tendance, but I suggest the figure was 9 000. It
was the biggest rally ever seen at Parliament
House and it was the most orderly rally of
people ever seen at Parliament House.

People from rural communities from all over
WA, at cost to themselves, came to Parliament
House to express to the Government of this
State their concern about what was happening
to their livelihood, to point out that there was a
real crisis. Since then there have been rallies in
Adelaide, Melbourne and Canberra when liter-
ally tens of thousands of primary producers
from across Australia have joined forces to tell
the Governments of the respective States and
the Federal Government that things are crook
in the bush, saying, "For goodness sake, under-
stand what is happening and do something
about it."

Many farmers are facing ruin because of
rising costs and falling prices. I bring this point
to the attention of the House again; militant
trade unions have caused a great deal of hard-
ship to people in rural areas. It is very easy to
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understand that rising costs faced by people in
rural areas are their greatest concern. When
one goes back and does a very simple, easy
exercise and sees that in the last five years costs
have risen at an average of 10 per cent a year
and incomes have risen by not more than five
per cent a year, it is little wonder that people
are taking to the cities and are saying to the
Governments, "For God's sake; get off our
backs and understand that things are certainly
crook in the bush. We need understanding and
assistance".

Mr Burkett: Would you recognise that seven
droughts in 10 years in the wheatbelt area have
brought about that extra hardship? Be a little
honest.

Mr BLAIKIE: I will certainly be honest and
say that, yes, I certainly agree with that, but it
has had precisely nothing to do with the closure
of Borthwick's abattoir at Albany.

Mr Burkett; They considered closing
Borthwick by an economic decision years ago.
The truth means nothing to you.

Mr BLAIKIE: Whether the company con-
sidered closing it 21/2 years ago is irrelevant
because it did not close the abattoir at that
stage. It was still operating, and it was import-
ant to the rural industry of Western Australia.
It was a very important abattoir to the com-
munity of Albany and the great southern re-
gion. It is now gone because of unreasonable
union demands and it is causing that region
and community great hardship.

Mr Burkett: Because of an economic de-
cision. Come on, you are not even a good
shadow Minister.

The ACTING SPEAKER: Order!

Mr BLAIKIE: I now quote from an article
appearing in The National Times under the
heading "Farmers want more than rain clouds
and handouts". The following comments were
made about Mr Ian McLachlan, the chairman
of the National Farmers' Federation, when
speaking in Canberra-

Mr McLachlan came close to threaten-
ing that farmers would behave in the sanie
damaging and illegal manner as the
meatwvorkers at Mudginberri works in the
Northern Territory.

There, a union is defying the Arbitration
Commission and an injunction from the
Federal Court by refusing to pay court-
imposed fines.

There, in flagrant denial of a basic hu-
man right a union is preventing people
from working.
..of course that

man rights, the
mission, has taken

positive danger to hu-
Human Rights Corn-
no action.

The article went on to say-I believe this pant
is very important-

The Minister for Primary Industry, Mr
IKerin, who is mostly a fair man, has
protected the Government's "little mates"
by refusing to license new meat inspectors
at the works.

That is part of what is happening in
Mudginberri and what happens in Mudginberri
has a most profound effect on Western
Australia because when Mudginberri is not sell-
ing its meat it is destroying Western Australia's
ability as an overseas meat trader. It is vitally
important that the Mudginberri dispute be
resolved.

Mr Jamieson: How much buffalo meat do we
export from here?

Mr BLAIKIE: I am pleased the member has
raised that matter because he would know from
his long experience in Parliament that very
little buffalo meat is exported from Western
Australia. Australia exports meat products
which people around the world want. What is
happening is that Australia's reputation as a
reliable supplier is being damaged because of
the inactivity of the Federal Labor Govern-
ment.

A very important
Thursday's edition
stated-

editorial appeared
of The Australian.

in
It

YESTERDAY'S decision of the Federal
Court on the action brought by the owner
of the Mudginberri abattoir against the
Commonwealth has put responsibility for
directing Commonwealth meat inspectors
to carry out their duties back where it mor-
ally belongs-in the hands of the Federal
Government.

Further on it said-
It is not hard to imagine that the Prime

Minister, Mr Hawke, and his colleagues
might have hoped that the court would
come to a different conclusion.

Of' course they were. They were horrified that
the court said, "Notwithstanding what is going
on here, it is your responsibility, Bob Hawkce,
to put those people back to work if you want to
do so. However you are the Government and if
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you want to walk away, you can do just that."
That is basically what the court said. The
article went on as fol lows-

But, unless the contemplated appeal is
dealt with quickly and is successful, the
Government will have to accept the full
responsibility for its conduct in the dis-
pute.

What has the Government done? It has walked
away and tried to ignore the problem hoping it
wilt go away. The article goes on-

The Government will obviously not be
anxious to confront the ACTU. But, if it
fails to use its authority to protect those
employers and workers who are trying to
bring some flexibility into our industrial
relations and if ii is not prepared to stand
by a determination of the Arbitration
Commission, it will choose for itself the
worst of all possible worlds.

That is a very important editorial, and it sums
up what is happening across Australia today
and what is happening in Western Australia
where this Government has given preferential
treatment to the trade union movement at the
expense of the people of the State.

Amendment put and a division taken with
the following result-

Ayes 16
Mr Blaikie Mr MacKinnon,
Mr Bradshaw Mr MeNee
Mr Court Mr Old
MrCowan Mr Spriggs
Mr Coyne Mr Thompson
Mr Grayden Mr Trethowan
Mr Petcr Jones Mr Tubby
Mr Laurance Mr Williamns

Noes 23 (Teller)
Mr Barnett Mr Melver
Mr Bateman Mr Parker
Mrs Beggs M r Pearce
Mr Bertram Mr Read
Mr Bridge Mr D. L. Smith
Mr Bryce Mr P. J1. Smith
Mrs Buchanan Mr Taylor
Mr Evans MrTonkin
Mr Grill MrTroy
Mrl'Hodge Mrs Watkins
Mr Hughes Mr Burkett
Mr Jam ieson (Tel/c,)

Pairs
Ayes Noes

Mr Wait MrGordon Hill
Mr Hassell Mrs Henderson
Mr Crane Mr TomiJones
Mr Mensaros. Mr Brian Burke
Mr Rushton Mr Wilson
Mr Clarko Mr Davies
Mr Cash Mr Terry Burke

(Teller)
Amendment thus negatived.

Debate (on mnotion) Resumed

MR PETER JONES (Narrogin) [9.47 p.m.]:
The Government tabled today some regu-
lations made under the Noise Abatement Act,
and some accompanying or complementary
regulations relating to occupational health,
safety, and welfare. The regulations which were
tabled seem somewhat innocent in themselves,
and I will not go into any great length on them
because an opportunity will arise to do so at a
later date. I would like to remind the Govern-
ment of some of the promises it made in regard
to occupational health and safety.

Mr Spriggs: How are you going to do that?
You only have 30 minutes.

Mr PETER JONES: As I said, I will not go
into detail because there will be a later oppor-
tunity.

This matter relates also to what the Deputy
Premier had to say on other occasions recently
regarding the effect and cost of regulations, and
more particularly the economic assessment of
those regulations and what they would do to
business, especially small business.

Mr Bryce: That is right.

Mr PETER JONES: I will say it is.

Mr Bryce: Use the big axe-that is what we
are going to do.

Mr PETER JONES: That is right. The Depu-
ty Premier has just said it again. The
administration of the regulations, and more
particularly the procedures under this Act,
have been shuffled from one Minister to
another in this Parliament. One of the regu-
lations tabled today affects a third Minister.
The action that has been taken is not that
which was foreshadowed in this Parliament at
the time the Occupational Health, Safety and
Welfare Commission was established by legis-
lation.

At that time there was a clear understanding
and commitment by the Government that what
this Parliament was establishing was, in fact, a
commission that would prepare the various
procedures that would be followed.

Mr Taylor: There was also a clear under-
standing that work on these matters would con-
tinue and that things would not come to a
standstill until the next stage of this legislation.
I recall debating that matter.

Mr PETER JONES: I do not disagree with
that.
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The saga of the Occupational Health, Safety
and Welfare Commission goes back to the first
year after thc election of this Government
when it appointed an adviser to work with the
then Minister for Industrial Relations, Mr
Dans, and she prepared a paper which was the
subject of considerable criticism right across
the whole spectrum of industry. The member
for Kalgoorlic, who has so much to say, is well
aware of the treatment the author of the paper
received when she visited Kalgoorlie.

Mr Taylor: She received excellent treatment.
Mr PETER JONES: The member for

Kalgoorlie would be aware of the criticism by
the mining industry and by the people of
Kalgoorlie.

Mr Taylor: The mining industry is doing an
excellent job and that is why I took her to
Kalgoorlie.

Mr PETER JONES: That is not what I said. I
said that there was criticism of the paper pre-
pared by the adviser to the then Minister for
Industrial Relations. The mining industry
criticised that paper.

Last week the Minister for Minerals and En-
ergy told the mining industry that the new com-
missioner would not override the State Mining
Engineer.

Mr Parker: That is right.
Mr PETER JONES: Last week I was given

two examples which have occurred in two
goldmines in the eastern goldfields where the
commissioner has specified-

Mr Taylor: On noise levels.
Mr PETER JONES: All I want to do is to

give notice about these issues which relate to
safety matters which the Mines Department,'
under the Mines Regulation Act, has
administered since time immemorial, but it ap-
pears to be overridden. I suggest to the Minis-
ter that he makes sure that the Act is being
administered properly.

The situation I want to foreshadow is this:
The Deputy Premier has made it clear publicly,'
and he has confirmed it tonight, that the econ-
omic cost of the requirements necessary to im-
plement a regulation would be assessed in ad-
vance of its being implemented. That is ac-
cepted and the Opposition knows what will
happen.

I do not know how much criticism the Depu-
ty Premier is receiving about these regulations,
but I am aware of a list of various businesses
which have criticisms about the costs they are
now being asked to bear in relation to these

regulations. From my contact with the depart-
ment and those people concerned, I was told
that the cost would not be excessive.

[ have a similar example in regard to another
set of regulations imposed by the Minister for
Health under the Poisons Act. I understand
that a circular has been forwarded to businesses
which are selling poisons listed under the sev-
enth schedule of the Act. People operating
these businesses have been told that they must
keep in a book-they have not been told what
sort of book-a record of the name of a person
who buys the poisons concerned, his
occupation, and his signature.

I do not know whether that regulation was
shown to the Deputy Premier before it was
Circulated. I have been told in the last two or
three days by the Commissioner of Health that
it was not thought that the cost involved would
be excessive. If the Deputy Premier does not
know about these things then I advise him that
his system or the system the Government
wishes to implement is a good system. After all,
he or the Government pinched it from the Op-
position!

Mr Bryce: What are you talking about?

Mr PETER JONES: The Deputy Premier
knows what I am talking about. I am talking
about the system the Deputy Premier said
would be implemented and I have given two
examples of where it has not been
implemented.

Mr Bryce: A Statute will be brought to this
session of Parliament.

Mr PETER JONES: In other words, the regu-
lations have not been enforced. What the
Deputy Premier is saying is that what he
announced some months ago in regard to an
economic assessment is incorrect, because we
are now being told that it will not take effect-

Mr Bryce: What do you mean?

Mr PETER JONES: The Deputy Premier
just said that there will be a Statute introduced
during this session of Parliament to implement
these regulations. What about the regulations
that are in place?

Mr Bryce: You are making a fool of yourself.
Can I help you out of your embarrassment?
Cabinet has approved, and I announced it pub-
licly, that the Government would bring in a
Statute to establish a mechanism whereby
those regulations will be reviewed and put into
effect.
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Mr PETER JONES: What about the econ-
omic assessment and the cost involved? I ask
the Deputy Premier to comment about this.

Mr Court: Why did you make a statement
two weeks after the policy came out?

Mr Bryce: You have a problem with ego and
intelligence.

Mr PETER JON ES: The Opposition is trying
to help the Deputy Premier. He made the
statement about the economic cost of regu-
lations. Never mind reviewing the regulations
and removing the redundant ones because we
are talking about whether the Deputy Premier
said the cost imposed on business by the im-
plementation of the regulations would be
assessed prior to their being implemented.

I have given two examples of where I have
contacted the departments involved and, in-
deed, they have said that they have assessed the
cost. In regard to the Poisons Act, the Com-
missioner of Health has said that he did not
consider the cost to be excessive. He has admit-
ted that.

Mr Bryce: You are devastating in your accu-
racy.

Mr PETER JONES: Is the Deputy Premier
telling me that what I have said is wrong?

Mr Bryce: You are totally inaccurate.
Mr PETER

Premier what
of Health and

JONES: I am telling the Deputy
I was told by the Commissioner
it is in writing.

The Director of Health has included in his
circular about the sale of poisons under the
seventh schedulc-there is a long list of
poisons which relate to a whole range of
products in rural communities; for example,
weed sprays, insecticides, and pesticides-that
if persons who buy the products do not use
them in accordance with the regulation, the
vendor will be held responsible.

Mr Bryce: .We will not only do that for you
effectively, but we will clean up the mess you
created in a quarter of a century.

Mr PETER JONES: The Deputy Premier is
doing his best to get away from the subject and
talk about another matter in relation to regu-
lations. I am talking about his failure to im-
plement what he promised.

Mr Bryce: You only discovered red tape
when you found yourself back in opposition.

Mr PETER JONES: I will give the Deputy
Premier another example. He promised that
anyone owed money by the Government would
get it more quickly.

Mr Bryce: Thirty days.
Mr PETER JONES: I have a constituent who

has waited three months.
Mr Bryce: Within four months, 85 per cent

of all agencies were paying their bills within 30
days. That is something you fellows never
dreamed of. If you have a complaint, give me
the details instead of the nonsense.

Mr PETER JONES: The Minister respon-
sible for this payment is absent.

Mr Bryce: I will very happily chase it up for
you. I am all ears and would like to hear the
details.

Mr PETER JONES: I am referring to a par-
cel of land that has been compulsorily acquired
by the Minister for Works.

Mr Parker: Has an agreement been reached
as to the figure?

Mr PETER JONES: An agreement was
reached months ago and was signed by the par-
ties.

Mr Bryce: I am not saying that a 100 per cent
rate has been achieved yet. It is somewhere
between 85 per cent and 100 per cent.

Mr PETER JONES: The Deputy Premier
doubted that I would give the details.

Mr Bryce: You still have not given me a
name or address so that I can follow it up.

Mr PETER JONES: Does the Deputy
Premier expect me to do that publicly? How-
ever, I will give the details to him. I make it
clear that more complaints will be heard about
these regulations, particularly the noise abate-
ment regulations. I also add to the information
given by the Deputy Premier by instancing a
couple of the companies which are having
trouble with those regulations. Inspectors have
visited them and have said what has to be
done.

A small engineering business in Albany has
been told by the appropriate inspectors that it
has to do certain works under the new noise
abatement requirements. The proprietor of the
business got an estimate of $5 000 odd for the
work, an amount which he is unable to afford.
Even if he were able to allocate that amount of
money for that purpose, the inspectors have
told him that it would take him only to stage
one of the requirements.

I do not know how many country members
have been approached by their country shires
about the matter but I know that several are
concerned. All country shires have been told
that they must have their equipment assessed.
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at an estimate of $500 a shire. Grader drivers
and the like will be required to comply with the
regulations by wearing earmuffs. The shire
council concerned will have no way of knowing
whether the grader driver wears his muffs when
he is out on the job, yet that shire will be liable
if he does not. On behalf of one of the country
shires in my electorate, I wrote to Dr McNulty
who sent out the original circular. He
responded very nicely and politely by saying
that unfortunately the matter was now out of
his hands.

Mr Troy: Nave you chased up that issue be-
cause there have been some decisions made
with regard to that legislation.

Mr PETER JONES: I will say there has been
and the member will hear more about it. A
small seed cleaning business in one of the
towns in my electorate has a small auger in a
tin shed. The auger feeds grain from a bin to a
little seed cleaning apparatus of the most
primitive nature. It is in no way a sophisticated
seed cleaning operation, but the proprietors
have been told by these little H-itlers that before
31 October a three hour assessment of the noise
level in this building must be undertaken. God
only knows why it will take three hours. It will
take another three hours to write up the report
and six hours in travelling time at a cost of $45
an hour. That is the cost far just the assessment
of what sort of equipment will be needed or
procedures undertaken to comply with the new
requirements.

Mr Bryce: And you only discovered it in
1985 after all those years in office?

Mr PETER JONES: The Minister's Govern-
ment is doing this.

Mr Bryce: I am talking about the phenom-
enon of red tape.

Mr PETER JONES: I am talking about what
the Deputy Premier said he would do to help.
More particularly, I am not talking about the
effectiveness of the requirements or about
safety and the like. I am talking about what the
Deputy Premier said he would do about the
economic effect of the regulations he is bring-
ing in.

Mr Taylor: How about the effect on the
workers of those sorts of health and safety regu-
lations? Don't talk about the economic cost.
Talk about the cost to the workers
involved-the cost to their hearing.

Mr Hodge: He doesn't care about their hear-
ing.

Mr Taylor: That is more important than the
cost involved.

Mr Tonkin: They are just animals to be
worked to death.

Mr PETER JONES: Mr Deputy Speaker, did
you hear what the member said, and do you
agree with it?

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: It is not for me to
agree or disagree. It is for you to make your
speech.

Mr PETER JONES: What the member said
demonstrates what it is all about. There is no
consideration of the practical application of
regulations. By practical I mean the imposition
of regulations that are able to be enforced in a
reasonable way. An employer should not be
liable for something that is completely out of
his control. For example, how would a shire
council know whether a grader driver was
wearing his earmuffs when out grading the
road?

Mr Taylor: Because the shire wmll have pur-
chased a grader with a lower noise level. That is
the whole point.

Mr PETER JONES: The Government now
suggests that we can only buy graders with a
lower noise output. It just so happens that even
those graders which fall within the stipulated
decibel level must be assessed. The procedures
brought in by the Government do not allow a
particular type or model of grader to be
assessed as having a certain decibel reading. I
cannot buy a particular model of Caterpillar
grader and know that I am buying one that has
a decibel reading of 90. for argument's sake,
which is the determined level. I am not allowed
to do that and neither is the shire or other
people who buy graders. Every owner of one of
these graders has to have each individual ma-
chine assessed at a cost.

Mr Tubby: That is job creation.

Mr PETER JONES: The member for
Greenough is dead right. I am not against the
testing of noise levels, but I do not see the
necessity for individual machines to be
assessed, even when 20 identical machines
stand in a row. I am against the cost of such
assessments. Occupational health and safety
regulations are desirable. That is not being
questioned. However, they are being
implemented in a heavy-handed, expensive,
and bureaucratic way. Not only have those who
are implementing the regulations not abided by
what the Deputy Premier -publicly trumpeted
would happen, but they also, upon inquiry, say
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that after consideration they found that the
cost was not excessive. What sort of answer is
that?

I am sure that a whole range of activities are
of concern and the Deputy Premier and his
colleagues will be hearing a great deal about
them from time to time. However, I wish to
raise one other matter only.

I refer to the overall policies relating to Abor-
igines that have been administered by past and
present Governments. I have addressed this
situation from time to time in the past. It has
now developed to the stage that despite all the
promises that have been made about the need
for responsibility and responsible auditing as
far as administration of public funds is con-
cerned-I do not mean in terms of making the
books balance but in terms of social auditing of
the effectiveness of the millions of dollars
poured into this area of activity- nothing has
emerged. I make it quite clear that the blame
for this scandalous situation in relation to the
accountability of public funding in the field of
Aboriginal affairs is not solely that of the
present Federal Government. However, what
the present Federal Government has done in
this matter, aided and abetted by the State
Government. is to develop wastage of money in
Aboriginal affairs to an ant form. Despite the
auditing and accountability that was promised
in relation to funding provided for various
community groups which prepared sub-
missions to the Seaman inquiry, little or
nothing has emerged. I think two reports at
least and an interim report have been prepared
by committees of the Federal Parliament and
they were not solely Government or Oppo-
sition committees. One was a public accounts
committee which has, in fact, determined that
not only are the funding arrangements relative
to Aborigines scandalous hut also that certain
people should be called to account for the way
funds have been expended and wasted and the
way non-Aborigines-such as white advisers
and a whole heap of other people-have ben-
efited from the irresponsible and immoral use
of public funding originally voted by the Parlia-
ment for the health, welfare, and benefit of
Aborigines.

The present Government has said, and to his
credit the Minister with special responsibility
for Aboriginal Affairs had promised, that an
inquiry would be undertaken to assess whether
the State funding was indeed being used ben-
eficially and the programmes designed to assist
the people were doing so. Nothing has
happened.

An appallingly large amount of money con-
tinues to flow into housing that is smashed or
bashed, a heap of cash is being distributed to
Aborigines, much of which ends up flowing
down a gutter. and not one word of protest has
been heard from the Government. Many of the
principles that were part of the policies of the
previous Federal Government and the present
Government, and which are embraced by the
State Government, have been designed by do-
gooders and people who would not know an
Aboriginal if they fell over one.

It has now reached the stage where the poli-
cies of people who perhaps might be very well
motivated are not working. As a result,
hundreds of millions of dollars have been lost.
We have thrown money at Aborigines which
has created a situation where very competent,
capable, and good Aboriginal citizens are suf-
fering. There are many such citizens in my elec-
torate-good citizens living in good conditions
in country towns, looking after their houses
and gardens. In Dumbleyung, in my electorate,
one of the residents who is regularly among the
winners in the tidy gardens competition in the
town is -an Aboriginal. He is a tremendous
example for everyone. He stands to be vilified
and tainted by the actions of those who are not
pulling their weight.

As a nation we have given the Aboriginal
people of this country the privileges of citizen-
ship without the accompanying responsibility.
We need to do something in the area of hous-
ing. Until we start to treat all people who
occupy public housing as tenants, purchasers,
or whatever, and stop treating them as Aborigi-
nal tenants and purchasers as opposed to non-
Aboriginal tenants and purchasers, sharing the
same responsibilities, we shall not get any-
where. The present system is not working. We
may think we are satisfying some ridiculous
requirement of the United Nations, a treaty, a
requirement of the World Council of Churches
or some other equally ridiculous or disgraced
organisation; but whatever happens we are not
satisfying the requirements of Aborigines and
that is what it is all about.

The First thing we need to do is to recognise
that the policies of the present Government are
not working. In some cases they may be but in
the vast majority of cases they are not. Until we
recognise that we shall go on wasting hundreds
of millions of dollars. The present Government
throws money at Aborigines; it wanted to
throw land at them and that certainly would
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not have solved anything. Until we acknowl-
edge that the present system is not working we
shall not acknowledge that we are not helping
the vast majority of Aboriginal people to be-
come good, integrated Australians, which
should he the objective we pursue. We

now have an enforced division and that is not
what either side of the House wants or thinks it
is getting.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Troy.

House adjourned at 10. 18 p. m.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

ABATTOIRS: MEAT
Comnbined Organisation: Manager

I. Mr OLD, to the Minister for Agriculture:
(a) Has a decision been made as to who

will be overall manager of the
Proposed combined W.A. Lamb Mar-
keting Board and the marketing div-
ision of the W.A. Meat Commission;

(b) if "Yes", who is to be appointed;
(c) if "No", when will a decision be made?
Mr EVANS replied:

(a) to (c) A recommendation on this mat-
ter will be made to me by the interim
meat marketing advisory committee
in due course.

TRADE
Imports:- Lamb

2. Mr OLD, to the Minister for Agriculture:
What are the reasons for the large
number of lamb carcases, being
imported into Western Australia from
other States?

Mr EVANS replied:

The Lamb Marketing Board has ad-
vised that lambs of suitable quality
have not been available in Western
Australia.

ABATTOIRS: LAMB
Price

3. Mr OLD, to the Minister for Agriculture:
(1) Would he advise the comparative

lamb prices to producers in South
Australia and Victoria?

(2) What net price is being paid to pro-
ducers by the W.A. Lamb Marketing
Board for lamb of similar quality and
classification?

Mr EVANS replied:

(1) Auction prices for the week ended 16
August Were-

South
Aust. Victoria

Under 16 kg, score 3 73c/kg 107c/kg
16-19 kg. score 3 IO9c/kg I18/kg

(2) Net prices paid by the W.A. Lamb
Marketing Board for the same week
were-

9.0-13.0 kg. score 3
13.1-16.5 kg. score 3
16.6-20.0 kg. score 3

Ii ISc/kg
I 20c/kg
I I Oc/kg

ABATTOIR: ROBB JETTY
Effluent Disposal System

4. Mr OLD, to the Minister for Agriculture:
(a) Is the effluent disposal system at Robb

Jetty abattoir being upgraded;
(b) if "Yes", what is the estimated cost of

the work;
(c) if "No", are there any future plans for

such work to be undertaken?
Mr EVANS replied:

(a) Yes;
(b) the Preliminary estimate is $650 000;
(c) not applicable.

ABATTOIR: ROBE JETTY
Slaughter Floor

5. Mr OLD, to the Minister for Agriculture:
(1) What was the cost of upgrading the

slaughter floor at Robb Jetty abattoir?
(2) What further alterations and

upgrading programmes are planned
for the works and at what anticipated
cost?

Mr EVANS replied:

(1) The contract cost of upgrading
sheep floor to EEC standards
$355 000.

(2) In addition to the effluent
system-refer to question
planned to upgrade a boning
1985-86 at an estimated
$80 000.

the
was

disposal
4-it is
room in
cost of

PASTORAL INDUSTRY: LEASE
Booth Livestock and Trading Co Ply Ltd

6. Mr OLD, to the Minister for Agriculture:
(1) Has a final decision been made in re-

gard to a renewal of lease of land to
Booth Livestock and Trading Co?

(2) If so, is consideration being given to
granting them freehold of the land?

Mr EVANS replied:

(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.
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PASTORAL INDUSTRY: LEASES
Australian Land and Cattle Company

7. Mr OLD, io the Minister for Lands and
Surveys:
(1) Have any discussions been held with

Australian Land and Cattle Company
regarding acquisition of pastoral
leases held by them?

(2) What is the anticipated purchase price
of the teases?

(3) When is finality of negotiations
expected?

Mr McI VER replied:

(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.
(3) Not applicable.

PASTORAL INDUSTRY: LEASES
Emanuel Family: Cattle Turned Off

8. Mr OLD, to the Minister for Agriculture:
(1) Where is the turn-off of cattle from

the Emanuel group of pastoral leases
being marketed?

(2) (a) Are these being disposed of
through more than one outlet;

(b) if so, what proportion of turn-off
is going to each?

Mr EVANS replied:

(1) and (2) The information sought is con-
fidential to the company concerned,
WA Livestock Holdings Ltd.

9. Postponed.

HEALTH: FOODSTUFFS
Dimethoate

10. Mr OLD, to the Minister for Health:
(1) What level of dimethoate is permiss-

ible in food?
(2) What controls are placed on the

import of foodstuffs treated with
dimethoate?

Mr HODGE replied:

(1) and (2) The food and drug regulations
specify the following maximum per-
mitted concentrations of dimethoate
in foods-

2.0 mg/kg-vegetables (except
tomatoes and peppers)
fruit

1.0 mg/kg-tomatoes, peppers
0. 1 mg/kg-oilseeds
0,5 mg/kg-eggs and meat, raw

cereals, peanuts
A number of surveys have been car-
ried out on a range of fruits and veg-
etables imported from other States
and known to have been treated with
dimethoate. These surveys show that
the residue levels of diniethoate on
these foods were below the maximum
permitted concentrations specified in
the regulations.

WATER RESOURCES
Lake King: Shortage

11. Mr OLD, to the Minister for Water
Resources:
(1) Is he aware of the acute water shortage

at Lake King?
(2) If so, will he give an undertaking to

have the roaded catchmient at Lake
King graded and brought to an ef-
ficient standard?

Mr TONKIN replied:.

(1) Yes, I am well aware of the very lim-
ited rainfalls in the Lake King district
this year and the problems resulting
therefrom.

(2) Although the condition of the catch-
ment of the agricultural areas dam in
the Lake King district is generally sat-
isfactory and would not have signifi-
cantly affected the storage had average
rainfalls occurred, the district engin-
eer has arranged to commence
regrading some 4 hectares of the
roaded catchment in approximately
two weeks, following completion of
regrading work at Lake Grace. The
balance of the roaded catchment at
Lake King was regraded prior to the
winter of 1984.

EDUCATION
Hostel: Lake Grace

12. Mr OLD, to the Minister for Education:
Adverting to question 3468 of
Thursday, 4 July, concerning a four-
day High School hostel at Lake Grace,
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in view of his comment,
(H-ansa rd/Thursday, 15 November
1984 page 417 1), will he give an assur-
ance that a complete investigation
into the need for a four-day hostel at
Lake Grace will be undertaken, and
will he ensure that the local Parents
and Citizens Association, the Shire,
and the Chamber of Commerce are
given the opportunity to have an input
into such an investigation?

Mr PEARCE replied:

The Country High Schools Hostels
Authority has previously considered
the possibility of establishing a four-
day hostel in a suitable location in the
South-west such as Lake Grace. The
authority believes that such a hostel
would need in the vicinity of 70
students to be financially viable and is
concerned that the establishment of a
further hostel could also draw students
from existing hostels placing them in a
deficit situation. However, I would be
pleased to examine any detailed sub-
mission that the local P and C Associ-
ation or the shire may like to present
on this matter that may justify the es-
tablishment of such a hostel.

EMERGENCY SERVICES
C'ommronwiea lth Assistance:- Formula

1 3. Mr OLD, to the Minister for Agriculture:

(1) Has a final decision been made on a
revised formula for Commonwealth
assistance to States for National
Emergency RelieP

(2) If "Yes". what is the formula as it
applies to Western Australia?

Mr EVANS replied:

(1) Yes, a revised formula has been set by
the Commonweath for national disas-
ter relief arrangements.

(2) The State must meet the first $6.87
million. The Commonwealth then
contributes dollar for dollar for the
next $5.15 million, then $3 to $1 for
amounts above $12.02 million.

ABATTOIR: ROBB J ETTY
Site: Value

14. Mr OLD, to the Minister for Agriculture:
What is the estimated value of the
Robb Jetty abattoir site as-
(a) an industrial development;
(b) residential development?

Mr EVANS replied:

(a) $5 million;
(b) $8 million.

These estimated values were made in
the Coogee coastal area study report
of October 198 3.

EDUCATION: HIGH SCHOOL
Katanning: Im~provemlents

15. Mr OLD, to the Minister for Education:
()What improvements and additions are

planned over the next two budgets for
the Katanning Senior High School?

(2) What is the estimated cost of such im-
provements?.

Mr PEARCE replied:

(1) and (2) At this stage, the future build-
ing programme for Katanning Senior
High School has not been finalised.
It is envisaged that the larger part of
the programme will be provision of
permanent classrooms but until such
time as a detailed analysis is
completed it is not possible to give
exact details. The school is listed for
inclusion in the 1986-87 capital works
programme, subject to the availability
of funds.

FORESTS
Timber: Royalties

16. Mr STEPHENS, to the Minister for
Conservation and Land Management:
(1) In the years ended 30 June 1982 to

1985 inclusive, what was the total roy-
alty received in timber used for-
(a) sawmilling;
(b) woodehipping;
(c) other?

(2) In the same period what were-
(a) the total costs of the Forests De-

partment;
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(b) the direct cost of forestry oper-
ations?

Mr DAVIES replied:

(1) (a) 1982-$7 811 410
1983-$6 955 846
1984-$7 686 289
1985-Not available.

(b) 1982-SI 254 958
1983-$I 361 848
1984-$I 207 063
1985-Not available.

(c) 1 982-$724 935
1983-$728 553
1984-$813 862
1985-Not available.

(2) (a) 1982-$29 839 841
1983-$34 261 203
1984-$40 675 837
1985-Not available.

(b) 1982-S12 987 551
1983-S$12 469 671
1984-$14 871 096
I 985-Not available.

MOTOR UTILITIES
Passengers

I7. Mr BATEMAN, to the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services:
(1) What law exists as to the carrying of

passengers in the rear of open utilities
or on the back of trucks?

(2) If no law exists, will he advise what
measures he intends to take to prevent
any further tragedies occurring
brought about by the apparent
overcrowding and lack of safety pro-
visions?

Mr CARR replied:
(1) The Road Traffic Act in effect re-

quires the driver of any motor vehicle
to have due regard for the safety of
passengers. The road traffic code pro-
vides that a person travelling in or
upon a motor vehicle must not permit
any pant of his body to extend beyond
the external extremities of the vehicle.

(2) it is believed tragedies to which the
member refers involved Aboriginal
persons being transported in the rear
of utilities in remote areas of the State.
This is the only form of transport
available to many indigenous people.
it would be unrealistic to prohibit the

carriage of such persons in the rear of
utilities and trucks. An appropriate
approach would be the introduc'ion of
an education campaign throughout re-
mote communities alerting them to
the dangers associated with this style
of travel.
In this regard the matter has been re-
ferred to the Minister with special re-
sponsibility for Aboriginal Affairs.

TECHNOLOGY PARK
Companies: Criteria

I18. Mr BRADSHAW, to the Minister for
Technology:
(1) What are the rules or criteria

companies applying to set up in
Technology Park?

for
the

(2) Is the land purchased by companies
wishing to establish at the Technology
Park, or is it leased?

(3) Which companies have applied and
been accepted to establish at the Tech-
nology Park?

Mr BRYCE replied:

(1) The rules and criteria for companies
applying to set up in the Technology
Park are set out in the brochure,
"Technology Park-General Con-
ditions Relating to Occupancy". This
is available from the Technology De-
velopment Authority.

(2) The land available at Technology Park
is Purchased. Alternatively should a
company prefer it can enter into a
joint venture with a developer and
then lease the premises with an option
to Purchase.

(3) The following companies and organis-
ations have been accepted to establish
at the Technology Park:

Laboratory Management Ser-
vices-medical research

Byronics Ply Ltd-software de-
velopment

Chemtronics-scientifac instru-
ments

Olivetti-AT & T-Computer
hardware and software research

Formulab Technology-computer
research and development
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WA Regional Computing
Centre-database and com-
puter software and research

Alldesign Services-radio com-
munications

Westiniech-MIC venture capi-
tal ist

Industrial Design Coun-
cil-design services

WA Product Innovation
Cen tre-i nnovat ions advisers

Gorey Middleton and
Forbes-financial services

NATA-materials and testing
services

Australian Productivity Coun-
cil-commercial and industrial
advisers

Technology Development Auth-
ority-Park managers

Delta West-pharmaceutical
company

The Technology Development Auth-
ority is also negotiating the supply of
land at the park to nine other organis-
ations. Details of these arrangements
are commercial in confidence at this
time.

HEALTH: CHILD HEALTH CLINICS
Country Areas

19. Mr BRADSHAW, to the Minister for
Health:
(1) How many child health clinics are

there in country areas in Western
Australia?

(2) Is there any shortage of staff in these
clinics?

(3) If so, where?
Mr HODGE replied:

(1) 184.
(2) Some clinics are understaffed. The

Health Department is actively
attempting to recruit suitable staff to
fill vacant positions.

(3) Of the 184 clinics in the State the fol-
lowing centres are currently
understaffed-

Port Hedland
Newman
Leonora
Kambalda
Exmouth
Esperance

Norseman
DaLwallinu
Katanning

As some of the clinics located at the
above listed centres also service sur-
rounding areas, there may be other
centres affected by this understafling.

ABATTOIRS: MEAT
Inspection System

20. Mr BRADSHAW, to the Minister for
Health:
(1) (a) Does he support the dual inspec-

tion system operating in some
Western Australian ahattoirs;

(b) if so, why;
(c) if not, does he intend to dispense

with the dual inspection that
exists at certain abattoirs in West-
ern Australia?

(2) Which abattoirs in Western Australia
have a dual inspection?

Mr HODGE replied:

(1) (a) No;
(b) not applicable;
(c) yes.

(2) A dual inspection system is in place at
Robb Jetty.

2 1. Postponed.

COURT: LICENSING COURT
Revenue

22. Mr BRADSH-AW, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Racing and
Gaming:
(1) Adverting to question 3391 on I May

1985, concerning revenue collected by
the Licensing Court, is the premium
referred to in answer to pants (3) and
(4) a set amount or a fixed scale?

(2) if not, how is the premium arrived at
for extension to licenced premises or
in the case of a transfer of a licence
when the application has been granted
by the court?

Mr PEARCE replied:

(1) and (2) The assessment of a premium
is based on a formula known only to
the chairman and members of the
Licensing Court.
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EDUCATION: SCHOOLS
Clerk Typists: Working Hours

23. Mr CASH, to the Minister for Educati on:
(1) Has he received a submission from his

department, recommending
substantial increases for the working
hours for school clerk typists?

(2) When will he be announcing a de-
cision on this matter?

Mr PEARCE replied:

(I) Yes.
(2) The recommendations of the report

have been agreed to in principle. How-
ever, implementation will be depen-
dent upon budgetary considerations.

COMMUNITY SERVICES: ADOPTIONS
Medical Histories

24. Mr CASH, to the Minister for
Community Services:
(1) Does the Government intend

introducing amending legislation to
assist adoptees to obtain information
on the medical history of their
mother, father, brothers, or sisters?

(2) If "Yes", when will this legislation be
introduced?

Mr WILSON replied:

(1) and (2) Consultation is currently
under way with concerned community
groups regarding amendments to the
Adoption of Children Act. A decision
on the timing of legislative changes is
yet to be made.

25. Postponed.

ABATTOIRS
Thomas Barth wick and Sons (Australasia) Lid

26. Mr MENSAROS, to the Minister for
Industrial Development:
(1) Have advertisements been placed yet

for inviting offers to purchase the
Borthwick and Sons' Albany
meatworks?

(2) If so, in what media and on what dates
have the advertisements been placed?

(3) What was the closing time given for
submitting offers?

Mr BRYCE replied:
(I) The availability for sale of Borthwicks

Albany abattoir has been promoted
through consulate offices of foreign
countries, the Agent General for West-
ern Australia, London and the West-
ern Australian Government Represen-
tative in Tokyo. Advertisements will
be placed in the appropriate media in
the near future.

(2) Not applicable.

(3) Not applicable.

PORTS AND HARBOURS: DEPARTMENT
Charges

27. Mr LAURANCE, to the Minister for
Transport:

(1) What charges was he referring to when
quoted in The West Australian of
Tuesday 13 August that some Har-
bours Department charges would rise?

(2) Will he detail the present charges and
the proposed increases?

(3) Will these new charges apply to those
using the Carnarvon Fishing Boat
Harbour?

Mr GRILL replied:
(1) Increases in charges applicable to the

Department of Marine and Harbours
are-

Private boat registration fees
Berthage, wharfage, handling and
haulage charges (Broome and
Wyndham)

Berthing permitse (Craon

Slipway chars
Esperance, Sha
Samson)
Survey fees
charges
Examinations

rk Bay and Pt

and associated

Pilot age

(2) A schedule of new charges will be
available once regulations have been
amended.

(3) Berthing charges and slipway charges
will apply at the Carnarvon Fishing
Boat Harbour.
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WATER RESOURCES
Headworks Charges: New Developments

28. Mr LAURANCE, to the Minister for
Water Resources:

(1) What scale is used to impose head-
works charges and/or lot charges for
new developments, such as residential
building lots, light industrial lots,
caravan parks and commercial devel-
opments?

(2) Is it a fact that these charges are
increased every month?

Mr TON KIN replied:

(1) Tabled is a schedule which details this
year's charges for headworks contri-
butions. These are applied to particu-
lar developments as follows-

Single residential lots-one
charge.

Industrial, commercial and other
non-residential lots-in country
areas the number of lot charges
for each development is deter-
mined by comparing the
estimated peak daily water de-
mands of the development with
the waler demands of a single
residential unit in the area con-
cerned.

Caravan parks-The number of
charges is determined by dividing
the number of caravan bays by 4,
rounding off where necessary to
two decimal places.

(2) Yes.

(See paper No- 94.)

WATER RESOURCES

Headworks Charges: Shires

29. Mr LAURANCE, 1o the Minister for
Water Resources:
(1) What headworks or lot charges have

been paid by the Shires of Carnarvon,
Exrnouth and Shark Bay in the last
three years?

(2) (a) Arc these funds paid into
Consolidated Revenue;

(b) if not, where are they held?

(3) Do the funds earn interest if they are
held in trust or on deposit?

(4) Are these funds eventually applied to
particular works in the shires from
which the charges were originally col-
lected?

Mr TONKIN replied:

(1) A total of $116 394.50.
(2) (a) No;

(b) prior to the creation of the Water
Authority of Western Australia
these funds were held on behalf of
the Public Works Department in
the Treasury ledger 4 trust funds
governmental. These funds will
now be held in the Water Auth-
ority of Western Australia ac-
count maintained by the
Treasury.

(3) No.
(4) The proceeds from these charges are

one of the sources of funds applied to
works in the area concerned if the rel-
evant works have not already been
carried out.

WATER RESOURCES
Headworks Charges: Northern Developments

30. Mr LAURANCE, to the Minister for
Water Resources:
(1) Is it a fact that very substantial head-

works charges are being applied to de-
velopments in the north of the State
and the Gascoyne electorate in par-
ticular?

(2) Is it a fact that these headworks
charges are stifling development?

(3) What does he and the State Govern-
ment intend to do to see that the im-
pact of these charges is lessened?

M rTONKIN replied:

(1) Country headworks charges were
introduced in 1982 by the previous
Government and are applied on a uni-
form basis throughout country areas
of the State, with the exception of
Denham where higher charges apply
because of the high cost of providing
desalinated water.
It was possible to reduce these
Denham charges by approximately 30
per cent in November last year. The
charges applying in the other country
towns are not considered excessive or
unreasonable.
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(2) No.
(3) These charges only recover a small

part of the cost of headworks and any
reduction would lead to increases in
the water and sewerage rates paid by
existing customers.

WATER RESOURCES: HEADWORKS
CHARGES

Caravan Park: Denham
31. Mr LAURANCE, to the Minister for

Water Resources:
(1) Is it a fact that the Western Australian

Water Authority has quoted a figure
of approximately $72 000 for head-
works charges for a Proposed 100 bay
caravan park to be developed on part
of location 58 at Denham?

(2) Is it fact that this figure will rise by $6
per bay per month?

(3) Is it also fact that charges of this mag-
nitude may well cause the develop-
ment not to proceed?

Mr TONKIN replied:

(1) An informal figure was provided from
the Carnarvon office as a result of a
phone call by the developer. Since
then the estimate has been revised to
approximately $46 000 and the
developer advised verbally. A written
quote can be given on application.

(2) No.
(3) This is for the developer to decide.

TOURISM: CARAVAN PARKS
Shark Bay

32. Mr LAURANCE, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Tourism:
(1) Is the Minister aware that

approximately 20 to 30 people per day
are being turned away from Caravan
parks in the Shark Bay area because of
lack of sites?

(2) Will the Minister intercede with the
various Government agencies that im-
pose very substantial headworks
charges which are having the effect of
stifling the development of additional
sites and new caravan parks which are
needed to alleviate this situation?

(4)

Mr BRIAN BURKE replied:
(1) The Minister is aware that site short-

ages sometimes occur during peak hol-
iday periods.

(2) The Western Australian Tourism
Commission is currently conducting
discussions to assist an entrepreneur
to develop a caravan park and chalet
facility at Denham.
Discussions have been held between
officers of the Tourism Commission
and the Western Australian Water
Authority concerning headworks
charges. The cost of headworks devel-
opment is acknowledged, but reflects
the true costs of supplying utilities to
sites within Denham.

33. Postponed.

ENERGY: ELECTRICITY
Headworks Charges: industrial Developments

34. Mr LAURANCE, to the Minister for
Minerals and Energy:
(1) What scale is used to impose head-

works charges for supply of power to
new residential, industrial and com-
mercial developments?

(2) Are the same charges imposed across
the State or are there different charges
for different pants of the State?

(3) If the charges differ in different pants
of the State would he please supply
details?

Mr PARKER replied:
(1) The cost of making supply available to

new residential, industrial, and com-
mercial developments in the
interconnected system is related to the
anticipated revenue to the SEC of
sales related to the development. If
revenue is low related to the capital
cost of the extension, a charge is made
to cover the uneconomic portion of
the extension.

(2) The same principle is applied through-
out the State. In the non-
interconnected system-i.e. diesel
generation-because of standard tar-
i ffs the commission sustains a
substantial loss in making supply
available. The customer in this cir-
cumnstance is required to pay the cost
of the extension.

(3) See (2).
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LAND: URBAN LANDS COUNCIL
Costs

3$. Mr MacKINNON, to the Minister for
Housing:
(1) Is he aware of a press report in The

Weekend Australian of 4-5 May where
the director of the Urban Lands Coun-
cil, Ms Robins, was quoted as saying:
"I could list a whole heap of other
costs that we as a government body
have, that are not imposed on private
developers" ?

(2) Will he provide for me a list of those
costs which the Urban Lands Council
has to meet and that are not imposed
on private developers?

Mr WILSON replied:

(I) Yes.
(2) The member is asking me to comment

on a statement made by an officer. In
fairness to that officer, I do not be-
lieve it is appropriate for me to reply.
Should the member wish to pursue the
matter further, he should address the
matter directly to the Urban Lands
Council.

EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING:
APPRENTICES

Number
36. Mr MacKINNON, to the Minister

representing the Minister for Employment
and Training:

(1) What was the number of apprentices
in training in Western Australia as at
30 June 1985?

(2) What was the number of apprentices
employed by State Government de-
partments as at 30 June 1985?

Mr PEARCE replied:

(1) At 30 June 198$ there were 10550
apprentices in training in Western
Australia. During 1985, 3292
registered apprentices commenced
training, representing an increase of
36 per cent when compared with 1984
(2 419) and 26 per cent when
compared with 1983 (2 604). The sig-
nificant increase in the intake of

registered apprentices can be
attributed to State Government in-
itiatives including-

the workers compensation rebate
for employers of first year appren-
tices; the general payroll tax
exemption for first year appren-
tices; and the development of
group apprenticeship schemes.

(2) At 30 June 1985 there were 1 487 ap-
prentices employed in State Govern-
ment departments and instru-
mentalities in Western Australia. Dur-
ing 1985, 485 registered apprentices
commenced training, representing an
increase of 28 per cent when
compared with 1984 (378). This in-
crease can be attributed to State
Government initiatives including the
exemption of apprentices from staff
ceilings and the provision of funds to
enable the employment of 100 ad-
ditional apprentices.

37. Postponed.

EDUCATION: HIGH SCHOOLS
Mfurdoch Electorate: Enrolments

38. Mr MacKINNON, to the Minister for
Education:
(1) What is the current enrolment at-

(a) Willetton Senior High School;
(b) Rossmoyne Senior High School;
(c) Lynwood Senior High School;
(d) teeming High School?

(2) What is the anticipated enrolment for
Willetton Senior High School at the
commencement of-
(a) 1986;
(b) 1987;
(c) 1988?

(3) What is the anticipated enrolment for
Rossmoyne Senior High School at the
commencement of-
(a) 1986;
(b) 1987;
(c) 1988?

(4) What is the anticipated enrolment Car
Lynwood Senior High School at the
commencement of-
(a) 1986;
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(b) 1987;
(c) 1988?

(5) What is the anticipated
Leeming High School
mencement of-
(a) 1986;
(b) 1987;
(c) 1988?

Mr PEARCE replied:

(I) (a)
(b)
(c)

1 412;
1 339;
1 203;

(d) 87.
(2) (a) 1 415;

(b) 1 355;
(c) 1 290.

(3) (a) 1 335;
(b) 1 310;
(c) 1 245.

(4) (a) 1 250;
(b) 1 205;
(c) 1 150.

(5) (a) 220;
(b) 395;
(c) 590.

EDUCATION: HIGH SCHOOL
Lyn wood: Offences

39. Mr MacKINNON, to the Minister
Education:

for

(1) How many breaking and entering of-
fences were recorded at the Lynwood
Senior High School during the 1984
calendar year?

(2) How many instances of vandalism
were recorded at the Lynwood Senior
High School during the 1984 calendar
year?

(3) How many breaking and entering of-
fences have been recorded at the
Lynwood Senior. High School1 during
the 1985 calendar year to date?

(4) How many instances of vandalism
have been recorded at the Lynwood
Senior High School during the 1985
calendar year to date?

enrolment for
at the corn-

(5) What security arrangements are cur-
rently in place at the Lynwood Senior
High School?

Mr PEARCE replied:
No. No.

Arresu'd Arresird
Wc on

Breaking Weekends
OkMncs "nd &
Rcorded Entering Holidays

14

(1) 1984

(11

(3 1985

(4

andEnicns 6

7
Vandalism

7
lindcudes

7 
4 

f.,
Breaig nu,.p.,,d

nod brcaking&
Ernering entering)

13
Vandalism.

(5) (a) School equipped with electronic
security system.

(b) Receives three patrols per night
on weekdays.

(c) Receives five patrols on weekends
and holidays.

Many names of persons have been
taken for illegally being on school
premises and handed to police.

HOUSING: PENSIONERS

Wil tlon

40. Mr MacKINNON, to the Minister for
Housing:

When is it anticipated that pensioner
accommodation will be constructed
on the State Housing Commission's
Willetton, Portcullis Drive, Estate?

Mr WILSON replied:

Construction of 17 pensioner units is
now expected to commence on Lot
316 Ringarooma Drive in October
1985.

Subject to council approval of zoning
requirements, further construction of
pensioner units is expected to com-
mence as follows-

Lot I Glenarber Street in late
1985-86 and;
Lot 15 Kelly Place in 1986-87
subject to demand at that time.
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TRANSPORT: FARES
Concessions: Review

41. Mr MacKINNON, to the Minister for
Transport:
(a) Has the review of the overall fare con-

cessions policy in the State, referred to
by the Minister in question 2843 of 26
March 1985, yet been completed;

(b) if so, what was the outcome of that
review;

(c) if not, when is it expected the review
will be completed?

Mr GRILL replied:

(a) No;
(b) not applicable;
(c) within the next few months.

PRISON: CANNING VALE
Control Towers:, Manning

42. Mr MacKINNON, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Prisons:
(1) On what basis are the Control towers

at the medium security prison at Can-
ning Vale currently manned?

(2) On what basis are the control towers
at the Remand Centre at Canning
Vale currently manned?

(3) Are any of the guards in the control
towers at the Canning Vale Prison
complex armed?

Mr GRILL replied:

(i) Two towers at Canning Vale Prison
are manned by one unarmed officer
each as observer only, 3 p.m.- 11 p.m.
Mondays to Fridays; 7 am.-I I p.m.
on weekends and public holidays.

(2) Armed guards 24 hours, seven days a
week, four towers.

(3) Yes-remand centre only.

EDUCATION: PRIMARY SCHOOL
Yangebup: Enrolment

43. Mr MacKINNON, to the Minister for
Education:
(1) What is the current enrolment at the

Yangebup primary school?
(2) What is the estimated enrolment at

the Yangebup primary school for the
beginning of the 1986 academic year?

(3) How many transportable classrooms
are currently located at the Yangebup
primary school?

(4) How many transportable classrooms
will be located at the Yangebup pri-
mary school at the commencement of
the 1986 academic year?

Mr PEARCE replied:

(1) 522, including 96 pre-primary
students.

(2) 535, including 90 pre-primary
students.

(3) Six.
(4) Six.

EDUCATION: PRIMARY SCHOOL
South Lakes: Completion

44. Mr MacKINNON, to the Minister for
Education:
(1) Will the South Lakes primary school

be completed ready for occupancy by
students at the commencement of the
1986 academic year?

(2) What years of students will be
accommodated in the first stage of the
school?

(J) What is the estimated enrolment at
the school for the beginning of the
1986 academic year?

(4) What facilities are included in the first
stage of the school?

Mr PEARCE replied:

(1) Yes.
(2) Pre-primary and years I to 4 inclus-

ive.
(3) 155, including 40 pre-primary

students.
(4) Administration block, four teaching

areas, single unit pre-primary centre.

EDUCATION: PRIMARY SCHOOL
West Leeming: Construction

45. Mr MacICINNON, to the Minister for
Education:
(1) Has construction yet commenced on

the West Leeming primary school?
(2) If so, when did construction begin?
(3) What is the contract price for the first

stage of the school?
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(4) What facilities will be included in the
first stage of the school?

(5) When was the contract let for the con-
struction of the school?

(6)
(7)

Who was the successful tenderer?
What is the anticipated completion
date of this contract?

(8) How many children is it estimated
will be enrolled at West Leeming pri-
mary school at the beginning of the
1986 academic year?

Mr PEARCE replied:

(1) to (3) and (5) to (7) Tenders close for
this project at 2.00 p.m. on Tuesday,
20 August.

(4) A single unit pre-primary centre, ten
classrooms, an administration block, a
covered assembly area, oval develop-
ment, and two hard courts. A dental
therapy clinic is also included.

(8) Approximately 140 primary and 40
pre-primary students.

TRANSPORT: STATESHIPS
Annual Report

46. Mr MacKINNON, to the Minister for
Transport:
(1) When is it anticipated that the 1984

Annual Report of the Western
Australian Coastal Shipping Com-
mission will be completed and tabled
in the Parliament?

(2) Why has this report not yet been
tabled?

Mr GRILL replied:

(1) The report will be tabled during this
session of Parliament.

(2) The report was not completed until
after the House rose in the last session
of Parliament.

TRANSPORT: RAILWAYS
Robb Jetty: Removal

47. Mr MacKINNON, to the Minister for
Transport:
(1) Has the Government yet made a de-

cision on the proposal by the City of
Cockburn that the railway line south
of Robb Jetty, which Westrail wants
to remove, be left in place?

(2) If not, when is it anticipated a final
decision on this matter will be made?

Mr GRILL replied:

(1) No.
(2) Within the next few months.

48Sto 50. Postponed.

MINISTER FOR TRANSPORT
staff

5 1. Mr RUSHTON, to the Minister for
Transport:
(1) Will he please list the names of the

people employed in his ministerial
office together with their employment
title, e.g., Ministerial advisers, etc.?

(2) Will he please tell me the total number
of people employed in each of his
agencies within his Transport port-
folio as at the (or as near to these dates
as is practicable)-
(a) 1 March 1983;
(b) 31 July 198$?

Mr GRILL replied:

(1) The following is a list of all people
employed in the Minister's off ice-
Mr B. Marshall-Acting Administrat-
ive Officer
Mr P. Middleton-Acting Private Sec-
retary
Mr G. H-arman-Acting Parliamen-
tary Liaison Officer (on second ment)
Mr P. Wren-Clerk (on second ment)
Miss M. Fowler-Clerk
Miss V. Dimanopoulos--Clerk
Mrs M. Monris-Secretary
Miss C. Mann ucci-Receptionist
Typist
Miss C. Zisson-Clerical Assistant
Miss N. King-Clerical Assistant
Ms L. Anderson-Ministerial Officer
Dr P. Newman-Ministeria Adviser
Ms W. Byrne-Press Secretary
Mr R. Hoare-Project Officer
America's Cup
Mr P. Regan-Ministerial Officer
Mr R. Guthrie-Regional Develop-
ment Liaison Officer
Mr B. Higgins-Railways Liaison
Off icer
Temporary Staff:
Mr 0. Tuffi n-Clerk
Miss A. Harrison-Clerical Assistant.
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State Shipping Service
Transport Com-
mission
Albany Port Authority
Bwnbury Port Auth-
ority
Port Hedland Port
Authority
Geraldton Port Auth-
ority
Fremantle Port Auth-
ority
Esperance Pori Auth-
ority
Metropolitan
Transport Trust
Main Roads Depart-
ment
Co-ordinator General
of Transport
Department of Marine
and Harbours
Westrail February 25,
1983
Westrail July 26, 1985

(a)
299

91
25

25

28

31

834

15

(b)
306.56

87.40
20.36

28.00

27.00

29.00

726.00

22.11

2 115 1 977.56

2 681 2 489.00

12 13

130 318

8614
6 960.43

PLANNING: REDEVELOPMENT
East Perth

52. Mr RUSHTON, to the Minister for
Planning:
(1) What progress has been made for the

redevelopment of the land bounded
by Beaufort, James and Stirling
Streets, Perth, and the railway re-
serve?

(2) What initiatives is the Government
taking to include this redevelopment
in the upgrading of Perth Station, ac-
commodation, trains and buses?

(3) Will he table any design which has
been prepared?

Mr PEARCE replied:

(1) and (2) The matter of land use and
development for both areas is being
examined at present.

(3) Plans are not available.

GAMBLING: CASINO
Road System: Review

53. Mr RUSH-TON, to the Minister for
Planning:
(1) Has the Metropolitan Region Plan-

ning Authority carried out a review of
the regional road system affected by
the development of the casino on
Burswood Island?

(2) If "Yes", what alterations are to be
made to the road reserves of
Burswood Island Bridge, Great East-
em Highway, Orrong Road,
Shepperton Road, Canning Highway,
the Causeway, Riverside Drive, the
road linking the Causeway with
Burswood Island Bridge on the west
bank of the Swan River to accommo-
date the extra heavy traffic to be
generated from the casino develop-
ment?

(3) Will any other roads be affected by
traffic mentioned in (2)?

(4) What consideration has now been
given by the Metropolitan Region
Planning Authority to meet its
responsibilities to adjust the Metro-
politan Region Scheme following the
decision by the Government to site
the casino on Burswood Island with-
out Metropolitan Region Planning
Authority recommendations?

(5) Will he now table a pround plan show-
ing the developments to take place on
Burswood Island, including buildings,
roads and reserves?

Mr PEARCE replied:

(1) No. Such a review has been carried
out by the project manager, on behalf
of Burswood Property Trust.

(2) and (3) Not applicable. However, the
project manager retained an experi-
enced firm of consulting engineers to
advise on the traffic impact of the pro-
posal.

(4) The Casino (Burswood Island) Agree-
ment Act 1985 excludes the resort
from the provision of the metropoli-
tan region scheme and scheme Act,
but the authority is considering
whether or not an amendment is
necessary to the relevant portion of
the scheme.

(5) The information the member seeks is
shown on pages 2 and 3 of the pros-
pectus for the Burswood Property
Trust, which is a public document.
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GAMBLING: CASINO
Environmental Review

54. Mr RUSHTON, to the Minister for the
Environment:
(1) (a) Has an environmental revi ew

been carried out to examine the
impact of the casino development
on Burswood Island;

(b) if "Yes", will he table the report;
(c) if "No", when is it expected the

review will be completed and re-
leased to Parliament and the pub-
lic?

(2) What has been the extent of the public
participation in the environmental re-
view?

Mr DAVIES replied:

(1) and (2) A public environmental report
(PER) is being prepared by the pro-
ponent and will be released by the
EPA for public review and comment
when completed.

GAMBLING: LOTTERIES
Instant: Distribution

55. Mr RUSHTON, to the Minister for the
Arts:
(I) What is the sum each year since the

inception of instant lotteries that has
been provided for the arts from this
source?

(2) Would the Government have given
consideration to allocating the same
sum each year to the arts without pro-
ceeds from instant lotteries?

Mr DAVIES replied:

(1) 1982-83-$3.2 million
1983-84-$3.0 million
1984-85-$3.0 million

(2) The Labor Government's allocation to
the arts and culture from
Conisolidated Revenue and General
Loan Funds has been much more
generous than that of its Liberal
predecessor. In 1984-85, our total allo-
cation was more than $51 million. In
1981-82, the last full year of Liberal
administration, it was only about
$22.6 million, or less than half the cur-
rent figure. The Liberal Party, in prac-
tice, has been parsimonious, ungener-
ous, and lacking in understanding
towards the arts. The Labor Govern-

ment is proud of its reputation for en-
couraging the arts and for keeping its
election pledges. Those pledges would
have been honoured by the Labor
Government regardless of the source
of funds available to it. It is interesting
to note that apart from Instant Lottery
funds used by the Government to
carry out major policy objectives,
hundreds of artists and community
arts organisations have received assist-
ance. The success rate of applicants
-has been very high, indicating that a
significant part of current needs in the
arts are being met by the Government,
given that no amount of funding will
ever be enough to fully satisfy the im-
agination and creative energy in our
expanding arts community.

CHARITABLE ORGANISATION:
ASSOCIATION FOR THE BLIND OF

WESTERN AUSTRALIA (INC.)
Assistance

56. Mr RUSHTON, to the Minister for the
Arts:
(1) (a) Has the Government given

favourable consideration to the
Association for the Blind of WA
(Inc) request for funding assist-
ance for the association's braille
and talking book library;

(b) if "Yes", what is the extent of the
assistance;

(c) if "No", has the Government
rejected the request or is it
presently considering the request?

(2) Will the Government give assistance
to the association's library on the
-same basis per capita as the State Li-
,brary Service?

Mr DAVIES replied:

(1) The Government is presently con-
sidering the association's request.

(2) The Government would like to help
and if funds are available will attempt
to provide the best arrangement avail-
able consistent with library demands.
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PLANNING: CANAL DEVELOPMENT
Dawvesville: Environmental Reports

57. Mr RUSHTON, to the Minister for the
Environment:

Will he please table and let rme have a
copy of all environmental reports or
associated environmental reports on
the Dawesville channel proposal and
the Peel-Harvey Estuary?

Mr DAVIES replied:

I hereby table the reports nominated
and I have made arrangements for the
member to receive a like set of re-
ports.
(See paper No. 95.)

TRANSPORT: RAILWAYS
Alternative Vehicles

58. Mr RUSHTON, to the Minister for
Transport:
(1) Will he table and let me have a copy of

the report upon the alternative rail ve-
hicles which could be introduced into
the suburban rail service?

(2) If "no", why the refusal when I
initiated the original review and con-
sideration?

Mr GRILL replied:
(1) and (2) The study into finding a more

cost-effective suburban diesel railcar
is almost finalised.
However, the member will appreciate
the study findings will only be relevant
if decisions to be made by the Govern-
ment shortly, in respect to whether
Perth's urban rail system is to be elec-
trified or not, result in a decision not
to electrify.

ARTS GRANTS
Assessment

59. Mr RUSHTON, to the Minister for the
Arts:
(I) Referring to his letter to the Editor of

the Sunday Times dated I I August
1985 does he still hold to his
statement, that is, "all arts grants in
Western Australia are subject to
processing and assessment by one in-
dependent body. In that sense there is
only one funding body in W.A."?

(2) Does he still claim all art grants have
been the subject of Western Australian
Arts Council consideration and
recommendation?

Mr DAVIES replied:

(1) and (2) With a few special exceptions,
all Instant Lottery grants have been
processed and assessed by the Western
Australian Arts Council through its di-
rector or its chairman. Grants have
not been approved without concur-
rence from the council's office.
Recommendations come to me on
official WAAC letterhead. The coun-
cil, as an independent "arm's length"
authority, is not subject to influence
by the Government on the effective-
ness, competence, or level of pro-
fessionalism of the council's internal
administrative procedures, a responsi-
bility which the council itself is most
willing to embrace.
I must assume that the council is fully
aware of, and in control of, its own
procedures and that all communi-
cations from the council's office are
subject to a system of consideration
and recommendation satisfactory to
the council.

PORTS AND HARBOURS: MARINA
Sorrento: Environmental Reports

60. Mr RUSHTON, to the Minister for the
Environment:

Will he please table and let me have a
copy of all the environmental reports
or associated environmental reports
on the establishments of a marina at
Sorrento?

Mr DAVIES replied:

The environmental review and man-
agement programme prepared for the
proposed Sorrento boat harbour is
currently out of print. It is understood
that the proponent is having further
copies printed and arrangements will
be made for the member to receive a
copy when available.
The EPA's report and recom-
mendations on the proposal have
been published and I have asked
the Department of Conservation and
Environment to forward a copy to the
member.
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FORESTS

Shannon Basin: Logging

61. Mr RUSHTON, to the Minister for
Conservation and Land Management:

What portion of the Shannon Basin
has previously been logged?

Mr DAVIES replied:
14.5 per cent.

ENERGY: GAS
Pipeline: Maylands

62. Mr RUSHTON, to the Minister for the
Environment:

(1) Has he, the Department of Conser-
vation and Environment or the En-
vironmental Protection Authority
considered the impact upon the en-
vironment of routing the Noath-West
Shelf gas pipeline along the proposed
route through Maylands?

(2) What have been the recommendations
Or findings of the consideration and
review by any or all of those having
this responsibility mentioned in (1)?

Mr DAVIES replied:

(1) and (2) The Environmental Protection
Authority called for the preparation of
an environmental review and manage-
ment programme for the Caversham-
East Perth gas pipeline lateral. The
EPA's report and recommendations
have been published and a copy will
be sent to the member.

TRANSPORT DEREGULATION
Report

63. Mr RUSHTON, to the Minister for
Transport:

Will he table and let me have a copy of
this year's Transport Commission re-
port upon the deregulation of
transport?

Mr GRILL replied:

The Commissioner of Transport has
yet to present me with a report on this
year's monitoring of the effect of the
new land freight transport policy.
When that report is completed, it will
be available for general distribution.

TRANSPORT: RAILWAYS
Suburban: Income

64. Mr HASSELL, to the Minister for
Transport:
(1) What was the level of payment

received in 1984-85 by Westrail for
the operation of the suburban passen-
ger rail service?

(2) How much of the above figure relates
to costs associated with the Perth to
Fremantle passenger rail service?

(3) Not including recoups and subsidies
from the State Government, how
much income from fares was derived
from the operation of the Perth to
Fremantle passenger rail service in
1984-8 5?

Mr GRILL replied:

(1)
(2)

$24.128 million.
and (3) The Leader of the Opposition
should be perfectly aware from ques-
tions answered in the House in the
past year that the accounting system
used by Westrail does not separately
identify costs and revenues of the
three suburban passenger rail lines. In
this regard I would refer him to my
answer to question 2482 (1) given on
Wednesday, 6 March 1985.

65 to 70. Postponed.

WASTE DISPOSAL
Laundromats: Charges

71. Mr MENSAROS, to the Minister for
Water Resources:

What were the charges, and in which
form, (licence fee, with or without
quantity based charges, etc) for indus-
trial waste disposal of laundromat op-.
erators on I July 1983, and when and
to what amounts have they changed
since?

Mr TONKIN replied:

In the past, laundromats have been
billed in about July each year with the
account comprising a charge
representing the industrial waste per-
mit for the current year and an indus-
trial waste charge based on the qual-
ity/quantity of the discharge to the
end of the previous financial year.
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These charges for 1983-84 and 1984-
85 were:

1983-84 1984-85

Annual permit fee $90 $90

Quality/quantity charge based on the
unit rates for:
Volume

BOD

Suspended Solids

35c/kl 43c/ll

5Ocfkg 54cfkg
S0cfkg 59cfkg

For the purpose of calculating the
BOD and SS loading a standard efflu-
ent of 126 mg/I DOD and 133 mg/i SS
was applied to all laundromats. This
effluent standard was set on past
analysis of sampled discharges.

The normal sewerage rates imposed at
the beginning of the year were
credited against the calculated quan-
tity/quality charge.

Due to representations from the
Laundromats Trade Association to the
Government, the authority reviewed
its tariff system for laundromats dur-
ing 1984-85 and a new, more equi-
table system was approved by Govern-
ment for this year; and most
laundromat owners will experience a
significant reduction in the total
annual amount payable.

The charges for 198 5-86 are-

Annual Permit fee-$80
Industrial Waste Charge-Number of

washing units @ $40/unit
This industrial waste charge applies in
addition to the normal sewerage rates.

The new industrial waste charge is ap-
plied at the commencement of the
financial year which means that
owners know their charges in advance
and this approach also solves the
problem arising from tenancy charges.

With this changeover from one system
to another, the charges imposed by the
authority on laundromat owners in
July 1985 will be comparable with
previous years but the period for
which the charge is raised will cover
the current year rather than part cur-
rent and part previous year which
many owners found confusing.

ELECTORAL REFORM

Petitions

72. Mr MENSAROS, to the Minister for
Parliamentary and Electoral Reform:

Has he or any of the municipal coun-
cils in Western Australia signed any
petitions submitted to either House of
Parliament demanding State Parlia-
mentary electoral reform?

Mr TONKIN replied:

If the format recommended for pet-
itions to Parliament is examined it
will be clear that petitions are signed
by people. People who are members of
municipal councils may well have
signed a petition but it is not appro-
priate to speak of a municipal council
having signed a petition.

I do not recall having signed a petition
but an efficacious approach is to re-
quest the Clerk of the Parliament to
provide a copy of all electoral reform
petitions to the member who will then
have the necessary information with
which his question may be accurately
answered.

EDUCATION
Student-free Days

73. Mr MENSAROS, to the Minister for
Education:
(1) Is it considered in the interests of

school children and parents to with-
draw teaching staff and school accom-
modation for one day, unscheduled as
far as usualI yearly hol iday t imes go?

(2) Was any consideration given to the
fact that the teaching profession and
individual teachers might have the
dedication to receive briefings-if
that is necessary and cannot be done
through the medium of printed word
in booklet form-outside the normal
teaching days?

(3) Was the decision for a day off in
schools motivated by the desire to
please the Teachers' Union?)

Mr PEARCE replied:

(1) Yes, It is essential that all teachers
understand the changes being
implemented at all levels of schooling.
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(2) There will be far more than one or two
days of professional preparation
required of teachers in the total im-
plementation process. The additional
preparation will be undertaken as it is
normally-in teachers' own time.

(3) No.

CRIME: TELEPHONE TAPPING
Indemnity: Police Force

74. Mr MENSAROS, to the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services:
(1) Has any officer/member of the West-

ern Australian Police force applied for
the grant of indemnities concerned
with offences connected with tele-
phone tapping?

(2) If so, how many such applications
were submitted to the Common-
wealth?

(3) Have any applications, and if so, how
many, been granted by the Attorney-
General?

M r CARR replied:

(t) No.
(2) Answered by (1).
(3) No.

HEALTH: HOSPITAL
Rockinghtam: Pharmacists

75. Mr MENSAROS, to the Minister for
Health:
(1) How many positions were advertised

for pharmacists at the Rockingham
hospital with applications closing an
24 May and 7 June 1985 respectively?

(2) -How many applications were received
for these positions?

(3) How many of the applications were-
(a) from Western Australia;
(b) from other than Western

Australia, and had the required
qualifications?

(4) How many appointments are going to
be or have already been made?

(5) Were the successful applicants from
Western Australia or from places
other than Western Australia?

(6) Does the Government still maintain
the policy of giving preference to
Western Australian applicants in Pub-

lic Service or Government
instrumentalities if the required quali-
fications and other conditions are
there?

Mr HODGE replied:

(I) One.

(2) Six, of which one was a late appli-
cation and was not considered.

(3) Of the five applications considered-

(a) two were from Western Australia;

(b) three were from other than West-
ern Australia.

(4) One.
(5) The successful applicant is from the

Northern Territory and was the Depu-
ty Chief Pharmacist of Royal Darwin
Hospital.

(6) All applicants are considered against
the selection criteria for the vacant
position and the most suitable appli-
cant is selected on this basis. All fac-
tors being equal, a selection would not
be made outside Western Australia.
However, should an applicant from
another State be outstanding then
such an applicant would be selected in
the interests of the Provision of the
most efficient service within the hos-
pital. This was the case in this ap-
pointment.

There is an acute shortage of
pharmacists in Western Australia and
both Western Australian applicants
are employed.

TRAFFIC HAZARD

Kings Park

76. Mr MENSAROS, to the Minister for
Transport:

Will he please explain the reasons for
the elaborate footpath and pedestrian
area recently built around the clock at
the Kings Park entrance, which seem-
ingly creates an effective single lane
bottleneck for the westbound traffic
on Malcolm Street and Kings Park
Road, which previously enjoyed a
three to two lane path and was able to
clear reasonably quickly, even during
peak hour periods?
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Mr GRILL replied:
The channelisation at the entrance to
Kings Park is being constructed by the
Perth City Council because of the
poor safety record with the previous
layout. The resurfacing of the intersec-
tion has not yet been completed and
the pavement markings have not yet
been installed. The pavement
markings will allow for two lanes of
traffic when approaching the entrance
to Kings Park from the city centre.

77. Postponed.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

EDUCATION: CKARGES
Book Requirements

9. Mr MacKINNON, to the Minister for
Education:

With regard to the recently announced
changes to the fees and charges
imposed in secondary schools in West-
ern Australia, I ask-
(I) Will the high schools still be free

to purchase their requirements
within the set fee from booksellers
or stationers of their choice?

(2) What services are to be offered to
schools under these new arrange-
ments by the Education Depart-
ment's supplies branch in the fu-
ture?

Mr PEARCE replied:
(1) and (2) In this case the Government is

making sure that the cost impact of
free education to parents is as mini-
mal as possible. In this instance I set
up a committee, ably chaired by the
member for Whitford, which came
down with a number of
recommendations which would have
the effect of limiting the cost of fees
and charges to parents in our edu-
cation system without impairing the
quality in any way.
We were seeking to make schools
operate more efficiently in the way
they bought books and supplies and
charged fees. The fact is that the
recommendations of the Beggs report,
as they are now being implemented in
schools, have received generally satis-
factory acceptance from parents, be-
cause they like to see fees and charges

reduced. Also they will have a say in
the way schools raise fees through the
establishment of committees on which
they will be represented. These com-
mittees are an initiative
recommended by the Beggs com-
mittee. Some teachers were a little
worried because they believed they
could charge what they like and
parents would have to pay. However,
most teachers now accept that the job
can be done within the amount of
money allocated.
I was very surprised that the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition publicly
opposed the limiting of charges to
parents in our public education
system. He requested that the restric-
tion of charges not be implemented
this year; he wanted the schools to be
able to charge what they like this year,
instead of the maximum of $110
which will be imposed in the new ar-
rangement, with an extra $15S contri-
bution by the Government. I would
have thought it was politically foolish
to say such a thing because most
parents want to see fees reduced.
The question that the Deputy Leader
of the Opposition has asked today
points to the motivation which has
underlain that attitude. That is to say,
he is looking not to the interests of
parents and children in our schools
but to the interests of those who sell
books to our schools, and what he is
asking me to indicate now that we
have announced a firm and fixed re-
duction in fees is whether high schools
are still going to be able to buy books
from the booksellers or must they buy
through the education supply section
of the Education Department. That in
fact has been the motivation of mem-
bers of the Liberal Party all along. To
look after the interests of a dozen
booksellers, the Liberal Party is pre-
pared to sell the parents of this State
down the drain.

Mr Court: You had better ask the Minister
for Small Business about that. The
way you are attacking those book-
sellers is a disgrace.

Mr PEARCE: Let me tell both the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition and the
hopeful Leader of the Opposition
what the precise situation is. I have
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had a number of meetings with the
booksellers on this very issue. They
came to me to express their fears that
under the new arrangements they
would be cut out. Our discussions
could be described in a com-
munique-if such had been
issued-as both frank and free; one
might even use the word "forceful".
However the end result was that there
will shortly be a statement by myself
and the booksellers to the effect that
the booksellers appreciate the Govern-
ment's motivations in this matter and
that they understand that they can
operate in a way which does not im-
pair their businesses, because what I
have said to them is that if we can set
out certain procedures that are
brought about by the new arrange-
ments there will be no difficulty in
schools buying through booksellers.
The serices of booksellers will be
required in the way they always have;
and the booksellers themselves, in
their last deputation to me, said that
most of their fears had been allayed by
the document which has gone to
schools explaining the new system,
and they saw no difficulties in
operating under the new arrange-
ments. There is an arrangement be-
tween the booksellers and me that
once the new system is in place we will
put out a joint Press release to an-
nounce that agreement.

ELECTORAL REFORM

Legislation

10. Mr TROY, to the Minister for
Parliamentary and Electoral Reform:

Why has the Government not brought
forward a Bill for the reform of parlia-
mentary representation this year?

Mr TONKIN replied:

I thank the member for Mundaring for
notice of the question.

As far back as November 1983 the
Liberal Party said that it was working
on its own electoral reform proposals
and would soon make a public an-
nouncement. The same ploy was re-

peated in 1984 in debate on the fair
representation Bill. Since then the
Government has several times asked
the Liberal Party to disclose its elec-
toral reform policy and today, nearly
two years after the first promise that a
policy was coming, the public are now
advised that the Liberal Party has no
reform policy. The reason that there is
no Bill for the reform of represen-
tation is that the Government was
waiting to see what reform proposals
would be made by the Liberal Party.

The Leader of the Opposition in
1984 repeatedly complained that there
had been no consultation by the
Government with the Opposition on
electoral matters. Of course, they had
never consulted with us when they
were the Government but nevertheless
we were not going to play tit for tat . so
we accepted that there should be con-
sultation and I made repeated invi-
tations for discussions with the Oppo-
sition parties. These discussions were
avoided Or they were meaningless, and
the excuse given by the Liberal Party
all along was that they were working
on a policy to be announced soon.
This indicates that the Leader of the
Opposition, who complained of no
consultation and then refused to con-
sult, is a hollow man. No wonder he
has no respect among people generally
or among his own members. Failure to
agree to a reform policy after that
length of time signals a clear message:
There are serious divisions in the Lib-
eral Party about electoral reform.
They cannot agree among themselves.
The disgraceful gerrymander and
malapportionment can no longer be
tolerated among Liberal Party mem-
bers of conscience and I think there is
a clash between them and the cynical
boundary manipulators.

I ask the Liberal Party to release the
discussion paper mentioned in today's
report in The West Australian so that
in the interests of open government
everyone can see what options were
being considered by the Liberal Party.
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GOVERNMENT GUARANTEES
Hunts Foods Pty Lid

11. Mr STEPHENS, to the Premier:
(1) With respect to the Hunts Foods Pty

Ltd canning factory, what is the nature
and the amount of guarantees, if any,
to which the Government is commit-
ted?

(2) Since Hunts went into receivership,
has the Government received any re-
quest for assistance, financial or
otherwise from-
(a) the company;
(b) the growers who have supplied

vegetables;
(c) the fishermen?

(3) If "Yes" to 2 (a), (b), or (c), what was
the Government's response?

(4) I'Has the Government initiated any in-
quiries to see what Government steps
may be necessary to ensure the con-
tinuing operations of the company?

Mr BRIAN BURKE replied:
(1) $3.1 million for working capital.
(2) (a) No;

(b) yes;
(c) no.

(3) (a) and (c) Not applicable;
(b) the Minister for Agriculture ad-vised growers that a direct sub-

sidy was not possible. Farmers
were referred to the Rural Ad-
justment and Finance Corpor-
ation as being more appropriate.

(4) The Government is working with al
interested parties in an endeavour to
ensure the retention in Albany of the
processing activities involved.

ELECTORAL SYSTEM
Fairness

12. Mr BRIDGE, to the Minister for
Parliamentary and Electoral Reform:

I ask the Minister is the existing elec-
toral system fair, or does it confer an
advantage-

Speaker's Ruling
The SPEAKER: Order! You cannot ask

an opinion of the Minister.

TRANSPORT: METROPOLITAN
TRANSPORT TRUST

Membership
13. Mr PETER ]ONES, to the Minister for

Transport:
Having regard to the comments made
in this Chamber by the Minister dur-
ing the debate to enlarge the member-
ship of the Metropolitan Transport
Trust, for what reason did the Minis-
ter appoint two union members to the
trust instead of an appointment
reflecting the comments made during
the debate?

Mr GRILL replied:
As I indicated at the time of that de-
bate some months ago now, there were
some problems in obtaining
unanimity in respect of the appoint-
ment of the uniondelegates For some
time now there has been a degree of
animosity between the two sections of
the work force down there. I do not
think I need to go into that; it is well
known. To properly represent the
workers it was thought proper-

Several members interjected.
Mr GRILL: The community has much

greater representation now under the
new seven-man board than it ever had
under the board appointed by the pre-
vious Government. So do not worry
about the public. For the first time
there is a user representative-there
is, in fact, a community representative
on the - trust. The public are
represented better under the trust as
constituted by this Government. The
public were not represented in any
form or fashion in the previous board.

ELECTORAL REFORM
Country People: Effect

14. Mrs BUCHANAN, to the Minister for
Parliamentary and Electoral Reform.

Have the electoral reform proposals
made by the Government decreased
the detrimental effects on country
people that result from the present
electoral system?

Mr TONKIN replied:
An - extraordinary statement is
attributed in today's The West
Australian to the Leader of the Oppo-
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sition. He is reported to have said that
electoral reform proposals made by
other parties were unacceptable to the
Liberal Party because of their detri-
mental effects on country people! Lib-
eral determination to cling to the
existing electoral system is an insult to
country people who are just as capable
as any group of getting their political
point across. To insist that they have
overrepresentation is demeaning.
Democratic values are held by all
Australians whether they live in the
country or city, and the Liberal Party
is out of step to think that people in
large areas should be given more
members of Parliament so that they
will be able to override the opinions
held by a majority of people who live
somewhere else.

It is universally agreed that each per-
son should have one vote, not two or
three, but the Liberal enforcement of
vote weighting has the effect of in-
creasing the political influence of
some people at the expense of others.

Electoral reform -proposals made by
the Government have recognized the
dignity of all citizens no matter where
they live, and there is a strong possi-
bility that country people will soon be
able to telephone their member of Par-
l iament for the cost of a local call.

So who looks after country people?
The conservatives did not in all their
years of government. The Govern-
ment's plans cannot be called detri-
mental to anyone.

So who looks after country people?
The conservatives, in all their years in
Government in this State, never gave
that facility to country people.

What is clearly detrimental to country
people is the hypocrisy and manipu-
lation they have suffered to serve the
interests of the Liberal Party. In an
unsuccessful effort to preserve the seat
of Pilbara 'in 1981, hundreds of
country people were transferred into
the seat of Kimberley to give the most
remote electorate in the State an en-
rolment which is at present greater
than each of 12 metropolitan districts.
So, 10 200 or so electors in
Kalamunda, not 30 minutes' drive
from Parliament House-and the seat

is held of course by a member of the
Liberal Party-have the same rep-
resentation here as 17 700 or so elec-
tors in the Kimberley. In the
Kimberley there are nearly double the
number of people, and this from a pol-
itical party that claims to look after
country people. There is no doubt that
the present system is detrimental to
country people. Growth, develop-
ment, and the improvement of life in
the country are quietly sabotaged by
the Liberal Party because it is afraid of
the electoral consequences.

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS: DISPUTE
South African Vessel

15. Mr PETER JONES, to the Minister for
Transport:-

What action has the Government
implemented to assist the South
African registered vessel which has
been the victim of industrial disrup-
tion at the Port of Fremantle?

Mr GRILL replied:
The member's question should be
directed to the responsible Minister,
in this case the Minister for Industrial
Relations.

ELECTORAL LAWS
Liberal Party: Effect

16. Mr BRIDGE, to the Minister for
Parliamentary and Electoral Reform:

In what ways does the present elec-
toral law favour the Liberal Party?

The SPEAKER: Order! I cannot allow that
question.

DTX AUSTRALIA LTD
Transfer Bunbury

17. Mr COURT, to the Minister for Regional
Development with special responsibility
for "Bunbury 2000":
(1) Has the Government offered, or been

requested by the firm DTX Australia
Ltd to Provide, a developed package
proposal for that company to transfer
its operations to Bunbury?

(2) Which Minister made the original
contact with DTX Australia Ltd, and
with whom?
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(3) Does the inducement for DTX
Australia Ltd to go to Bunbury include
land; if so, how much is included; is
the Government expected to provide
land and services at minimal cost; and
would the Minister detail this?

Mr GRILL replied:
(1) to (3) No offer has been made to DTX

Australia Ltd. I know of no Minister
who has made direct representations
to any of the executive of DTX.

Mr MacKinnon: No offer has been made
at all?

Mr GRILL: No offer has been made. No
inducement has been offered to DTX
at the present time. The firm's appli-
cation for some Government help in
relocating from the metropolitan area
to Bunbury is under consideration by
a consultative team which is making
an assessment of the product the firm
produces and of the benefits to
Bunbury and WA. The report should
be available by 23 August. Once that
report is received by the relevant Min-
isters it will be considered and a de-
cision made.

HEALTH; AIDS
Transmission: Offence

I8. Mr BERTRAM, to the Minister for
Health:

In view of the much publicised inten-tion of the member for Kalamanda to
introduce a private member's Bill on
AIDS, making it an offence to know-
ingly pass on this disease, can the
Minister advise-
(1) Is it currently an offence, under

the Health Act to knowingly pass
on a sexually transmitted disease?

(2) If "yes", how many people have
been fined or gaoled under that
legislation?

Mr HODGE replied:
(1) and (2) Yes, provisions do exist in the

Health Act for penalties to be imposed
against those who knowingly pass on
venereal diseases. A fine of, I believe,
$ 100 or a sentence of six months' hard
labour can be imposed against some-
one who has committed such an of-
fence. Members will be interested to
learn that while these penal provisions
have been contained in the Act since

its inception in 1911, a search today
by my department has revealed no
record of any conviction occurring
since 1911.

TRANSPORT: BUSES
Prams

19. Mr THOMPSON, to the Minister for
Transport:
(1) Does he support the recent decision

which will result in a 10 or 12-stone
bus driver remaining in his bus while
a seven-stone mother of two or three
children struggles to put her pram on
the hooks of the bus?

(2) If he does support that decision, what
advice does he offer mothers in those
circumstances?

(3) Bearing in mind that safety appears to
have been one of the criteria for the
decision to force these mothers to load
their own prams, will he ask the ap-
propriate union if it will ask its mem-
bers to get off the bus and hold the
children while the mother puts the
pramn on the bus?

Mr GRILL replied:
(1) to (3) While thanking the member for

his question and his concern for the
mothers of the State, I indicate firstly
that the Government was not a party
to the decision whereby, as from I
September, it will not be an actual re-
quirement of the terms of employ-
ment of bus drivers that they be forced
to load prams onto the back of a bus.
Having said that, I indicate now that
the job of the bus driver over the
years, and for a number of reasons,
has become a very stressful one, where
the quality of working life of a bus
driver in many cases has been
diminished quite considerably. Stress
is now a real factor in his job.
The recent decision not to make it
obligatory or for it to be a term of the
conditions of employment of a bus
driver that he be required to load
prams on his bus was made on the
grounds that, firstly, it was necessary
for him to have control of the bus. It
was thought proper that at all times
the bus driver should remain in con-
trol of his bus. Secondly, there are un-
safe situations which do arise such as
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where the bus may have to be held on
a hill by engaging the handbrake and
where the bus driver should be in con-
trol of the bus. Thirdly, the incidence
of vandalism, larrakinism, and similar
behaviour on buses is increasing. In
fact, aver the last several years this
behaviour has increased quite dra-
matically, making it more and more
desirable that a bus driver not leave
control of his bus by stepping outside.

Injuries have also been mentioned,
but that is very much an ancillary
matter and one of less consequence
than those I have previously
mentioned.

For the edification of the member I
remind him, or supply him for the
first time with the information be-
cause he is probably not aware of this,
that it was really the previous Govern-
ment which took the initial steps
towards ensuring that bus drivers did
nol carry out these duties. in fact, the
previous Government made it a term
of employment for bus drivers that it
was not obligatory for them to load
and unload prams during peak
periods. That is a fact which might
surprise members opposite.

That situation was brought about by
the previous Government, and the last
move is only a natural consequence of
that step. In fact, the situation as it
will apply from I September this year
will be a confirmation of the de facto
situation which was actually carried
on prior to that date, and under the
previous Government, where bus
drivers loaded and unloaded prams
and such things when they thought it
proper to do so.

I challenge members of the Oppo-
silion to deny that they did not take
that first step down the road. If
they are so concerned about the
mothers of this State, why did they-
take that first step? I also ask members
of the Opposition when they last saw a
situation where a pram was loaded
onto the back of a bus-not very
often! The facts are that neither the
MTT, nor this Government, nor the
previous Government could force bus
drivers to load and unload prams onto

the backs of buses. Bus drivers
probably have some fairly good
reasons for not carrying out those
duties now.

TRANSPORT: METROPOLITAN
TRANSPORT TRUST

sale
20. Mrs BEGGS, to the Minister for

Transport:
(1) Is he aware that the Leader of the Op-

position has hinted he intends to sell
the MTT?

(2) What is the Government's attitude
towards selling the MTT?

Mr GRILL replied:
(1) and (2) The Leader of the Opposition

has shown himself to be pretty long on
rhetoric and short on history with his
recent "hints"-they were certainly
more than hints here today-that a
Liberal Government would -sell the
Mfl. He should cast his memory
back to the reason the Mfl was set
up: Private operators could not main-
tain financial viability and had to sell
out to the Government. Since those
days, virtually all major public
transport operators in the western
world have gone into the red.
The world-wide reality of public
transport operation has eluded the
Leader of the Opposition.
While a private operator may be able
to run certain peripheral services, he
cannot reasonably provide an
integrated capital city service.
If the Leader of the Opposition tries to
re-create the past the following results
are certain: Perth public transport ser-
vice standards would decline;, week-
end and evening services would be
cut; service frequencies would be
reduced;, the maintenance and clean Ii-
ness of the fleet would drop; and a
great number of MTT ser-
vices-especially in outer areas such
as Armada le, Mundijong, and
Wanneroo-would be curtailed and
fares would rise.

Mr Laurance: Is that happening in New
South Wales?

Mr GRILL: I Will get onto that matter
later. Even a doubling of them would
fall short of covering private oper-
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ators' costs. Pensioners, students, and
the unemployed would face the
heaviest imposts, because their fares
are the lowest at present.

Public transport patronage would fall.
There would be more cars on the
roads, moad expenditure would be
higher, and people would no longer be
served adequately by public transport.
Those without access to cars would be
prisoners in their homes.

I remind members that it has been
only during the last few months of the
Labor Government that we have seen
any increases in public transport
patronage in the metropolitan area.

The Commonwealth Grants Com-
mission, whose research happens to be
done by the same consultants which
did the Sydney study to which the
Leader of the Opposition referred this
afternoon, consistently showed that
the MTT is the most efficient of all
capital city public transport operators.
In fact, it is nearly twice as efficient
per kilometre run as the services run
in New South Wales. That is my
answer to the member's comment
about the New South Wales situation.
If the member wants to quote from
surveys done in other States, he
should remember that they will not
always have a parallel with this State. I
repeat that the survey that was con-
ducted in New South Wales by the
same consultant, Travers Morgan,
which consulted on the survey and the
work for the Commonwealth Grants
Commission, has consistently shown
that the MTT is by far the most ef-
ficient operator of all the operators in
capital cities of Australia, and the
Leader of the Opposition and the
other members of the Opposition
should take some notice of that report.

This year the MTT succeeded-and
here is another point members of the
Opposition might like to put in their
pipes and smoke-in reducing its real
deficit level which, in these days of
escalating labour and fuel costs, is a
remarkable achievement. I might add
that a reduction of the deficit in real
terms was never achieved under the
previous Government.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
Accounting System

21. Mr CLARKO, to the Minister for Local
Government:
(1) 1 have given the Minister some notice

of this question. Is he aware that some
shire clerks have expressed concern re-
garding the new accounting system
which has recently been introduced
into local government?

(2) If the answer to (1) is "Yes", does he
plan to take any action to overcome
the problems referred to?

Mr CARR replied:
(1) and (2) 1 thank the member for

Karrinyup for notice of his intention
to ask the question. I have had the
opportunity to speak to the Secretary
for Local Government since that time.
Very few expressions of dissatisfaction
with the new accounting practices
have been conveyed to the Depart-
ment of Local Government or to my-
self We can in fact only point to about
four councils which have expressed
concern or complained about the new
provisions. I might say that those
complaints have usually been about
the number of transactions that a
council has had to record.

I make the point that there have
been no increases in the number of
transactions that councils have needed
to record, and there is actually some
opportunity in certain circumstances
to reduce the number of transactions
recorded. Indeed, the response gener-
ally throughout local government in
Western Australia has been that these
new provisions have been very well
received by both councillors and
officers. The department conducted a
number of seminars throughout
country areas of the State to inform
councillors ' and officers of the pro-
visions of the new accounting direc-
tions, and they are being followed up
with the promotion of general assist-
ance visits to country areas around the
State by the inspectorial staff of the
Department of Local Government.
One of the issues being addressed di-
rectly in that series of visits is queries
that arise relating to accounting direc-
tions. I have had discussions with the
team of people who were involved in
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establishing the new accounting
system, and they include some promi-
-nent academics in the field of account-
ancy from the Various tertiary insti-
tutions. They have undertaken to as-
sist i monitoring the introduction of
the new accounting practices and I am
informed that if problems are shown
to occur through the introduction of
that new system, we will endeavour to
respond to those problems. I suggest
to the member for Karrinyup that, as
he has had approaches directly from
clerks of particular councils, he might
like to convey to those clerks the point
that if they contact the department
they will discover that departmental
officers are available who are very
keen to assist with any queries they
may have.

PASTORAL INDUSTRY: LEASES

Emanuel Family Purchase

22. Mr BLAIKIE, to the Minister for Lands
and Surveys:

(1) With the decision of the Common-
wealth Government to put up $6
million for the purchase of the
Kimberley Emanuel pastoral leases,
will the Minister confirm or deny that
the Commonwealth Government's in-
volvement was to ensure that a signifi-
cant area of land purchased would be
made available to Aboriginal people?

(2) Would he explain the reasons for the
appointment of Mr Stephen Hawke of
the Marra Worra Worra community
and a further person nominated by the
Aboriginal Development Commission
to be members of the consultative
committee investigating the split-up of
the Emanuel leases?

Mr McIVER replied:

(1) and (2) The question is very involved
and I do not know whether Mr Hawke
was appointed by the Marra Worra
Worra community. I ask the member
to put the question on notice in order
that he may receive an accurate
answer.

EDUCATION: HOMOSEXUALITY

Alternative Lifestyle

23. Mr READ, to the Minister for Education:

(I) Is the Minister aware of the statement
made by the member for Floreat at a
meeting of the Curtin division of the
Liberal Party that school children are
being taught that homosexuality is a
normal alternative?

(2) Will the Minister inform the House
whether this is fact?

(3) If so, will he ensure the House that
such a practice will cease?

Mr PEARCE replied:
(1) to (3) This question gives me the op-

portunity to put the record straight on
two issues and I thank the member for
the question. I deny categorically that
there is any section of the Education
Department's curriculum which
teaches that homosexuality is a nor-
mal practice or which teaches children
how they can go about being homosex-
uals. The statement made is totally
false and the member for Floreat
should apologise to the Education De-
partment for making such a statement.
The statement is even worse because
not only is it factually false but it is
also a doctoring of the motion passed
by the Curtin division of the Liberal
Party; and the matter is documented
in this week's edition of the Subiaco
Post. The Subiaco Post asked the
President of the Curtin division of the
Liberal Party (Mr John Dallimore) to
produce any evidence that children
were being taught homosexuality.

Not only did Mr Dallirnore say that
his division had no evidence at all, but
he also said that the motion passed by
that branch of the Liberal Party was
that teaching of this kind should be
opposed. Therefore, the division was
saying that it did not believe that sort
of teaching was occurring in schools
but that it should be opposed if it were
to happen and that the member for
Floreat changed the words from,
"This teaching should be opposed" to
the words, "This teaching should
cease"
Mr Dallimore said that it was a mis-
take by the member.
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An Opposition member: To wham did he
say that?

Mr PEARCE: It was said to a reporter of
the Subiaco Post. In fact, if any memn-
ber is interested I have a copy of the
article and I will table it for the infor-
mation of members.

Not only is the member acting on no
information that there is such teach-
ing, but also he has altered a motion of
the Curtin division of the Liberal
Party.

I call upon the member for
Floreat-or ask one of his colleagues
to call upon him in his absence-to let
the House know whether he has any
evidence that there is teaching of this
kind in schools and I assert categori-
cally that he will have none. I call
upon him to put up or shut up. He
should either produce the evidence or
apologise to every person in the Edu-
cation Department who is affronted
by this statement.

DTX AUSTRALIA LTD

Transfer Bunbury

24. Mr LAURANCE to the Minister for
Technology:

(1) As part of the package being
negotiated between DTX Australia
Ltd and the State Government, does
the company expect, should it move to
Bunbury, that the Government will
purchase any new equipment for its
use in Government departments and
agencies?

(2) If so, would the Minister give full de-
tails?

Mr BRYCE replied:

(1) and (2) The approach by DTX to the
Government is under examination by
an interdepartmentai committee
which has employed a group of con-
sultants to test the technology. When
this has taken place I will be very
happy to take on board
the recommendations of the
interdepartmental committee regard-
ing the whole package and I will then
give the member the answer he is
seeking.

TRANSPORT: BUSES
Minibuses

25. Mrs WATKINS, to the Minister for
Transport:

Is it correct as stated by the Leader of
the Opposition in the Address-in-Re-
ply debate today that the Government
is reluctant to introduce minibuses
into the MTT fleet due to pressure
from The Australian Tramway and
Motor Omnibus Employees Associ-
ation?

Mr GRILL replied:
I thank the member for the question.
The statement made by the Leader of
the Opposition is not correct and it is
quite fallacious. The MTT operators
union is not opposed to the introduc-
tion of minibuses. In fact, the MiT
will soon be introducing two
minibuses into its service. These buses
Will Operate on an experimental basis,
probably in the nothern and eastern
suburbs where patronage is thin, but
where services are necessary.
Following these trials consideration
will be given to the further use of
smaller buses in the fleet. It is appro-
priate at the present time to congratu-
late the members for Whitford and
Joondalup who have actually
championed this new initiative.

Several members interjected.
Mr GRILL: I advise members opposite

that I knew of no initiatives to intro-
duce minibuses to the services in the
Perth metropolitan area when I be-
came Minister for Transport, nor was
I informed of initiatives or any im-
pending introduction. In fact, it is
quite to the contrary. It is my under-
standing that the previous Govern-
ment had written off the notion of
introducing minibuses into the service
of the MTT in the Perth metropolitan
area.

DTX AUSTRALIA LTD
Transfer Bunbury

26. Mr LAURANCE, to the Minister for
Technology:

I have a further question to the Minis-
ter for Technology and I indicate that
with regard to the negotiations being
undertaken between the Government
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and DTX I am not asking the Minister
anything in relation to the report
which is being prepared. I ask-
(I) In terms of the company moving

to Hunbury, has the Minister had
any discussions with the company
in regard to the Government pur-
chasing new technological equip-
ment for use in Government de-
partments and agencies?

(2) Would he give details of any dis-
cussions he may have had along
those lines?

BRYCE replied:
and (2) I cannot recall all the details of
the discussions I have had.
Blaikie: Just give us a little bit.
BRYCE: I am tempted to ask this great
voice of wisdom from the south a
counter question.
However, I indicate to the member for
Gascoyne that I will not discuss this
matter in this Parliament because it is
not being handled by my department.
The matter is being handled by an
interdepartmental committee. As the
Minister for Technology I have
probably met all the companies
involved in electronics in Western
Australia. I have no intention of
revealing to anybody the commercial
negotiations between the Government
and a company which is actually
putting a proposal to the Government,
until we are in a position to make a

decision for that company. I have
indicated that an interdepartmental
committee has been appointed and it
will come back to the Minister for Re-
gional Development and me with
recommendations as to what is a vi-
able or non-viable proposition.

Several members interjected.

Mr BRYCE: They manufactured decoders.
Is there anything mysterious about
that?

One of the reasons we would like to
know whether the decoders are any
good is that a firm of technological
consultants has been appointed to
make that assessment. I will not make
that assessment. I am the person who
is responsible for certain policy mat-
ters. All these matters are dealt with in
precisely the same way.

In this instance I can assure all mem-
bers whose curiosity, as the Premier
said earlier today, was based upon an
anonymous letter, that the matter will
be resolved when the report comes
back from the interdepartmental com-
mittee.

If the member wants to ask me any
number of questions about this matter
and about other facets of technology I
suggest that he commences asking
questions at 5. I15 p.m.

Mr
(1)

Mr
Mr
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